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Abstract

In this dissertation, I investigate various empirical aspects of the theory of pref-

erences and decision. A classical result in revealed preference shows that when one

observes a subject’s choice on a rich enough collection of choice sets, the weak axiom

of revealed preference is both necessary and sufficient for the choice data to be ratio-

nalized by a preference relation. In Chapter 2, I provide a complete characterization

of how far these complete data assumptions may be relaxed, while still retaining a

suitably powerful weak axiom. I then explore connections between these richness con-

ditions and the classical literature on demand integrability. Relative to the existing

literature which focused weakening the analytic regularity conditions under which

the system of partial differential equations defining the integrability problem can be

solved, in Chapter 3 prove a “nothing assumed" integrability theorem, that not only

imposes no regularity conditions on model primitives, but also applies to arbitrary

data sets, finite or infinite, in contrast with the traditional literature which requires an

infinite set of observations. Finally, in Chapter 4, I develop a least squares regression

theory for a novel form of choice data. I show that for a wide range of decision theo-

retic models, across a variety of domains, constructing statistical tests of consistency

for these models may be reduced to a standard problem of testing multiple linear

moment inequalities. Applications to trade, welfare, and the eliciting of subjective

beliefs, are provided.
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Chapter 1

How Strong Is the Weak Axiom?

1.1 Introduction

The weak axiom of revealed preference, corresponding to the absence of pairwise

reversals in observed choice behavior, is among the most elementary and normatively

appealing consistency criteria. A particularly striking feature of the weak axiom is

how dependent its implications are upon the structure of the domain of choice. When

choice is observed on a complete collection of budgets, consistency with respect to the

weak axiom is equivalent to rational behavior: the weak axiom completely character-

izes the testable implications of rationality (see [11], [103]).1 Conversely, when choice

is observed only on an exceedingly sparse collection of budgets, the satisfaction of the

weak axiom may become vacuous.

Complete domain hypotheses are commonplace in choice theory. In spite of this,

the manner in which the structure of the domain of choice affects the implications of

the weak axiom is generally very poorly understood. In the context of experiments,

this implies a non-trivial interaction between the experimental design, that is the

choice of which budgets to solicit subjects’ choices from, and the interpretation of

any potential inconsistency. For example, if the weak axiom of revealed preference

is characteristic of rationality for a given experiment, then clearly no choice cycle of
1This is sometimes aptly referred to as the ‘fundamental theorem of revealed preference.’

See, for example, [90].
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length three or more can occur in isolation: there must also be a choice reversal. For

such experiments, the testable implications of the transitivity of preference are wholly

subsumed by pairwise coherency of choices.

Reliance on such assumptions also limit our ability to test new models. It is

common to characterize the testable implications of such theories under the assump-

tion of a complete domain. Broadly speaking, the consequence of this assumption

is that the empirical content of these models then tends to be characterized by an

appropriate variant of the weak axiom (e.g. [81], [83], [43]) or at the least to rely

heavily on the observation that on a complete domain, ‘all cycles imply two-cycles’

(e.g. [19]). Outside the realm of theory, however, full domain hypotheses are generally

difficult to justify on either positive or normative grounds. [37] seek to understand

what can be empirically tested under incomplete data; our work here may be seen as

part of a dual approach of trying to better understand how robust such results are

to the relaxation of these assumptions without fundamentally altering their testable

implications. It seems likely that future results in this direction will require ideas

formally extending those studied here in the ‘base case.’

We undertake the systematic study of how the power of the weak axiom varies with

the richness of the collection of budgets choice is sampled on. In particular, we fully

characterize those choice environments for which the weak axiom of revealed pref-

erence exhausts the testable implications of rational choice. We show that the class

of environments includes not only complete collections of budgets, but also consider-

ably smaller ones, and the property of having a strong weak axiom is not, in general,

preserved under the addition of new budgets nor the restriction to sub-collections.

We also consider the related problem, spiritually similar to the integrability theory
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of classical demand, of when the weak axiom, in conjunction with a ‘local’ no-cycles

condition, characterizes rational choice. It turns out that in general, such a theories

also require a suitably rich domain of budgets, though a weaker richness condition

than is required for the weak axiom alone to suffice.

Example 1. Consider four alternatives {a, b, c, d}. Suppose an individual is presented

with choices between {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}, and {d, a}. If this individual were to choose

a in the presence of b, b in the presence of c and so forth cyclically, her choice behavior

would be consistent with the weak axiom. This is because her choice behavior contains

no preference reversal.2 However, it would be inconsistent with preference maximiza-

tion, as it would violate the generalized axiom: it contains a cycle.

Suppose now the agent were additionally presented with choices over {a, b, c}.

The presence of the cycle from her other choices would necessarily force her to make

another choice cycle over other alternatives: if she did not choose exclusively a as her

most-preferred alternative, she would create a revealed preference reversal when this

choice was considered alongside those preceding it. But, were she to choose exclusively

a, then by revealing a to be preferable to c she would have chosen cyclically over a,

d, and c. The structure of this collection of budgets ensures that any cycle of choices

over all four alternatives necessarily induces other choice cycles in the data, though

not necessarily a choice reversal.

Finally, suppose the agent is now presented with choices over the four binary

budgets, {a, b, c}, and {c, d, a}. The presence of the cycle from her first four choices

now necessarily forces her to make a preference reversal in her choices from the latter
2In fact, it would be impossible for the agent to violate the weak axiom as no budget in

this environment contains a common pair of alternatives.
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two budgets. If the agent were to choose anything but a from {a, b, c}, a reversal

would be immediate. But then any choice from {a, c, d} constitutes a choice reversal.

Though this collection of budgets is far from complete, the budgets nevertheless inter-

sect in such a manner as to force any revealed preference cycle to necessarily induce a

concomitant revealed preference reversal. Were these choice sets selected by an exper-

imenter to be presented to the individual, the experimental setup would preclude the

existence of testable implications of preference transitivity beyond pairwise coherent

choice.

1.2 The Ex-Ante Power of the Weak Axiom

1.2.1 Preliminaries

Let X be an arbitrary set of alternatives from which an agent chooses. Let Σ ⊆

2X \ {∅} be a collection of budgets which we observe the agent choose from. We

interpret the collection Σ as capturing the manner in which we are able to sample an

agent’s choices: we can observe an agent’s choice on a set B if and only if it belongs

to Σ. When Σ contains all non-empty, finite subsets of X, we will say that Σ is

complete. We refer to the tuple (X,Σ) as a choice environment.

A mapping c : Σ → 2X \ {∅} is a choice correspondence if, for all B ∈ Σ, it

satisfies c(B) ⊆ B. Let C(X,Σ) denote the collection of all choice correspondences

for the environment (X,Σ). Given a choice correspondence c ∈ C(X,Σ), a preference

relation � on X strongly rationalizes c if, for every budget we observe choice on,

the chosen element(s) are precisely those �-maximal alternatives:

(∀B ∈ Σ) c(B) =
{
x ∈ B : ∀y ∈ B, x � y

}
.
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Given a choice correspondence c, its revealed preference is a pair of relations (%c,�c)

defined via: x %c y if there exists some B ∈ Σ such that x, y ∈ B and x ∈ c(B), and

x �c y if there exists some B ∈ Σ such that x, y ∈ B, x ∈ c(B) and y 6∈ c(B).

A choice correspondence c satisfies the weak axiom of revealed preference if it

contains no pairwise reversals: x %c y implies y 6�c x.3 Notably, for choice correspon-

dences satisfying the weak axiom, �c is indeed the asymmetric part of %c, allowing

us to speak of a single revealed preference relation for such correspondences. We say

c obeys the generalized axiom of revealed preference (sometimes referred to as

‘congruence’) if (%c,�c) contains no finite cycles of the form:

x0 %c x1 %c · · · %c xN �c x0,

It is without loss to suppose that these alternatives are all distinct, as any cycle

containing multiple appearances of the same alternative necessarily also contains a

sub-cycle consisting only of distinct alternatives. We will denote the set of all choice

correspondences for the environment (X,Σ) that satisfy the weak and generalized

axioms, respectively, byW(X,Σ) and G(X,Σ). It was shown by [94], making use of an

extension theorem due to [110], that a choice correspondence is strongly rationalizable

by a preference relation if and only if it obeys the generalized axiom.4 In light of this,

we will interchangeably refer to the satisfaction of the generalized axiom as strong

rationalizability.
3[82] provides a characterization of those choice correspondences that obey the weak

axiom, for general environments, in terms of the the ability of the choices to be ‘justified’
by an asymmetric relation.

4We note, however, that [110] acknowledges the priority of Banach, Kuratowski, and
Tarski in discovering, though not publishing, the result.
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x0 x1 x2 x3 x4

X

B1 B2 B3

B4

(a) A choice environment with five
alternatives and three budget sets.

x0 x1

x2 x3

x4

Γ

(b) The budget graph associated
with this environment.

Figure 1.1: A simple choice environment and its corresponding budget graph.
The coloring of the edges in the budget graph indicates which budgets are responsible for
the edge’s inclusion in the graph.

1.2.2 A Characterization

For purposes of combinatorial bookkeeping, it will be helpful to define an auxiliary

structure that, for a given choice environment (X,Σ), encodes precisely which pairs

of alternatives it is even possible for a preference to be revealed between. Let Γ(X,Σ)

be an undirected graph whose vertex set is X, and whose edge-set EΓ is given by the

(symmetric) relation of two vertices belonging to some common budget:

{x, y} = exy ∈ EΓ ⇐⇒ ∃B ∈ Σ s.t. {x, y} ⊆ B.

We term Γ(X,Σ) the budget graph. Equivalently, the budget graph is the smallest

undirected network with vertex set X for which the reflexive closure of the edge rela-

tion contains every revealed preference arising from a choice correspondence satisfying

the weak axiom.5

For a given c ∈ W(X,Σ) and any e ∈ EΓ there is a well-defined (possibly empty)

restriction of the revealed preference %c to the edge %c |e. This is because an edge
5The revealed preference arising from the ‘complete indifference’ choice correspondence,

for example, obtains this bound.
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e = {x, y} is itself a two-element subset of the graph’s vertex set, thus:

%c |e = %c ∩ {x, y} × {x, y}

is well-defined. Similarly, given a collection of edges E ′ ⊆ EΓ, we define:

%c |E′ =
⋃
e∈E′
%c |e.

A loop in Γ is a connected, finite subgraph γ = (Vγ, Eγ) such that every vertex in

Vγ belongs to precisely two edges in Eγ. Given a loop γ ⊆ Γ(X,Σ), a collection of

budgets Bγ ⊆ Σ is a cyclic collection for γ if, for every e ∈ Eγ there exists a B ∈ Bγ

with e ⊆ B. A cyclic collection for a loop γ is simply a collection of budgets for

which there is some choice correspondence c̃ ∈ C(X,Bγ) that reveals a preference on

every edge in the loop.6 Our choice of terminology, however, betrays intent: we will

be specifically interested in those collections that allow for cyclic choices around the

loop and, in particular, those which admit extensions to all of Σ that obey the weak

axiom.

Our ability use a particular cyclic collection to construct a choice correspondence

that satisfies the weak axiom, but not the generalized, depends critically on how the

collection intersects the remaining budgets in Σ. Given a loop γ and cyclic collection

Bγ, we say Bγ is covered if either:

(i) There exists a B̄ ∈ Σ|Bγ such that Vγ ⊆ B̄; or

(ii) There exists a B̄ ∈ Σ|Bγ such that B̄ contains a pair of elements of Vγ that are

not connected by any edge in Eγ,

where we define the restricted collection Σ|Bγ via:

Σ|Bγ =

{
B̄ ∈ Σ : B̄ ⊆

⋃
B∈Bγ

B

}
.

6Note that for every loop in Γ(X,Σ), there exists at least one cyclic collection.
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Note that condition (i) implies (ii) if and only if |Vγ| > 3. Practically speaking, cov-

ering budgets can be interpreted as choice sub-problems that are severely constrained

by choices on a cyclic collection. If choices on some cyclic collection are constitute a

GARP violation, it is easy to choose from budgets not contained within the cyclic

collection without creating a WARP violation, by simply choosing from the (non-

empty) subset of alternatives that do not lie within the cyclic collection. If a budget

covers the cyclic collection, however, then the ability of a subject to make a pairwise

consistent choice from the covering budget is constrained.

Call a choice environment (X,Σ) well-covered if, for every loop γ in the budget

graph Γ(X,Σ), every cyclic collection Bγ for γ is covered. Well coveredness, in essence,

generalizes the classical argument that on a complete domain, every GARP violation

implies a WARP violation (given a GARP violation, the complete domain forces the

subject to choose from precisely the subset of alternatives making up the cycle). It

requires instead only that the agent be forced to choose from some budget covering

the collection on which the cycle is chosen. It turns out this is enough: the well-

coveredness of Σ is both necessary and sufficient for the weak axiom of revealed

preference to coincide with strong rationalizability for any choice correspondence.

Theorem 1. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment. The weak axiom of revealed pref-

erence is necessary and sufficient for strong rationalizability if and only if (X,Σ) is

well-covered.

Consider again the example from the introduction. In the case where the agent

was presented with four budgets {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}, and {a, d}, the budget graph has

a single loop, and the sole cyclic collection for this loop is uncovered. Thus this choice

environment is not well-covered, and it is of course possible for the agent to choose

cyclically in a manner violating the generalized axiom but consistent with the weak.
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Now, consider the environment when the budget {a, b, c} is added. This new budget

serves to cover the loop of length four. However, it also adds two new loops of length

three to the budget graph, formed by addition of the bisecting edge {a, c}. All of the

cyclic collections for the loop with edges {a, b}, {b, c}, and {c, a} are covered. However

this is not true for the loop with edges {c, d}, {d, a}, {a, c}. Only by also adding yet

another budget, {c, d, a}, is well-coveredness achieved. This last budget adds no new

loops to the budget graph but, critically, serves to ensure that the cyclic collection

for the loop {c, d}, {d, a}, {a, c} becomes covered. It is this interlocking nature of the

budget collections in the choice environment that well-coveredness characterizes.

1.2.3 Proof Sketch

The proof of the necessity of the well-coveredness of (X,Σ) for the weak axiom to

coincide with the generalized proceeds by contraposition. We exhibit a means of con-

structing a choice correspondence, obeying the weak axiom but not the generalized,

that relies only on the existence of a single loop with a single uncovered cyclic collec-

tion. The interested reader is referred to the Appendix. The proof of sufficiency is split

over three lemmas. The first is a simple extension result which says, if we are given a

loop γ and cyclic collection for it Bγ, that if we can find a choice correspondence c̃ on

the restricted domain Σ|Bγ that cycles on γ and obeys the weak axiom, then there is

no obstruction to extending c̃ to the full domain Σ.

Lemma 1. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ). There

exists choice function c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ contains a cycle if and only

if there exists a cyclic collection Bγ and choice function c̃ ∈ W(X,Σ|Bγ ) such that

%c̃ |Eγ contains a cycle.
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The next lemma characterizes those minimal cycles that can arise from a choice

correspondence that satisfies the weak axiom. It says that about any triangle in the

budget graph, there is a choice correspondence that both (i) satisfies the weak axiom,

and (ii) chooses cyclically around this triangle if and only if there exists an uncovered

cyclic collection for the triangle.

Lemma 2. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ) with

|Vγ| = 3. Then there exists a choice correspondence c ∈ W(X,Σ) with %c |Eγ a cycle

if and only if there exists a cyclic collection Bγ that is not covered.

Unfortunately, such a clean characterization does not obtain for longer loops.

Lemma 3 however shows that, for loops of length four or more, if every cyclic collection

for the loop is covered, then even if we cannot rule out the existence of a c ∈ W(X,Σ)

that chooses cyclically around the loop, if such a c exists, it induces at least one other

cycle elsewhere, around some strictly shorter loop.

Lemma 3. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ) with

|Vγ| > 3. Suppose there exists a choice correspondence c ∈ W(X,Σ) where %c |Eγ

contains a cycle. If every cyclic collection Bγ is covered, then there exists a loop γ′ in

Γ(X,Σ) such that |V ′γ | < |Vγ| and %c |Eγ′ contains a cycle.

The ‘sufficiency’ direction of Theorem 1 then follows from a straightforward con-

traposition argument: suppose there exists some choice correspondence c which sat-

isfies the weak, but not generalized, axiom. Then c contains some cycle of length

three or more around some loop in the budget graph. If the loop was of length three,

then by Lemma 2 the loop contains an uncovered cyclic collection and we conclude

(X,Σ) is not well-covered. If the loop was of length four or greater and contains an

uncovered cyclic collection, we again conclude (X,Σ) is uncovered, thus suppose that

all of its cyclic collections are covered. Then by Lemma 3 there is a shorter cycle as

10



well. Iterating this logic finitely many times, we obtain either a loop of length greater

than three with an uncovered cyclic collection, or a cycle of length three, which by

Lemma 2 implies an uncovered cyclic collection. In both these cases we conclude that

(X,Σ) is not well-covered.

Examples of Well-covered Environments

Firstly, any complete environment is well-covered. Thus Theorem 1 extends the clas-

sical results of [11] and later [103].

Example 2 (Complete Abstract Environments). Let X be a set, and suppose Σ

contains all finite subsets of X. Then Σ is well-covered: letting γ be a loop, Vγ ∈ Σ.

More generally, it is straightforward to show that if Σ either contains all cardinality

two or all cardinality three budgets, it is well-covered.

More generally, if the budget collection is closed under finite unions, then it is

well-covered. See, for example, Theorem 4 in [73].

Example 3 (Collections Closed Under Unions). Let X be a set and suppose that, for

all B,B′ ∈ Σ, that B ∪B′ ∈ Σ. Then Σ is well covered: for any loop γ, let Bγ denote

an arbitrary cyclic collection. Since Eγ is finite, there exists a finite sub-collection of

Bγ that is also a cyclic collection for γ. The union of this sub-collection is a budget

by hypothesis, and covers Bγ.

Another example of well-covered budget collections arise when there is some nat-

ural (weak) order on the space of alternatives, and budgets consist of intervals in

this order. Such environments naturally arise when choice sets are defined simply by

upper and lower bounds.

Example 4 (Interval Budgets). Suppose (X,≤X) is a weakly ordered set, and that

Σ consists of order intervals, i.e. sets of the form [x, y] = {z ∈ X : x ≤X z ≤X y},

11



then it is well-covered. Letting γ be a loop in the budget graph, since Vγ is finite,

it contains a ≤X-minimal element, xi. Without loss, suppose the adjacent vertices

satisfy: xi−1 ≤X xi+1. Then, since budgets are intervals, every budget for the edge

{xi, xi+1} contains xi−1, implying every cyclic collection for γ is necessarily covered

and hence Σ is well-covered.

The argument showing any collection of interval budgets is well-covered relied criti-

cally on the ‘intermediate value’ property of order intervals. We may relax this require-

ment by substituting a suitable comparability criterion between budgets. Recall that

if (X,≤X) is a lattice, a subset B dominates a subset B′ in the strong set order if,

for all x ∈ B and x′ ∈ B′, x ∨ x′ ∈ B and x ∧ x′ ∈ B′.

Example 5 (Comparability of Budgets). Suppose (X,≤X) is a lattice, and that Σ

consists of totally ordered subsets. If every pair of budgets in Σ is comparable in the

strong set order, then Σ is well-covered. For a formal proof, see Appendix I.

Finally, it is easy to construct new well-covered collections from existing ones. In

particular, well-coveredness is preserved by the taking of certain restrictions.

Example 6 (Restrictions of Well-covered Environments). Suppose (X,Σ) is well-

covered, and A ⊆ X. Then (X,Σ|A) is well-covered, where Σ|A = {B ∈ Σ : B ⊆ A}.

This follows straightforwardly by observing that, if Σ|A were not well-covered, then

its uncovered cyclic collections could not become covered by passing to Σ, as all the

added budgets must contain alternatives that do not belong to A.

1.2.4 Relation to the Classical Demand Framework

The question of when the weak axiom of demand theory is empirically distinguish-

able from the strong axiom in the classical demand framework has a long history. [97]
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first proved that these axioms coincide in the case of two goods, though [50] soon

after established that this result did not hold for the case of three or more goods.

In a recent contribution, [34] characterized those linear budget collections for which

several variants of the demand-theoretic weak and strong axioms coincide. Interest-

ingly, they find that many widely used price-consumption datasets have large sub-

sets exhibiting insufficient price variation to independently distinguish these axioms.7

Given the apparent empirical shortcomings of field data for purposes of independently

testing these phenomena, one is naturally led to consider how to construct simple,

finite, laboratory experiments capable of rectifying this deficiency. Our Theorem 1

then provides a complete characterization of precisely which abstract choice experi-

ments have testable implications of the generalized axiom in excess of the weak. More-

over, it is empirically and computationally desirable then to understand the problem

for those environments in which one must take seriously indivisibilities, price non-

linearities, or other economic phenomena contrary to the linear budget paradigm,

which our model speaks to.

While Theorem 1 holds equally well when X = Rn
+ and elements of Σ are linear

budgets, our results neither imply nor are implied by those of [34]. We assume no

intrinsic order structure on the set of alternatives, thus make no requirement of a

rationalizing preference being monotone. Particularly, we allow for choice correspon-

dences that do not satisfy Walras’ law. As such, our paper holds for more general data

sets where the chosen commodity bundle does not lie on the budget frontier, but as

a consequence we require a purely choice-based notion of revealed preference rather
7They find that roughly 70% of the Spanish survey ECPF (Encuesta Continua de Presu-

pestos Familiares) panel dataset (see, for example [15]) satisfies their condition for when a
WARP-based analysis is equally informative as SARP-based. Even more drastically, roughly
97% of price triples in the British FES (Family Expenditure Survey) cross-sectional data set
(see, for example, [23], [21], [22]) satisfy their condition for WARP and SARP to coincide.
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Figure 1.2: The frontiers of three linear budgets on R2
+. While the demand-theoretic

weak and strong axioms coincide for any collection of linear budgets for two commodities,
the above choices satisfy the choice-theoretic weak but not generalized axiom.

than one that makes use of the order structure of Rn.8 Additionally, we consider the

solution concept of strong rationalizability, under which we require that the observed

choices constitute the entirety of the agent’s optimal choices from a given budget

(classical references include [100], [70], [11]). This leads to a different notion of which

‘cycles’ constitute violations of our notion of rationalizability, and hence to differing

characterizations of which environments lead to such cycles inducing reversals, even

when the class of budgets considered is the same (see [84], [87]). In light of this, our

results and those of [34] are best thought of as complementary, addressing different

frameworks and valid in differing contexts.
8A consequence of this, however, is that our theory requires, as part of our definition of

an observation, a complete description of the budget from which an agent chose. Walras’
Law, on the other hand, provides an identifying assumption to pin down the budget set for
an observation from only price and consumption data.
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We conclude this section with an example of a collection of linear budgets in the

two-commodity case (and hence for which the classical demand variants of the weak

and strong axioms coincide) but which is not well-covered.

Example 7 (Non Well-covered Linear Budget Collection on R2
+). Let X = R2

+,

and consider three price tuples p0 = (1
5
, 1

5
), p1 = ( 1

21
, 1

3.5
)), and p2 = ( 1

3.5
, 1

21
). Let

Σ consist of the three wealth-normalized linear budget sets formed by these price

vectors: Bi = B(pi, 1) (see Fig. 1.2). Suppose an agent were to choose c(B0) = {(1, 4)},

c(B1) = {(4, 1)}, and c(B2) = {(3, 3)}. These are all alternatives belonging to each

budget and, with the exception of the choice from B1 all lie on the budget frontier

(recall that we do not impose Walras’ law). Moreover, c satisfies the weak axiom but

exhibits a three-cycle:

(3, 3) �c (1, 4) �c (4, 1) �c (3, 3),

and hence the collection cannot be well-covered. This stands in comparison to Rose’s

result that the classical demand version of the weak axiom coincides with (weak)

rationalizability in the two-commodity case, no matter the budget collection.
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Chapter 2

Abstract Choice and Integrability

2.1 Preliminaries

Well-coveredness of the budget collection is, in general, difficult to verify in practice, as

it requires checking every cyclic collection for covering budgets. Without extra struc-

ture on the problem, this may become computationally difficult for larger experiments.

Motivated by this difficulty, in this section we consider instead only those implications

of well-coveredness that are reflected in the structure of the budget graph. If a budget

collection is well-covered, clearly every loop in the budget graph of length four or

more must possess a bisecting edge, that is an edge connecting vertices of the loop

that does not belong to the loop’s edge set. A graph with this property is said to be

chordal. Critically, this property is efficiently verifiable: it is possible to determine

whether a graph is chordal in linear time using standard methods (see, for example

[96]).

In this section, we consider experiments with only a chordal budget graph, a

necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the well-coveredness of the collection.

We show that an experiment possesses a chordal budget graph if and only if strong

rationalizability coincides with (i) the weak axiom, and (ii) a mild, discrete analogue

of the Slutsky symmetry axiom of differential demand theory. This serves as a trade-

off relative to Theorem 1: in exchange for requiring somewhat more structure than

just the weak axiom on the part of the choice data, one obtains an efficiently verifiable
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minimal richness condition on the choice environment for no ‘small’ cycles to imply

no cycles of any kind.

Such results appear also in the mechanism design literature, where it is of great

interest to have criteria on type spaces that guarantee testing the global condition of

cyclic monotonicity (a cardinal form of the generalized axiom) reduces to testing only

pairwise comparisons (e.g. [99], [12], analogous to our Theorem 1) or pairwise com-

parisons plus only ‘local’ no cycle conditions (e.g. [10] and [76], which are analogous

to our results in this section).

This result may be interpreted as an extension of integrability theory to the

abstract choice framework. In particular, on rich enough domains our theory allows for

incompletely observed, in particular potentially finite, data (corresponding to cases

when Σ is far from complete) as opposed to the classical theory which takes as prim-

itive a fully observed demand function. However, the relaxation to incomplete data

can only go so far: our results also establish the chordality of the budget graph as the

weakest possible richness condition on an environment under which strong rational-

izability is equivalent to the classical integrability criteria of the weak axiom, plus a

‘local no cycles’ condition.

2.2 Abstract Analogues of the Integrability Conditions

Let (X,Σ) be a fixed choice environment, with Γ(X,Σ) its budget graph. Let:

TΓ =
{
{x, y, z} ⊆ X : {x, y}, {y, z}, {x, z} ∈ EΓ

}
.

The combinatorial domain associated to the environment (X,Σ) is the triple

D(X,Σ) = (X,EΓ, TΓ). The combinatorial domain essentially serves as a ‘triangula-

tion’ of the set of alternatives using only the information encoded in the budget graph.
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For a choice correspondence c ∈ C(X,Σ) with revealed preference pair (%c,�c), we

say that c is locally rationalizable if we may extend (%c,�c) by a single relation

� such that:1

(∀τ ∈ TΓ) � |τ is complete and transitive.

Local rationalizability is the ordinal analogue of the joint conditions of Slutsky neg-

ative semi-definiteness and symmetry. It says nothing more than we may strongly

rationalize the revealed preference locally, about each triangle in the domain, much

the same way as the usual properties on the Slutsky matrix guarantee an economically

suitable local solution to the system of differential equations defining the integrability

problem.

Local rationalizability is necessary, though not sufficient, for the strong rationaliz-

ability of c (as any strongly rationalizing preference relation is a local rationalization).

The fact that one must potentially consider an extension of %c is simply a consequence

of allowing for the possibility that Σ is highly incomplete and c does not reveal any

preference between some pairs in some triangles of TΓ.2

2.2.1 A Decomposition of Local Rationalizability

We may decompose the property of local ratinonalizability into two properties: the

weak axiom, and a property we term ordinal irrotationality, which serves as the ana-

logue of Slutsky symmetry for the abstract choice model. For a choice correspondence

c ∈ C(X,Σ) with revealed preference pair (%c,�c), we say that c is ordinally irrota-

tional if the revealed preference pair (%c,�c) admits an order pair extension (�,�∗)
1Formally, we mean that (�,�) is an order pair extension of (%c,�c), where � is the

asymmetric component of �.
2If, for example, EΓ ⊆ Σ, there would be no need to consider an extension. In particular,

on a complete domain, no extension is ever necessary.
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(a) A choice environment.
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x2 x3

x4

Γ

(b) The budget graph.
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x4

(X,EΓ, TΓ)

(c) The domain.

x0 x1

x2 x3

(X̃, Ẽ, TΓ)

(d) The subdomain generated by
T̃ = TΓ.

Figure 2.1: The various constructions associated with a choice environment. The
shading of the triangles is intended to indicate their inclusion in TΓ.

of its revealed preference such that:

(∀τ ∈ TΓ) (�,�∗)|τ is complete and has no three-cycle,

and for which �∗ is asymmetric and contains the asymmetric component of �. Much

the same as Slutsky symmetry, ordinal irrotationality is a ‘no local cycles’ condi-

tion, plus some minor regularity. Moreover, in conjunction with the weak axiom, it

characterizes local rationalizability.

Proposition 1. Let c ∈ C(X,Σ). Then c is locally rationalizable if and only if c both:

(i) obeys the weak axiom; and

(ii) is ordinally irrotational.

The weak axiom and ordinal irrotationally are also logically independent, as the next

example shows.
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Example 8 (Independence of WARP and OI). Let X = {x0, x1, x2, x3}, and suppose

Σ consists of two budgets, B1 = {x0, x1, x2}, and B2 = {x1, x2, x3}. Let c(B1) =

{x1, x2} and c(B2) = {x2}. Then c does not satisfy the weak axiom: x1 %c x2 but

x2 �c x1. However, c is ordinally irrotational: let �= %c ∪ {(x1, x3)} and �∗=�c

∪ {(x1, x3)}. Then � ( �∗, �∗ remains asymmetric, and the restriction of (�,�∗) to

each triangle in the domain (here, given by the two budgets) contains no three-cycle.3

2.3 Sampling and Integrability

The satisfaction of the generalized axiom of revealed preference by a choice correspon-

dence implies its strong rationalizability and hence both the weak axiom and ordinal

irrotationality, no matter the structure of the domain. However, the sufficiency of the

weak axiom and ordinal irrotationality for the generalized axiom depends crucially

on the structure of the domain. Intuitively, the denser the budget graph (that is,

the greater the number of pairs of alternatives the experiment is capable of revealing

a preference between), then the more triangles there will be and hence the more

stringent the requirement of local rationalizability will be.

This is not the whole story, however. What turns out to be most important is the

manner in which the triangles of the budget graph fit together. Certain collections

of triangles may fit together in ways that permit even cyclic revealed preferences to

be locally rationalizable (e.g. Figure 2.2). What is needed is that there be enough

‘good’ collections of triangles in the budget graph to cover every loop, allowing the

condition of local rationalizability to rule out any possible cycles. This turns out to

be possible, precisely when the budget graph of the environment is chordal. For any
3This establishes that OI does not imply WARP. To rule out the converse implication,

it suffices to consider a three-element set of alternatives with three binary budget sets and
any cyclic revealed preference.
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environment with a chordal budget graph, if a choice correspondence (i) obeys the

weak axiom, and (ii) is ordinally irrotational, then it is also strongly rationalizable.

Moreover, possessing a chordal budget graph, it turns out, is the weakest possible

richness condition on Σ under which any such traditional integrability result can

possibly hold: for any environment without a chordal budget graph there always exist

choice correspondences which obey the weak axiom and are ordinally irrotational (and

hence locally rationalizable), yet nonetheless are not strongly rationalizable.

Theorem 2. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment with Γ(X,Σ) chordal. Then a choice

correspondence c ∈ C(X,Σ) is strongly rationalizable if and only if:

(i) It obeys the weak axiom; and

(ii) It is ordinally irrotational.

Moreover, (i) and (ii) are jointly equivalent to the strong rationalizability of c if and

only if Γ(X,Σ) is chordal.

As local rationalizability is always necessary for strong rationalizability, regardless of

the structure of the domain, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment, and suppose Γ(X,Σ) is not chordal.

Then there exists a choice correspondence which is locally, but not strongly, rational-

izable.

We emphasize that Γ(X,Σ) being chordal is a requirement of sufficient ex-ante

richness of the choice environment. A given pair of alternatives is connected by an

edge in the budget graph if and only if there exists a choice correspondence on that

environment capable of revealing a preference between them. Chordality specifically
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requires that, given any GARP violation in the data, that the experiment is rich

enough that it is capable of revealing a preference between some non-adjacent pair of

alternatives belonging to the cycle.4

In comparison with the classical integrability theory, we critically do not suppose

a complete domain, or even an infinite data set. We allow for arbitrary environ-

ments, and our results fully characterize just what is needed observationally for the

usual integrability conditions of the weak axiom and ordinal irrotationality to extend.

In particular, Theorem 2 imposes no analytic, point-set, or order-theoretic assump-

tions on model primitives. This is particularly notable given the historical program

of attempting to weaken the differentiability hypotheses of the classical integrability

theory, e.g. [17], [60], and [18]. Nonetheless, there is a cost to this generality. In the

classical theory, while one supposes a great deal more structure on the budgeter or

demand function and its domain, one obtains a rationalizing utility with commen-

surately fine properties. Comparatively, all that is guaranteed by Theorem 2 is a

rationalizing weak order. This is the price, it appears, of an integrability theorem

that not only allows for finite data sets, but also imposes no hypotheses that are

non-falsifiable by such data sets. Put another way, Theorem 2 operates wholly within

the empirical content of abstract choice model, in the sense of [30].

4This contrasts with well-coveredness, which corresponds to the condition that, for any
GARP violation, the experiment is rich enough to guarantee either a WARP violation, or
a that some preference is revealed between a non-adjacent pair in the cycle (see Lemmas 2
and 3).
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2.4 Proof Sketch

2.4.1 Simple Domains

While conceptually simple to state, the property of an environment having a chordal

budget graph is a difficult global property to work with for purposes of proving The-

orem 2. We first establish an equivalent characterization of chordality, in terms of

collections of triangles in the associated domain, that is more suited to our purposes.

Let T̃ ⊆ TΓ be a collection of triangles in the budget graph. Let X̃ denote the points

of X contained within some element of T̃ , and Ẽ the subset of edges in EΓ contained

in some element of T̃ . Then the subdomain generated by T̃ is defined as the tuple:

D(X,Σ)|T̃ = (X̃, Ẽ, T̃ ).

We will be particularly interested in subdomains possessing specific structure. For

a finite T̃ , we say the subdomain generated by T̃ is combinatorially trivial if, for

every pair τ, τ ′ ∈ T̃ , there is a unique sequence of of distinct elements of T̃ :

τ = τ1, τ2, . . . , τk = τ ′

where, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, the triangles τj and τj+1 share precisely a pair of

common elements. If one imagines an undirected graph whose nodes are the elements

of T̃ and whose edge relation is given by sharing a pair of common elements, then

combinatorial triviality amounts to asking the graph associated with the collection T̃

be a tree.

Similarly, for a finite collection T̃ we say that the subdomain generated by T̃ is

topologically trivial if it has no ‘holes’ in it in an appropriate sense.5 If one imagines
5Formally, we say a subdomain D|T̃ is topologically trivial if it has a first Betti number

of zero, i.e. H1(D|T̃ ;R) = 0, where H∗ denotes simplicial homology with real coefficients.
See [86] p. 34.
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(a) A cyclic revealed preference (blue)
with a local rationalization (black) on a
topologically trivial subdomain that is
not combinatorially trivial.
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(b) A cyclic revealed preference (blue)
and local rationalization (black) on a
combinatorially trivial subdomain. The
domain however retracts onto its outer
boundary loop, hence it is topologically
non-trivial.

Figure 2.2: Non-simple subdomains support locally rational cycles. When subdo-
mains fail to be either combinatorially trivial or topologically trivial, the criterion of local
rationalizability is too weak to guarantee the absence of cycles.

a subdomain as consisting of a graph whose triangles are ‘filled in’ forming a kind

of triangulated surface, topological triviality roughly asks that this surface be simply

connected or contractible.

We will say that a subdomain is simple if it is both combinatorially and topolog-

ically trivial. A loop γ = (Vγ, Eγ) in the budget graph is contained in a subdomain

(X̃, Ẽ, T̃ ) if Vγ ⊆ X̃ and Eγ ⊆ Ẽ. By abuse of notation, we will say the entire domain

is simple if every loop in it is contained in a simple subdomain. This turns out to

be equivalent to requiring that every loop in the budget graph possessing a bisecting

edge.
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Figure 2.3: Choice correspondences and ordinal flows. Given a choice correspon-
dence, we may view the relations of its revealed preference as specifying ordinal ‘flows’ 
along edges of the budget graph. The budget graph is the smallest network such that this 
interpretation remains valid for any choice correspondence.

Theorem 3. Let (X, Σ) be a choice environment. Then the domain D(X, Σ) is simple 

if and only if the budget graph is chordal.

2.4.2 Discrete Calculus

We now argue that, on a simple domain, every choice correspondence satisfying (i) 

the weak axiom, and (ii) ordinal irrotationality is strongly rationalizable. To do this, 

we will recast our ordinal problem into a cardinal form that shares strong formal 

similarities with the classical differential approach. In particular, we make use of the 

discrete exterior calculus, which is most suitable for our combinatorial structure.

A vector field, o r 1 -form, on t he domain D  =  (X, EΓ, T Γ) i s a  map F  :  Ê Γ →  R 

such that F (x, y) = −F (y, x), where ÊΓ = {(x, y) ∈ X × X : {x, y} ∈ EΓ}.6 We 

interpret such a map as describing a magnitude of flow f rom x  t o y , a nd w here a 

negative flow i s s imply i nterpreted a s a  fl ow in  th e op posite di rection. Si milarly, a

0-form on D is simply an element of RX , and a 2-form a map F : T̂Γ → R such that

F(xσ(0), xσ(1), xσ(2)) = sign(σ) · F(x0, x1, x2) for any permutation σ.
6We let ÊΓ (resp. T̂Γ) denote the spaces of oriented edges (resp. triangles) of the budget 

graph.
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There are natural operators between the spaces of forms on D. For any 0-form f ,

we define the gradient of f to be the 1-form defined by:

grad(f)(x, y) = f(y)− f(x).

Similarly, for a 1-form F , its rotation, or curl, is defined pointwise as the 2-form:

rot(F )(x, y, z) = F (x, y) + F (y, z) + F (z, x).

It is straightforward to verify that both the gradient and curl are linear operators,

and that the image of the gradient operator is vector subspace of the kernel of the

curl operator. In particular, we term a 1-form F integrable if it belongs to the image

of the gradient operator and irrotational if it belongs to the kernel of the rotation.

One may think of the curl operator as measuring how far from (cardinally) transitive

a given 1-form is about each triangle in the budget graph.

We will be interested in the existence of an integrable vector field that is consistent

with the revealed preference pair (e.g. Figure 2.3). Let (%c,�c) denote the revealed

preference of a choice correspondence c. We say that a 1-form F is a cardinalization

of c if:

y %c x =⇒ F (x, y) ≥ 0,

and

y �c x =⇒ F (x, y) > 0.

For any choice correspondence c, letKc denote the set of all 1-forms onD cardinalizing

(%c,�c). For any c, Kc is a convex cone. Moreover, Kc is non-empty if and only if c

obeys the weak axiom.7

7Cardinalizations as we have defiend them are intimately related to the idea of preference
functions. See, for example [104], [93], or [4]. Unlike previous work, however, we do not
assume that the cardinalization is defined for all pairs in X, but rather only those in ÊΓ ⊆
X ×X.
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(a) A collection of triangles that is
combinatorially trivial. The collection
is combinatorially trivial becauses the
‘sharing an edge’ graph (dotted blue) is
a tree.

2 3

1

4

8

567

(b) A good ordering of the triangles,
guaranteeing an irrotational cardinal-
ization for any locally rational binary
relation.

Figure 2.4: Good orderings and combinatorial triviality. On combinatorially trivial
subdomains, one may always enumerate the triangles such that any triangle shares at most
a single edge with the union of those triangles preceding it. The existence of such an enu-
meration guarantees a simple algorithm can construct irrotational cardinalizations for any
locally rational binary relation.

2.4.3 Proof Sketch

Consider a subdomain (X̃, Ẽ, T̃ ) generated by some arbitrary finite collection T̃ of

triangles, and consider some (for sake of exposition) asymmetric, locally rational �c.

To define a cardinalization F on this domain, it suffices to choose the values of F on

those ordered pairs (x, y) where x �c y, as this uniquely determines the value of F on

all ordered pairs of the form (y, x). By this implicit choice of basis, we are identifying

the cone Kc with the interior of the positive orthant of the space of 1-forms. We

first consider the problem of whether there exists an irrotational cardinalization, a

necessary though generally not sufficient condition for the existence of an integrable
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cardinalization:8

rotF = 0

F � 0.

Combinatorial triviality ensures a solution to this problem for any locally rational

binary relation. Consider the subdomain of Fig. 2.4. Call an enumeration of the tri-

angles in the subdomain a ‘good ordering’ if it has the property that for any triangle in

the enumeration, its intersection with the collection of all preceding triangles consists

of at most a single edge. The combinatorial triviality of a subdomain guarantees good

orderings exist. Such orderings provide a roadmap to constructing an irrotational car-

dinalization: restricting any one triangle, an irrotational cardinalization exists, simply

by local rationality of �c. Consider now any adjacent triangle. Again by local ratio-

nality we can find an irrotational cardinalization for just this triangle. However, we

can form an irrotational cardinalization on the subdomain generated by both triangles

together by ensuring the values of the flows on each triangle agree on the common

edge the triangles share. This can always be attained by choosing irrotational but oth-

erwise arbitrary flows on each triangle then multiplying the flows on one of the two

by an appropriate positive scalar. More generally, in any good ordering no triangle

shares more than a single edge with the collection of all preceding triangles, and thus

an inductive application of this argument guarantees an irrotational cardinalization

for any locally rational relation on a combinatorially trivial subdomain.9

8We employ the vector notation x ≥ y to denote that x is component-wise larger than y.
We will write x > y to denote that x is component-wise greater with at least one component
strictly so, and x� y to denote that every component of x strictly exceeds that of y.

9Without combinatorial triviality, irrotational cardinalizations are not guaranteeed exist,
even for locally rational binary relations; see, for example, Figure 2.2.(a). The locally rational
relation on Figure 2.2.(b) does admit an irrotational cardinalization (the subdomain is com-
binatorially trivial), albeit not an integrable one.
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Thus we are guaranteed that for any locally rational �c, on any combinatorially

trivial subdomain, the cone of consistent cardinalizations Kc intersects the subspace

of irrotational cardinalizations ker(rot). Indeed as Kc is the interior of the positive

orthant of the space of flows, the intersection K̃c = Kc ∩ ker(rot) will be of full

dimension in ker(rot), and we may choose a basis for this subspace identifying K̃c

with the interior of its positive orthant. Since the image of the gradient is a subspace

of the kernel of the curl, we may view the gradient as a linear map taking a 0 form

to an irrotational 1-form. Thus, given our choice of basis for ker(rot), the existence

of an integrable cardinalization is equivalent existence of a u ∈ RX̃ such that:

gradu� 0.

By Gordan’s Alternative (see [54]), exactly one of the following holds: (i) the above

problem admits a solution, or (ii) there exists a 1-form F such that:

grad> F = 0

F > 0

rotF = 0.

In particular, if no integrable cardinalization of �c exists, there is some non-zero F ∈

ker(rot) ∩ ker(grad>). However, this possibility is precisely ruled out by topological

triviality, which ensures that this intersection is {0}. For any two matrices A ∈ Rl×m

and B ∈ Rm×n such that AB = 0, there exist isomorphisms:

ker(A) ∩ ker(B>) ∼= ker(A>A+BB>) ∼= ker(B>)/im(A>).

Thus, in particular:

ker(rot) ∩ ker(grad>) ∼= ker(grad>)/im(rot>).
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The reader familiar with simplicial homology will recognize that grad> is ∂1 and

rot> is ∂2, that is they are the homological boundary operators between the appro-

priate spaces of real-valued chains on the simplicial complex (X̃, Ẽ, T̃ ). In particular,

the homology group (here, vector space) of the subdomain in dimension 1 with real

coefficients is precisely ker(grad>)/im(rot>), and hence topological triviality implies

ker(rot) ∩ ker(grad>) = {0}. Thus for any locally rational relation on a combinato-

rially and topologically trivial subdomain, there exists an integrable cardinalization,

precluding the existence of cycles supported on any loop contained in the subdomain.

On a simple domain, every loop is contained in some such subdomain, allowing us to

guarantee the generalized axiom holds.

2.5 Examples of Environments with Chordal Budget Graphs

Possessing a chordal budget graph is a much weaker notion than nearly any existing

‘completeness’ criterion for choice problems. Indeed, most notion of completeness

actually yield a budget graph that is the complete graph on X, a significantly stronger

condition.

Example 9 (Complete Abstract Environments). Recall that for a general choice

environment (X,Σ), the budget collection Σ is complete if it contains all finite subsets

of X. If Σ is complete, then clearly its budget graph is complete as well.

Another example of a class of normatively complete environments that have a

complete budget graph (and hence a simple domain) are complete collections of linear

budgets.

Example 10 (Complete Collections of Linear Budgets). Suppose X = RL
+ and Σ

consists of all (income normalized) linear budgets B(p, 1) = {x ∈ R+
L : 〈p, x〉 ≤ 1}

for all p ∈ RL
++. In light of the argument in the complete abstract environments
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example, it suffices to show that every pair of distinct vectors of commodities forms

an edge in the budget graph. Consider x, y ∈ RL
+, x 6= y and let x ∨ y denote their

component-wise supremum. Let B(p̃, 1) denote any linear budget containing x ∨ y;

then B(p̃, 1) contains both x and y and hence {x, y} ∈ EΓ. Thus the budget graph is

again complete, and hence chordal.

More generally, the linearity of the budgets played no role verifying the simplicity

of the domain, yielding a natural generalization to the broader class of budget sets

considered by [47].

Example 11 (Complete Forges-Minelli Environments). Let X = RL
+. We will term

Σ a complete Forges-Minelli budget collection if (i) every B ∈ Σ is compact and there

exists some increasing, continuous gB : RL
+ → R such that B = {x ∈ RL

+ : gB(x) ≤ 0},

and (ii) for every x ∈ RL
+, there exists some B ∈ Σ such that x ∈ B. The budget

graph associated with any complete Forges-Minelli environment is complete: for any

distinct x, y ∈ RL
+, by (ii) there exists some B̃ ∈ Σ containing x ∨ y. By (i), B̃ is

downward closed, hence x, y ∈ B̃ too.

Our next example is of collections of budgets that satisfy a natural notion of com-

pleteness but nonetheless yield a budget graph that is generally less-than-complete.

Example 12 (Identifying Experiments). LetX be a locally compact Polish space. We

consider those budget collections studied by [32] in the context of the non-parametric

identification of continuous preferences. These consist of those collections Σ that

consist of (i) a countable collection of binary sets, (ii) such that ∪B∈ΣB is dense in

X, and (ii) such that for all x, y ∈ ∪B∈ΣB, {x, y} ∈ Σ. When X is uncountable,

the budget graph will contain uncountably many isolated vertices. However, for any

such experiment by (i) and (iii) the budget graph will be the complete graph on some
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countable subset of vertices (along with its isolated vertices) which nonetheless is

chordal.

Of course, Theorems 1 and 2 are intimately related and, in particular, any well-

covered environment has a simple domain.

Example 13 (Well-covered Abstract Environments). If (X,Σ) is a general choice

environment with Σ well-covered, then the budget graph is chordal

2.6 Applications

2.6.1 Cardinality-Constrained Choice

The complete cardinality-constrained problem, in essence considered by [11], is one

of the most well-known examples of a domain on which the weak axiom is equivalent

to strong rationalizability: if Σ contains every subset of X of cardinality at most

three, then the weak axiom suffices for the generalized. While Theorem 1 of provides

necessary and sufficient conditions with or without a cardinality constraint, for this

special case Theorem 2 also provides an intuitive means of characterizing specifically

which collections of small budgets are well-covered.

Suppose Σ contains no budget of cardinality greater than three, and denote the

sub-collection of three-element budgets by Σ3 ⊆ Σ. Our first observation is that, for

the cardinality-constrained case, the weak axiom implies local rationalizability if and

only if every triangle in the budget graph is itself a budget.

Proposition 2. Let (X,Σ) be a cardinality-constrained choice environment. Then

every choice correspondence c that obeys the weak axiom is locally rationalizable if

and only if TΓ = Σ3.
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Notably, this holds independently of the structure of the budget graph. Making use

of this, Theorem 2 immediately provides the following characterization of when the

weak and generalized axioms coincide for domains consisting of small budgets.

Corollary 2. Let (X,Σ) be a cardinality-constrained choice environment. Then the

weak axiom characterizes strong rationalizability for any choice correspondence if and

only (i) TΓ = Σ3, and (ii) the budget graph Γ(X,Σ) is chordal.

2.6.2 Deterministic Rationalizability of Stochastic Choice

There has been recent interest in deterministic notions of rationality that could be

ascribed to models of stochastic choice. Let X be a finite set, and Σ a not-necessarily-

complete collection of budgets. In this context, we take as primitive a collection

of probability distributions P(·, B), for each B ∈ Σ, corresponding to the observed

frequency with which a given alternative is chosen when an agent is presented with

choice set B.

[90] put forward two choice correspondences arising from such stochastic data. The

‘upper’ choice correspondence associated with P maps a budget to those alternatives

in it that are observed to be chosen with positive probability:

CP(B) = {x ∈ B : P(x,B) > 0}.

The ‘lower’ correspondence returns only those alternatives that are chosen with max-

imal frequency:

CP(B) = {x ∈ B : ∀y ∈ B, P(x,B) ≥ P(y,B)}.

The authors term P completely upper (resp. lower) rational if CP (resp. CP) is strongly

rationalizable by a preference relation and obsesrve that, when Σ is complete, these
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rationality properties are characterized by CP and CP satisfying the weak axiom. The-

orem 1 provides an immediate extension of these results to any well-covered budget

collection, allowing considerable latitude by extending the results to experiments with

less-than-complete domains. This is particularly valuable in the stochastic context,

as to obtain reasonable empirical estimates of P, one must sample each budget in Σ

repeatedly. As such, reductions in the required breadth of Σ may lead to considerable

savings in terms of the observational requirements of the theory.

2.6.3 Aggregation of Incomplete Preferences

Consider a set of national policies X, and let I be a set of agents. Given a subset of

A ⊆ X, let P(A) denote the set of all preference relations on A. For each agent i, a

regional preference is a relation %i ∈ P(Si) for some fixed Si ⊆ X. We interpret this

as capturing that agents care only about policies affecting their particular region, or

perhaps those neighboring regions. We term the tuple (X, (Si)i∈I) a society. A social

welfare function, for a given society, is simply a map F :
∏

iP(Si)→ P(X).

We say a social welfare function F satisfies the Pareto axiom if, whenever all

agents who have preferences between two policies x and y agree on their relative

ranking, this ranking is preserved by F . Notably, unlike in the case of complete

preferences, the incompleteness of preferences may well lead to the set of Pareto social

welfare functions being empty. When agents have preferences over only subset(s) of

policies, it may be the case that every aggregation mechanism is forced to disregard the

preferences of some populations, even when their views are unopposed. Moreover, this

may be true even for profiles of (incomplete) preferences containing no disagagreement

of any kind.
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A social welfare function is said to satisfy the strong unanimity axiom if, when-

ever there is no disagreement over any pair of policies by any pair of agents, the

social welfare function respects the preferences of the agents. Formally, F satisfies

strong unanimity if, whenever for all i, j ∈ I it is the case that %i |Si∩Sj = %j |Si∩Sj ,

then F (%1, . . . ,%N) is an order extension of ∪i %i. Strong unanimity is far weaker

condition on F than satisfying the Pareto axiom; indeed it requires the Pareto axiom

to hold only for special case of unanimous profiles. Nonetheless, the regional nature

of the preferences may lead to the set of social welfare functions that satisfy even

just strong unanimity being empty. Theorem 2 provides a complete characterization

of those societies for which the set of social welfare functions that satisfy strong

unanimity is non-empty.

Let S be a society. In this setting, define the domain associated with S as the

triple D(S) = (X,ES, TS), where ES (resp. TS) are those pairs (resp. triples) of

distinct policies belonging to some common Si. We interpret this as follows: to each

agent i, suppose we solicit their pairwise preferences on each binary choice set within

Si. Since we may restrict to profiles that are unanimous, there is agreement over

Si ∩ Sj for all pairs of agents, and since each agent i is rational over Si, the union

of the revealed preference relations is precisely a locally rational binary relation on

our domain. Thus Theorem 2 implies that if (X,ES) is chordal, there is always some

weak order extending the union of these preferences, and we may always define the

value of a social welfare function F at such a profile to be one of these extensions.

Conversely, if (X,ES) is not chordal, Theorem 2 guarantees a profile of unanimous

regional preferences admitting no extending weak order, precluding the existence of

any F satisfying the strong unanimity axiom for such a society.
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Corollary 3. Let S = (X, (Si)i∈I) be a society. The set of social welfare functions for

S satisfying the strong unanimity axiom is non-empty if and only if D(S) is simple.
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Chapter 3

Preference Regression

3.1 Introduction

The predominant means of testing the predictive accuracy of models of individual

decision making has been via the use of choice data. While natural, choice data is pri-

marily ordinal in nature.1 As a consequence, it is often difficult, both analytically and

computationally, to obtain appropriate analogues of the standard econometric toolkit

available in other settings. This paper considers instead a novel class of experiments

capable of yielding cardinal measurements of the intensity of preference between pairs

of alternatives. For a wide range of models, we show this data may be interpreted

as observations of utility differences, under a canonical choice of representation. Pro-

ceeding from first principles, we develop a theory of mean squared error minimization

for such data, and provide a unified framework capable of quantifying the accuracy of

a model’s predictions, obtaining point-estimates of underlying parameters, and, when

data is measured with noise, providing non-parametric tests of rationalizability for

individual models.

Any theory that places constraints upon observable behavior will be violated by

some data. To quantify the predictive success of a theory then requires an appro-

priate measure of goodness of fit, or loss function. This is difficult for models of
1A noteworthy exception to this is the case of preferences over risk, where there is a large

empirical literature based around the elicitation of certainty equivalents; see, for example,
[25].
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preference: for example, while it makes sense to speak of a firm falling 10% short

of profit maximization, it is unclear what the appropriate ordinal analogue is. By

considering a novel form of cardinal data reflecting the intensity of preference, we

are able to directly measure consistency in ‘utility space,’ rather than the space of

alternatives over which a subject chooses.2 In this sense our approach is particularly

natural: we propose a means of measuring the predictive success of models directly

in terms of the primitives of the underlying theory, the preferences themselves.

More formally, many models of interest feature preferences which are preserved

under particular collections of transformations of the consumption space. For example,

quasilinearity and homotheticity in demand theory, stationarity axioms in dynamic

settings, and various independence-type axioms for spaces of lotteries or Anscombe-

Aumann acts may all be viewed as ‘invariance’ properties under appropriate families

of transformations. We interpret such families as augmenting alternatives with varying

quantities of an abstract, ‘virtual’ numeraire commodity. We prove a general represen-

tation theorem showing that, when a class of preferences satisfies such an invariance

property, there is a canonical choice of utility representation with the property that,

for any pair of alternatives, the difference in utilities across the pair equals the quan-

tity of virtual numeraire needed to compensate the individual for receiving the less

preferred alternative. This corresponds to an appropriate equivariance property of
2It is generally undesirable to test models of preference using loss functions defined over

the consumption space. [112] argues such tests quantify the statistical, rather than economic
significance of violations, which may be unrelated; see also [59] for discussion and exten-
sions. [112] instead proposes using the minimal budgetary adjustments needed to remove all
inconsistency from the data as a more economically reasonable metric. However, even this
only imperfectly proxies for measurement in utility terms. Conversely, our approach may be
viewed as precisely minimizing mean squared error over utility space, see subsection 3.5.2,
and in particular (3.2).
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the representation.3 Critically, such compensation data is truthfully elicitable, pro-

viding an exact, observable proxy for utility differences for wide variety of models of

preference.4

Relative to the existing literature, our approach provides a number of noteworthy

advantages. Firstly, while many measures of consistency provide a numeric indication

of the goodness of fit for a particular model, they do not speak to which particular

preferences from the class of interest are the most consistent.5 When models are

parametric, our framework will generally identify a unique preference as the ‘best fit’

for a particular model, yielding point estimates of the underlying parameters. This

makes it straightforward to estimate, for example, the parameters of a Cobb-Douglas

or CES utility, or the prior of a subjective expected utility maximizer with given risk

attitude.

When models are nonparametric, our framework instead identifies a set of such

preferences. This may be interpreted as identifying the particular structure of those

preferences which best reflect the (finite) data.6 Often times the best-fit set is small

enough to yield economically meaningful restrictions. For example, given data con-

sistent with a maxmin expected utility preference, the set of priors will not generally

be identified. It is, however, straightforward to obtain tight upper and lower bounds
3Theorem 4 provides an axiomatization of such utilities, for general families of transfor-

mations. We show our representation is unique up to an additive constant, hence its utility
differences are well-defined. For details, see subsection 3.3.3.

4The elicitability of compensation data of this form is established in Theorem 5.
5For example, while the popular efficiency indices of [3] and [112] provide a means of

quantifying the degree of failure of the strong axiom of revealed preference, alone they
provide no means of ascertaining which rational preference(s) best approximate the data.
[59] provides an extension to allow for calibrating various parametric models; see also [92].

6The set-valued identification is a consequence of our assumption of finite experiments;
any two preferences in the best fit set will necessarily be indistinguishable by the experiment
at hand. In this sense our identification result is the best possible for the class of problems
considered.
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on the true set of priors (see 24). As an application, we show how these bounds may

be utilized to obtain predictions about speculative trade between agents, and the

Pareto optimality of insurance in exchange economies with uncertainty. We provide

an example in which our results are able to fully identify the Pareto frontier of an

economy, even without identifying a single individual preference.

In many cases our framework is able to quantify not only the overall predictive

accuracy of a model, but which specific axioms or constraints are most (or least)

responsible. For example, in the context of maxmin expected utility preferences, we

show not only how to evaluate the predictive success of the model as a whole, but show

how to obtain straightforward estimates of the ‘shadow price,’ in model fit terms, of

specifically relaxing the ambiguity aversion axiom of [52].7 This granularity allows for

the design of experiments which test models broadly, rather than focusing on specific

aspects, but which nonetheless allow for fine-tuned analysis of the predictive success

of individual components of the theory.

Finally, when data is observed with noise or is otherwise stochastic, we provide

explicit statistical tests of rationalizability for a wide range of models and functional

forms. For many models, the problem of mean squared error minimization reduces to

computing the distance from the vector of observations to a polyhedral set of ratio-

nalizable vectors. We leverage this structure to construct explicit tests for rationaliz-

ability for a variety of models across multiple domains. As we consider measurements

in utility space, this allows us to construct direct statistical tests of the economic sig-

nificance of departures from rationalizability, in the sense of [112], for a large collection

of models.
7See 21 for details.
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When cross-sectional data is sampled from a population, this provides a means of

testing hypotheses about whether a particular model or functional form reasonably

represents a linear aggregate of a heterogeneous population.8 For example, a social

planner could use our methodology to test whether maximizing a particular choice of

utility or objective function is a reasonable approximation to the social preferences of

a population, in cases where there is insufficient information to conduct a traditional

choice-based welfare analysis.

Example 14. Suppose one wishes to investigate how well-approximated a particular

individual’s preference over bundles of two commodities are by a continuous quasi-

linear utility function of the form:9

U(x, y) = v(y) + x.

Preferences representable by such a utility are invariant under receiving more of the

numeraire commodity, x. For example, (3, 5) % (4, 2) if and only if for all α ≥ 0,

(3 + α, 5) % (4 + α, 2). In particular, this implies the indifference curves of any such

preference are horizontal translates of one another.

Consider the three bundles (x1, y1), (x2, y2), and (x3, y3) indicated in Figure 3.1.

Suppose the subject is presented with all three possible pairs of bundles from this

collection and one observes, for each pair of bundles, both (i) which bundle is preferred,

and (ii) what quantity of numeraire, in conjunction with receiving the less-preferred

8For example, [25] finds strong evidence of heterogeneous risk attitudes in a large pop-
ulation of university students, with roughly 80% of subjects exhibiting departures from
linear probability weighting consistent with prospect theory, while 20% broadly conform with
the predictions of expected utility maximization. In the presence of individual-level hetero-
geneity, our results can be used as a robustness check for representative agent assumptions.

9Our use of the phrase ‘the individual’s preference’ here is meant informally; in particular
we do not assume, a priori, that the individual’s choice behavior is consistent with the
maximization of any complete and transitive binary relation.
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Figure 3.1: Quasilinear preferences and compensation. When preferences are rep-
resentable by a quasilinear utility of the form u(x, y) = v(y) + x, indifference curves are
horizontal translates of one another. Geometrically, translating any point on the (x1, y1)
indifference curve 3 units to the right makes it fall precisely on the (x2, y2) indifference
curve. If one translates the result again by 4, the point must then lie on the (x3, y3) curve.

bundle, would make the subject indifferent relative to receiving the more-preferred

bundle. It is observed first that the subject is indifferent between (x1 + 3, y1) and

(x2, y2), and similarly between (x2 + 4, y2) and (x3, y3). If the subject did possess

a quasilinear preference, this would imply that translating the (x1, y1) indifference

curve 3 units to the right makes it perfectly overlap the (x2, y2) indifference curve,

and likewise, translating the (x2, y2) indifference curve 4 units to the right makes it

overlap the (x3, y3) curve. Thus, for the data to be consistent with any quasilinear

preference, it is necessary that, for the third pair, the subject be indifferent between

(x1 + 7, y1) and (x3, y3). In fact, this ‘adding-up’ condition is also sufficient for the

existence of a continuous, quasilinear rationalizing utility.10

10This follows from Theorem 6.
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More generally, the collection of ‘quasilinear-rationalizable’ data sets are precisely

those which satisfy the above adding-up constraint. These vectors form a linear sub-

space (here, a plane) in the space of all possible data vectors that could result from the

experiment. Given data inconsistent with these hypotheses, there is a unique mean

squared error minimizing choice of consistent dataset, obtained by orthogonally pro-

jecting the data onto the subspace of rationalizable vectors. The squared distance

between the original data and its ‘best fit’ serves as a natural measure of goodness of

fit for the hypothesis of quasilinearity.

Finally, it is straightforward to further restrict to only those vectors rationaliz-

able by quasilinear utilities with additional structure. For example, if one wished to

additionally require v(y) be increasing and concave, the set of rationalizable vectors

would form a polyhedral subset of the quasilinear-rationalizable plane.11 To compute

the best fit, one would simply project the data onto this subset instead, and the dis-

tance between the data and its projection provides a quantification of the goodness

of fit.

3.2 Related Literature

While our results hold across a variety of decision theoretic models, the literature on

preferences under ambiguity is a rich source of applications for our methodology. We

focus on preferences over monetary acts, as in, for example [20], [95], [24], [14], [5], or

[31].12 For any data set of pairwise compensation differences, we provide characteri-

zations of the empirical content of a variety of models of preference under ambiguity,
11For an explicit description of this set for a general experiment, see 22.
12Preferences over monetary acts may alternatively be interpreted as ‘risk-neutral’ pref-

erences over a richer domain that includes both subjective and objective uncertainty, but
where each monetary lottery has been replaced with its certainty equivalent.
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including subjective expected utility (Anscombe and Aumann 9), Choquet expected

utility (Schmeidler 101), maxmin expected utility (Gilboa and Schmeidler 52), varia-

tional (Maccheroni et al. 80), as well as dual-self and dual-self variational preferences

(Chandrasekher et al. 33).13 Taken as a whole, our results yield not only a class of

experiments capable of simultaneously differentiating between these models, but also

revealed preference-like characterizations and explicit statistical tests for each.

Compensation differences involve two distinct pieces of information: which alter-

native in a particular pair is more preferred, and by how much. We introduce an

extension of the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak mechanism capable of simultaneously and

truthfully eliciting both these unknowns in experimental settings. The form of exper-

iment considered here may then be viewed as a mixture of two standard methods of

eliciting preferences over risky or uncertain prospects: having subjects make pairwise

comparisons (e.g., Hey et al. 64, Abdellaoui et al. 1) and eliciting reservation prices

(e.g., Becker et al. 16, Halevy 58).14

This paper contributes to a growing recent literature on the statistical testing

of various decision- and demand-theoretic models. Much of this work has focused

on constructing model-specific tests, for example [72], [38], [49], [28], and [106]. In

constrast, we put forward a general methodology that applies to a wide range of

different models, over a variety of domains. To obtain critical values for our test, we

make use of an implementation of the non-differentiable delta method of [44] due to

[69]. A notable benefit of this approach is its flexibility: we provide a means of testing

both individual axioms and whole models, allowing far more granular insights into
13As noted in [33], dual-self expected utility is a particular choice of representation of the

class of invariant biseparable preferences of [51]. As our results are ordinal in nature, all our
results on empirical content and testing hold true for the underlying class of preferences,
rather than resting upon a particular choice of representation.

14This stands in contrast to the ‘allocation’ approach of [79], [8], [35], [63], and [5].
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not only which models may fail to be consistent with the data, but which aspects of

the model are most responsible for the rejection.15

Finally, the use of least-squares techniques to aggregate incomplete and potentially

inconsistent observations into a coherent ranking has a long history, e.g. [61], [109].

Recently, there has been renewed mathematical interest in the problem of establishing

an optimal statistical ranking from an inconsistent, incomplete, and noisy dataset.

We draw on a number of ideas from this literature, including the representation of

data as a flow on a particular network whose structure reflects the incompleteness

our observations, and the various associated regression theories for such problems,

see [65], [71], [91] and references therein. These ideas have already found application

elsewhere in economics, including game theory, social choice, and revealed preference

(resp. Candogan et al. 26, Csató 36, Caradonna 27).

3.3 Invariant Preferences

3.3.1 Model

In this section, we specify a general, flexible, model of preferences possessing certain

invariance properties. Let (X, d) be a metric space of alternatives that an agent has

preferences over. A preference is a complete and transitive binary relation onX, which

we will denote by %. As is standard, we use � and ∼ to denote the asymmetric (resp.

symmetric) components. A preference is continuous if, for all x ∈ X, {x′ ∈ X : x′ % x}

and {x′ ∈ X : x % x′} are closed.

We say a jointly continuous function φ : R+ × X → X defines a virtual

numeraire commodity if (i) for all x ∈ X, φ(0, x) = x, and (ii) for all α, β ∈ R+ and

15Our method of constructing test statistics also draws heavy from the statistical and
econometric literature on shape-constrained regression, in particular [7], [75], and [102].
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all x ∈ X, φ
(
β, φ(α, x)

)
= φ(α + β, x). Formally, such a map φ defines a continuous

action of the monoid R+ on X.16 For our purposes, φ corresponds to a collection

of transforms X → X, one for each α ≥ 0, which we interpret as augmenting an

alternative with some quantity of virtual numeraire. Thus for any α ≥ 0 and any

x ∈ X, we interpret φ(α, x) as x plus α additional units of numeraire. Property (i)

ensures that the transform corresponding to adding no units numeraire does not alter

any alternative; property (ii) is a path-independence condition: adding β units of

numeraire to the alternative consisting of x plus α units of numeraire is the same as

simply adding α + β units of numeraire to x at once.

Given a space X equipped with a virtual numeraire φ, we will consider those

continuous preferences which satisfy the following three axioms:

(N.1) Invariance: For all α ∈ R+, x, y ∈ X:

x % y ⇐⇒ φ(α, x) % φ(α, y).

(N.2) Monotonicity: For all α ∈ R+, x ∈ X:

φ(α, x) % x,

with indifference if and only if α = 0.

(N.3) Compensability: For all x, y ∈ X,

x � y =⇒ ∃α ∈ R+ s.t. φ(α, y) ∼ x.

Invariance says that adding the same quantity of numeraire to two alternatives does

not affect the preference between them. It rules out numeraire-based ‘wealth effects’
16A monoid is a semigroup with identity; see [48]. Formally, R+, equipped with the the

usual notion of addition +, is a monoid.
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where, when coupled with a high enough quantity of additional numeraire, an agent’s

preferences between two alternatives reverses. Monotonicity says the virtual numeraire

commodity is a good. Compensability is a richness condition for φ. It ensures that

any preference between two alternatives can always be offset by some quantity of

numeraire. It rules out lexicographic behavior where no amount of numeraire could

compensate an agent for receiving a less-preferred alternative.

If y % x, then (N.3) guarantees there is some α such that φ(α, x) ∼ y. We term

this α the compensation difference from x to y. Note that by (N.2) this quantity

is necessarily unique. Together, the axioms (N.1) - (N.3) will be shown to characterize

those preferences which admit a representation under which the compensation differ-

ence, measured in numeraire units between any pair of alternatives, is precisely the

utility difference of the alternatives.

3.3.2 Examples

Example 15. (Quasilinear Preferences): Suppose X = R2
+, and let φ

(
α, (x, y)

)
=(

α + x, y
)
. Any continuous preference % that admits a utility of the form U(x, y) =

v(y) + x clearly satisfies (N.1)-(N.3). Here, the compensation difference measures the

quantity of the first commodity needed to offset a preference between two bundles.

Example 16. (Stationary Preferences for Dated Rewards): Suppose X = R+ × Z

with φ
(
α, (t, z)

)
= (α+t, z) where, following [46], a pair (t, z) ∈ X represents delivery

of some alternative z ∈ Z at t units of time in the future.17 It is natural, when

prizes are goods, to instead require (N.2) to hold with the opposite relation, to reflect

17[89] provide a complementary interpretation of preferences over X as the commitment
preferences of an agent.
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impatience on the part of the agent. Suppose % admits a utility of the form:

U(t, z) = ρtv(z),

where 0 < ρ < 1 and v : Z → R++. Then % satisfies (N.1) by an analogous argument

to the preceding example.18 Moreover, for any (t, z) and any α ≥ 0, ρt+αv(z) < ρtv(z).

Hence the reverse analogue of (N.2) holds. Similarly, if (t, z) � (t′, z′), then for some

α > 0, U(α + t, z) = U(t′, z′) hence the reverse analogue of (N.3) is satisfied. In this

setting, the compensation difference measures the amount of time one must postpone

the delivery of the more desirable dated reward to achieve indifference.

Example 17. (Homothetic Preferences): Let X = RL
+ \ {0} represent the standard

demand theoretic consumption space minus the origin, and define φ : R+ ×X → X

via:

φ(α, x) = eαx.

Suppose a preference% admits a utility U that is positive homogeneous.19 The relation

% satisfies (N.2) and (N.3) if, for example, U is strictly positive on X. It necessarily

also satisfies (N.1). Indeed the preference is homothetic if and only if % satisfies (N.1).

To see this, suppose x % y. If λ ≥ 1, λx % λy is equivalent to elnλx % elnλy, hence

the claim follows from (N.1) with α = lnλ. If λ < 1, by (N.1):

λx % λy

⇐⇒ eln 1
λλx % eln 1

λλy

⇐⇒ x % y,

18In this setting, (N.1) corresponds to [46]’s (A.2), a monotonicity axiom, and (A.5), their
stationarity axiom (cf. the stationarity axiom of Ok and Masatlioglu 89). Our axiom (N.2) is
closely related to Fishburn and Rubinstein’s axiom (A.3); they obtain (N.3) as a consequence
of a continuity axiom and the particular topological structure of the consumption space.

19A function U is said to be positive homogeneous if, for all α > 0, U(αx) = αU(x).
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and as x % y by hypothesis, it again follows that λx % λy. Thus given φ, (N.1)

corresponds to homotheticity.20 Here compensation differences measure the amount,

holding proportions fixed, one would need to scale up the less-preferred bundle of

commodities to achieve indifference.

Example 18. (Mixture Independence): Let X̃ be a finite set, and let ∆(X̃) denote

the set of lotteries supported on X̃. Let x̄ ∈ X̃ be arbitrary. Define φx̄ : R+×∆(X̃)→

∆(X̃) via:

φx̄(α, p) = e−αp+ (1− e−α)δx̄,

where δx̄ denotes a dirac measure or point mass centered at x̄. This defines a virtual

numeraire, as:

φx̄
(
β, φ(α, p)

)
= e−β

(
e−αp+ (1− e−α)δx̄

)
+ (1− e−β)δx̄

= e−(β+α)p+
(
1− e−(β+α)

)
δx̄

= φx̄(β + α, p),

and φ(0, p) = p. Now, let % be any von Neumann-Morgenstern preference on ∆(X̃)

that ranks δx̄ as the unique, most-preferred lottery. Then the restriction of % to

∆(X̃) \ {δx̄} satisfies (N.1) to (N.3).21 Compensation differences here measures how

much one would need to mix the less-desirable lottery with the sure-thing δx̄, before

a subject deems the resulting lottery as good as the more-desirable lottery in a pair.
20More generally, there is no added implication from considering an invariance axiom for

an action of the full group (R,+) (or, here, the isomorphic group (R++, ·)) when possible,
because of the ‘if and only if’ in (N.1). In particular, even if φ extends from an action of R+

to an action of R, the set of invariant preferences will be the same. This is true generally,
see for example, [29], footnote 5.

21That δx̄ is the unique preference-maximal lottery is required to ensure (N.2) and (N.3).
If there were some p′ % δx̄, then (N.2) would fail for φ(α, p′), as adding more numeraire
corresponds to increasing the mixing coefficient on δx̄, which must weakly decrease utility.
This is also motivates the restriction of % to X \{δx̄}. Similarly, if there were p, p′ such that
p - δx̄ ≺ p′, there would fail to be any compensation value for the pair {p, p′} under φx̄.
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Example 19. (Translation-Invariant Preferences): Let S be a finite set of states of

the world, and X = RS denote the space of all real-valued (monetary) acts.22 Define

φ : R+ × X → X via φ(α, x) = x + α1S. A function U : X → R is said to be

translation-invariant if, for all α ∈ R,

U
(
x+ α1S

)
= U(x) + α.

Then any preference % on X that admits a translation-invariant utility satisfies (N.1)

to (N.3).23 [56] interpret translation-invariance over utility acts as reflecting constant

absolute ambiguity aversion. Interpreting acts as portfolios of Arrow securities, com-

pensation differences in this setting correspond to the quantity of bonds (i.e. assets

paying off the same across each possible state) an agent with risk-neutral preferences

must additionally be awarded, in addition to a less preferred portfolio, to be indifferent

with holding a more preferable one.

3.3.3 Representation

In this section, we establish a particular utility representation for any preferences

satisfying (N.1) to (N.3). We say that a utility U : X → R is additive-equivariant

if, for all α ∈ R+, and all x ∈ X:24

U
(
φ(α, x)

)
= U(x) + α.

22We consider finite S to avoid measurability concerns. The example remains true if, for
example, one has a measurable space (S,Σ) and X is a cone of real-valued measurable maps
that contains the non-negative constant functions.

23By an argument analogous to that in the homothetic preferences example, even though
translation invariance allows for negative α, it is still implied by (N.1).

24Given a monoid M , and actions φX and φY of M on sets X and Y , a map f : X → Y
is said to be equivariant if, for all m ∈M and all x ∈ X:

f
(
φX(m,x)

)
= φY

(
m, f(x)

)
.

Additive-equivariance corresponds to the special case whereM is R+, Y is R, and the action
φY is simply addition.
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Roughly speaking, additive equivariance requires that the ‘marginal utility’ of addi-

tional numeraire (i) be constant across X, and (ii) normalized to unity. Thus for any

additive equivariant representation, for every x, the addition of α units of numeraire

yields precisely α extra utility on top of the utility from x. Crucially, if α is the

compensation difference from x to y, then for any additive-equivariant utility:

U(y) = U
(
φ(α, x)

)
= U(x) + α,

and hence α = U(y)− U(x).

Theorem 4. Suppose that φ is a virtual numeraire for X. Then a continuous prefer-

ence % on X satisfies (N.1) - (N.3) if and only if it admits a representation by a con-

tinuous, additive-equivariant utility. Additionally, if U and V are additive equivariant

representations of the same preference, then there exists β ∈ R such that U + β = V .

If a preference admits an additive-equivariant representation U , then the compen-

sation difference between any pair of alternatives exists, and is equal to the utility

difference under U . Theorem 4 establishes that the preferences admitting such a utility

are precisely those which satisfy (N.1) - (N.3), and that the utility differences of every

additive-equivariant representation for such a preference coincide. Thus additive-

equivariant utilities form a canonical choice of representation for our purposes: if

a preference satisfies (N.1) - (N.3) then its compensation differences are precisely the

utility differences under some, and hence all, additive-equivariant representations.

Remark 1. Continuity of the virtual numeraire and preference plays no role in the

proof of Theorem 4 other than in verifying the continuity of the representation. A

non-topological variant of the result, where X is an arbitrary set equipped with an

action φ, follows from an essentially identical argument. However, in this case nothing
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can be said about the continuity of U . This is notable as topological assumptions are

often crucial in ensuring the existence of a utility representation. Here, (N.1) - (N.3)

alone suffice without any further stipulations on X or %.

Remark 2. The uniqueness of an additive-equivariant representation up to an

additive constant, rather than increasing affine transform, follows from additive-

equivariance implicitly normalizing utility units to numeraire units. If U is additive-

equivariant for some numeraire φ, and γ > 0, then γ U is not additive-equivariant

for φ; it is, however, for the modified numeraire φγ(α, x) = φ(αγ, x). Here, φγ can

be interpretted as φ, but measured in different units: for example, if γ = 2, and φ

measured numeraire in dollars, then φγ measures the same numeraire, denominated

in half dollars.25 One implication of this is the failure of ρ to be identified in 16, see

[46].

3.3.4 Regularity Assumptions

We will henceforth impose the following three technical regularity conditions on model

primitives, which, while not required for Theorem 4, are required in the sequel.

(A.1) Injectivity: For all α ∈ R+, the map φ(α, ·) is injective.26

25Formally, the group of order-preserving monoid isomorphisms R+ → R+ (with composi-
tion as group operation) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of positive reals; see [48].
Thus equivalence under linear change-of-numeraire-units of this form (and hence additional
equivalence of additive-equivariant representations up to positive scalar multiples) is pre-
cisely the extra degree of freedom that would be obtained from requiring φ to be fixed only
up to isomorphism (i.e. remaining agnostic of our measurement scale).

26If the set of preferences that satisfy (N.1) - (N.3) is non-empty, then for all x ∈ X,
φ(·, x) is necessarily injective: if for some x ∈ X and α < β

φ(α, x) = φ(β, x),

then φ
(
β − α, φ(α, x)

)
= φ(α, x), but as β − α > 0, every reflexive relation on X violates

(N.2).
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We say that an alternative x is reachable from y, denoted y E x if there exists α ≥ 0

such that x = φ(α, y). That is, if x is equal to y plus some additional numeraire. Let

∼E denote the symmetric closure of this relation.27 If φ satisfies (A.1), then ∼E is an

equivalence relation (see 4).

(A.2) Cross Section: There exists a continuous map s : X/∼E → X, such that, for

all y ∈ X/∼E,

(q ◦ s)(y) = y,

where q is the quotient map taking X to X/∼E, which carries its quotient

topology.

(A.3) No Loitering: For all x ∈ X, there exists ε > 0 and T > 0 such that, for all

x′ ∈ Bε(x) and all α > T :

φ(α, x′) 6∈ Bε(x),

where Bε(x) denotes the ε-ball about x.

Injectivity simply requires that there not be any pair of distinct alternatives x and

y that become equivalent after being combined with a sufficient, common quantity

of numeraire. Thus the process of adding numeraire is, in principle, reversible. Cross

section is a weak technical assumption that ensures that at least some of the indif-

ference curves of any preference satisfying (N.1) - (N.3) are sufficiently connected.

Absent it, it could be the case that every indifference curve misses some equivalence
27Recall the symmetric closure of a relation R is the smallest symmetric relation containing

R.
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classes of ∼E.28 Finally, no loitering ensures that no alternative can be regarded as

the result of adding infinite numeraire to any other.

3.4 Data and Elicitiation

An experiment is a finite collection E of pairs of alternatives such that no two alter-

natives (belonging even to differing pairs) are related under E.29 For a given agent and

pair {x, y} ∈ E , we will assume an observation of both (i) which alternative in {x, y}

is (weakly) more preferable than the other, and (ii) how much virtual numeraire is

needed, in addition to receiving the less preferable alternative, to make the agent indif-

ferent with receiving the more preferable alternative. That is, we assume we observe

the compensation difference between the less and more favorable alternatives.30

We suppose a data set consisting of N ≥ 1 repetitions of such an experiment.

Formally, let ~E denote the collection of all ordered pairs (x, y) such that {x, y} ∈ E .
28For a drastic example, let f : R → R denote a discontinuous solution to Cauchy’s

functional equation f(x+ y) = f(x) + f(y). The graph of any such f is dense in the plane;
see [2] Chapter 1 Theorem 3. Let X = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y ≥ f(x)} be the epigraph of f , and let
R+ act on X via addition along the second coordinate. Clearly (A.2) does not hold, and for
any continuous preference on X obeying (N.1) - (N.3), every indifference curve is completely
disconnected, and misses uncountably many equivalence classes in X/∼E.

29The assumption that no pairs of alternatives {x, y} ∈ E are E-related amounts to not
inquiring how much numeraire would make a subject indifferent between receiving x versus
x plus α units of numeraire. The stronger requirement that no two of alternatives belonging
even to different pairs are E-related is purely for convenience. It may be dropped, at the cost
of requiring a slight modification to our our rationalizability condition. See subsection 3.5.1.

30Recall this is defined as the numerical quantity α ≥ 0 such that

φ(α, x) ∼ y,

when y % x.
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A data set is a collection {Y n}Nn=1 of vectors in R~E , where, for each (x, y) ∈ ~E :

Y n
xy =


α if φ(α, x) ∼n y

−α if φ(α, y) ∼n x,

where φ(α, x) ∼n y denotes that α is the compensation difference between x and y in

the n-th repetition. Since Y n
xy = −Y n

yx, we may identify the space of all possible data

sets with RE by fixing a choice of ordering for each pair. When N = 1, a data set

corresponds simply to observing a finite set of compensation differences for a single

agent. Unless otherwise specified, we interpret the case of N > 1 as corresponding to

observations of a sample of N agents from some fixed population.31 In section 3.6 we

will consider how to test hypotheses about the expected behavior of such a population.

3.4.1 Elicitation

In this section we will present a dominant-strategy incentive-compatible mechanism

to truthfully elicit compensation differences data. Our approach may be seen as a

generalization of [16]. We will consider the elicitation problem for a given observation,

and extend to a full experiment via lottery.32 33 Let {x, y} ∈ E be an arbitrary pair

of alternatives. We first define two intermediate mechanisms: in the x-mechanism,

the agent is offered the opportunity to submit a non-negative ‘sell price’ in numeraire

units for x, denoted s, to a computerized buyer. The buyer simultaneously and blindly

selects a non-negative ‘buy’ price b. If s > b, no trade occurs and the agent is awarded
31We note such data may alternatively be interpreted as repeated observations of the noisy

preference(s) of a single agent.
32Stemming back to [68] there has been concern that, in theory, random-lottery incentive

systems rely on implicit assumptions about choice under uncertainty that may be problem-
atic. However, there is a wide range of empirical evidence suggesting that these concerns do
not bear out in practice, e.g. [108], [62], and [78].

33For a discussion of incentive compatibility of this mechanism in the case of experiments
over ambiguous prospects, see [13].
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x. If b ≥ s, then a trade occurs, and instead of x, the agent receives φ(b, y). We

analogously define the y-mechanism. Compensation differences may then be elicited

by presenting the subject with a choice: they are invited to submit a sell price in either

the x- or y-mechanism, but not both. However, in whichever mechanism they do not

choose, a sell price of 0 will be submitted on their behalf. After the bids have been

submitted, a coin is flipped to select either x or y, and the associated mechanism’s

reward is allocated to the agent, regardless of which intermediate mechanism they

chose to manually submit a sell price for.

We model the agent’s decision problem using the states of the world formalism.

We do so to highlight that the incentive-compatibility of our mechanism does not

depend on the manner in which the subject handles probabilities. Suppose that Ω =

R2
+×{x, y} denotes the payoff-relevant states of the world; the tuple (bx, by, z) denotes

the state in which the computer selects bids bx in the x-mechanism, by in the y-

mechanism, and the payoff-determining mechanism is z ∈ {x, y}. A choice of action

for the agent consists of a tuple in {x, y} × R+, corresponding a choice of which

intermediate mechanism to participate in, and what sell price to submit there. Let

X∗ denote the set maps from Ω → X that are awarded by this mechanism. We

assume the agent has preferences %∗ over X∗ and say these are consistent with their

preference % over X if, for all f, g ∈ X∗, f(ω) % g(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω implies f %∗ g.

Theorem 5. Suppose an agent has preferences % on X that satisfy (N.2) and (N.3),

and preferences %∗ over X∗ that are consistent with %. Then choosing to submit a

bid equal to their true compensation difference, in the mechanism corresponding to

the more-preferred alternative, is %∗-optimal.

Remark 3. The assumption that the agent had a well-defined preference relation

%∗ over X∗ is not required for the result. Even if %∗ is a highly incomplete and
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non-transitive relation, Theorem 5 remains valid so long as %∗ remains consistent

in the above sense with %. Consistency alone implies bidding equal to one’s true

compensation difference, in the more-preferred alternative’s mechanism, yields an act

that is at least as %∗-preferable as (and hence comparable to) every other act in X∗.

3.5 Goodness of Fit

An experiment E may be associated with an undirected graph (V , E) whose vertices

are those alternatives featuring in the experiment and whose edges are the pairs

defining the experiment:

V =
⋃

{x,y}∈E

{x, y}.

We will assume henceforth that (V , E) is always a connected graph.34 A flow on

(V , E) is a skew-symmetric, real-valued function on ~E .35 Given a data set {Y n}Nn=1,

let Ȳ = 1
N

∑
Y n. For a given agent, Y n

xy is the compensation difference between x and

y for agent n, hence Ȳxy reflects the sample average compensation difference between

x and y. Thus, for any experiment, Ȳ defines a flow on (V , E). Conversely, every flow

may be regarded as arising from a data set in this manner.

3.5.1 Rationalizability

We say that a data set {Y n}Nn=1 is cardinally consistent if, for every finite sequence

(x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xL−1, x0) ∈ ~E ,
L−1∑
l=0

Ȳxlxl+1
= 0, (3.1)

where subscripts are understood mod-L. By minor abuse of notation, we also refer

to individual flows as being cardinally consistent if (3.1) holds. Cardinal consistency
34This is without loss of generality; if (V, E) is not connected, all results simply hold for

each connected component.
35That is, F : ~E → R is a flow if and only if, for all (x, y) ∈ ~E , Fxy = −Fyx.
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requires a flow to belong to the kernels of a finite collection of linear functionals, thus

the sub-collection of cardinally consistent flows forms a linear subspace of the space

of all flows.

A data set is rationalized by a continuous, additive-equivariant preference if

there exists a continuous preference relation % on X that satisfies (N.1) - (N.3), such

that for all (x, y) ∈ ~E with Ȳxy ≥ 0:

Ȳxy = α ⇐⇒ φ(α, x) ∼ y.

Similarly, we say {Y n}Nn=1 is rationalized by an additive-equivariant utility U if, for

all (x, y) ∈ ~E :

Ȳxy = U(y)− U(x).

When the data contain observations of a sample population of agents, additive-

equivariant rationalizability refers to whether the sample population is rationalizable

in expectation. It is clear that if Ȳ is rationalizable by an additive-equivariant utility,

it will necessarily be cardinally consistent. Our next result establishes that cardinal

consistency is also sufficient.

Theorem 6. Let (X,φ) satisfy (A.1) - (A.3), and suppose the set of continuous

preferences satisfying (N.1) - (N.3) is non-empty. Then for every experiment E, for

any dataset, the following are equivalent:

(i) The data are cardinally consistent.

(ii) The data are rationalizable by a continuous preference satisfying (N.1) - (N.3).

(iii) The data are rationalized by a continuous, additive-equivariant utility.

Theorem 6 characterizes the testable implications of additive-equivariance for any

experiment. It also highlights a benefit of additive-equivariant preferences: testing
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rationalizability amounts to investigating whether or not the data Ȳ lies in a fixed,

linear subspace that is explicitly determined by the structure of the experiment E .

3.5.2 Preference ‘Regression’

Least Squares Theory

In the preceding section we showed that the collection additive-equivariant rational-

izable data vectors forms a linear subspace of the space of flows on (V , E). We now

provide an alternative characterization. For a given experiment, let F ( R~E denote

the vector space of flows on (V , E), and let U denote the space of utility functions

over the vertices V :

U = {u : V → R}.

To any utility u ∈ U one may associate its gradient, a flow whose value on an

oriented edge is given by the signed difference of the utility values at its endpoints:

(gradu)xy = uy − ux.

This defines a linear map grad : U → F . The following two propositions are routine;

for completeness, we provide proofs in section C.0.2.

Proposition 3. A flow F ∈ F is cardinally consistent if and only if it belongs to the

image of the gradient.

In light of 3, the data Ȳ are rationalizable by an additive-equivariant utility if and

only if Ȳ is the discrete gradient of a utility function u ∈ U .36 We postpone discussion

of the economic content of 3 until section 3.5.2.
36This highlights a recurring parallel between the graph theoretic methods employed here

and the differential calculus; cardinal consistency is a discrete analogue of the requirement
that a gradient vector field integrate to zero around every closed curve in a domain.
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Fix an ordering of V = {v1, . . . , vK}. By minor abuse of notation we will write

i for vi, Fij for Fvivj and so forth when no confusion will result. A flow is uniquely

determined by its values on oriented edges (i, j) ∈ ~E with i < j. Thus we identify F

with RE , with basis
{
1(i,j)

}
{(i,j)∈~E:i<j}.

37 Using this basis, we endow F with an inner

product via:

〈F, F ′〉 =
∑

{(i,j)∈~E : i<j}

FijF
′
ij.

The divergence of a flow is the real valued function on vertices defined component-

wise by:

(divF )i =
∑
j∈N(i)

Fij,

where N(i) ⊆ V denotes the set of neighbors of vi. In other words, the divergence

computes the vector of outflows net inflows at each vertex. This defines a linear map

div : F → U . When U carries its standard inner product, −div is the adjoint of the

gradient.

Proposition 4. For any experiment, the space of flows on (V , E) admits an orthogonal

direct-sum decomposition as:38

F = im(grad)⊕ ker(div).

By 3, the image of the gradient consists of the cardinally consistent and hence additive-

equivariant rationalizable flows. Call a flow C ∈ F a perfect cycle if it has vanishing

divergence, and is supported on a single loop in (V , E).39 The kernel of the divergence
37For example, let (V, E) denote the complete graph on three vertices. We identify a flow

F with the vector (F12, F13, F23). If F is a cyclic flow of α units from v1 to v2, v2 to v3, and
v3 to v1, then F = (α,−α, α).

38In differentiable terms, 4 is the graph theoretic analogue of the Helmholtz decomposition
of vector calculus.

39A loop in (V, E) is a connected subgraph such that every vertex is contained in precisely
two edges. A flow is supported on a loop if takes the value zero on every edge that does not
belong to the edge set of the loop.
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is precisely the span of the perfect cycles in F .40 By 4, every flow may be uniquely

written as a sum of two orthogonal terms: a cardinally consistent flow, and a ‘purely

inconsistent’ flow, expressible as a sum of perfect cycles.41 For a given Ȳ , we define

its best fit cardinally consistent approximation, denoted Ŷ , as its projection onto

im(grad). This may be computed by solving the following least squares program:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2
. (3.2)

The value of this problem, ‖Ȳ − Ŷ ‖2
2, reflects the mean squared error of imposing

the hypothesis of additive-equivariance. By the Pythagorean theorem (suppressing

subscripts):

‖Ȳ ‖2 = ‖Ŷ ‖2 + ‖Ȳ − Ŷ ‖2,

and thus we obtain an analogue of the coefficient of determination (i.e. R2) for (3.2):

R2 = 1− ‖Ȳ − Ŷ ‖
2

‖Ȳ ‖2
=
‖Ŷ ‖2

‖Ȳ ‖2
. (3.3)

By definition, R2 ∈ [0, 1], and R2 = 1 if and only if Ȳ is rationalizable by an additive-

equivariant utility. Roughly, R2 reflects the proportion of the variation in the (average)

intensity of preference across the different pairs in E that is able to be explained by

additive-equivariance. Thus R2 provides an alternative measurement of goodness-of-

fit that normalizes for the structure of the underlying experiment. This may be of use

when comparing goodness of fit across experiments.42

A Social Choice Interpretation

The problem of choosing a best-fit, cardinally consistent approximation to a given

flow is equivalent to choosing a social utility or scoring function for the alternatives
40See Godsil and Royle [53] Corollary 14.2.3.
41The decomposition of the inconsistent component into a sum of perfect cycles will not

be unique, see, e.g., Figure 3.2.
42Similar ideas are leveraged in [40] to obtain a measure of the incentive alignment for

players in normal form games.
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in V . By 3, a general rule for assigning a best-fit rationalizable flow to a data set

may be identified with a function b : FN → im(grad). Any such function factors as

b = grad ◦ b̃, where b̃ : FN → U is a social choice scoring function for incomplete and

cardinal data.43 Thus 3 establishes the problem of choosing a notion of rationalizable

best-fit is isomorphic to the problem of choosing how to aggregate incomplete, cardinal

preference information via scoring rule.

It is known that the mean squared error minimizing flow Ŷ arises as the gradient

of the score vector obtained by applying a natural generalization of the Borda count

to the individual-level data {Y n}.44 Suppose, momentarily, that (V , E) is a complete

graph. The cardinal Borda score is defined as:

sCB(vi) =
1

K

∑
j 6=i

Ȳji =
1

NK

∑
j 6=i

N∑
n=1

Y n
ji ,

where the leading coefficient is positive and hence does not affect the ranking. This

terminology is justified, as the (ordinal) Borda score is:

sB(vi) =
∑
j 6=i

N∑
n=1

sign(Y n
ji ).

Note Y n
ji is positive if vi �n vj, and negative if vj �n vi. Thus sB counts ‘net votes for

vi over vj’ across the sample population, summed over all j 6= i. The cardinal Borda

score simply allows the intensity of preference, reflected in the magnitudes of the Y n
ji ,

to factor in.

For a general experiment (V , E), let A denote its adjacency matrix, and D the

diagonal matrix with Dii = deg(vi). Recall the Laplacian matrix L = D − A. Then
43See [114] for a characterization of such aggregation rules for the ordinal case.
44The observations of this subsection are implicit in [113], and noted explicitly in, e.g.,

[71] in the context of aggregating online rankings.
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the normal equations for (3.2) may be compactly written as:45

Lu∗ = −div Ȳ . (3.4)

As (V , E) is assumed connected, the kernel of the Laplacian is spanned by the vector

(1, . . . , 1), and thus every solution u∗ to (3.4) will be unique up to addition of a con-

stant vector. For sake of determinacy, we focus then on the minimum norm solution,

or equivalently require
∑K

i=1 u
∗
i = 0.46 Equation (3.4) says that any solution u∗ is

determined by a strong ‘averaging’ property. In particular, for any vi:

u∗i =
1

deg(i)

[ ∑
j∈N(i)

u∗j + Ȳji

]
, (3.5)

so u∗i is an unweighted average of the utility values of each neighboring vj, plus the

observed flow from each neighboring vj to vi. If (V , E) is complete, then the unique

(zero-sum) utility vector satisfying (3.5) is the cardinal Borda score, as (3.5) becomes:

u∗i =
1

K − 1

[∑
j 6=i

u∗j + Ȳji

]
.

As
∑

j 6=i u
∗
j = −u∗i , this simplifies to the cardinal Borda score:

u∗i =
1

K

∑
j 6=i

Ȳji.

Even when (V , E) is less-than-complete, solutions to (3.2) remain wholly determined

by the averaging property (3.5) which, for complete experiments, characterizes the

cardinal Borda score up to a constant. Thus our choice of the mean squared error
45This makes use of the identity −div ◦ grad = L, see Godsil and Royle [53] Lemma 8.3.2,

and the fact that −div is the adjoint of grad (4).
46In vector notation, this solution is given by:

u∗ = −L†div Ȳ ,

where L† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of L.
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minimizer Ŷ as the best-fit for Ȳ may alternatively be regarded as the result of a two-

step process. We first form a social ranking for our sample population using the natural

generalization of the cardinal Borda score to (possibly incomplete) experiments, then

define the best-fit flow as the gradient of this score vector.

A Money Pump Metric for the Residual

In section 3.5.2, we used the mean squared error ‖Ȳ − Ŷ ‖2
2 to quantify the good-

ness of fit for the hypothesis of additive-equivariance. In this section, we consider an

alternative criterion: the L1 norm of the residual vector. In particular, we provide a

novel interpretation of ‖Ȳ − Ŷ ‖1 as the natural analogue of the money pump metric

considered in Echenique et al. [42] for our setting.47

By 4, R = Ȳ − Ŷ belongs to the kernel of the divergence, and thus consists of a

sum of perfect cycles. Suppose first, that R is itself a perfect cycle. Then, for some

finite sequence (v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vL−1, v0) ∈ ~E , we have Rvlvl+1 = c̄ ≥ 0. Here,

we have used superscript indices to distinguish them from the enumeration used to

define the basis for F , which we will always denote with a subscript.48 If we interpret

this residual as data arising from a single representative agent, then for this agent,

for all l:

φ(c̄, vl) ∼ vl+1,

where the superscripts are understood mod-L. This implies that for every l, the agent

would be willing to trade vl, plus up to c̄ units of numeraire, for vl+1. A savvy arbi-

trageur could exploit such an agent as a ‘numeraire pump,’ and extract ‖R‖1 = c̄ L

47Roughly speaking, the money pump metric reflects the amount of money one could
extract from a consumer who violates the generalized axiom of revealed preference. See
Echenique et al. [42] for details.

48Thus, in particular, Rvlvl+1 here corresponds to the flow along a particular edge in this
cycle.
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Figure 3.2: Residual flows. A residual flow R = (R12, R13, R14, R23, R24, R34), belonging
to the kernel of the divergence, along with two decompositions into sums of perfect cycles.
The lower bound of

∥∥R∥∥
1

= 14 is attained by the sum of the money pump values of the
bottom (though not the top) decomposition.

units of numeraire from the agent via a cyclic sequence of trades. Thus for resid-

uals consisting of a single perfect cycle, the L1 norm is precisely a numeraire-valued

analogue of the money pump metric. In light of this, we formally define the money

pump value of a pure cycle R as:

MP (R) =
∥∥R‖1 = c̄ L.

It is natural to seek to extend MP from single pure cycles to general residuals R

linearly, by decomposing R into a sum of pure cycles and summing the money pump

values of the cycles in this decomposition. However, for any such R, the decomposition

into pure cycles will be non-unique; moreover the sum of the money pump values of

different decompositions of the same residual will generally differ, see Figure 3.2.

Instead, we consider the most conservative extension.
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Let C ( F denote the set of pure cycles. For any R ∈ ker(div) let D(R) denote the

collection of all finite decompositions of R into pure cycles.49 We extendMP : C→ R

to a function MP ∗ : ker(div)→ R via:

MP ∗(R) = inf
{C1,...,CM}∈D(R)

M∑
m=1

MP (Cm).

In other words, MP ∗ attributes as little inconsistency to the agent as possible, by

taking an infimum across all finite decompositions of the residual. In spite of its

definition as a value function, our next result asserts that MP ∗ is in fact simply the

L1 norm on ker(div).

Proposition 5. For all R ∈ ker(div), the money pump value of R is equal to its L1

norm:

MP ∗(R) = ‖R‖1.

Moreover, the infimum over D(R) is always attained.

Given its economic interpretation for elements of ker(div), it is tempting to con-

sider the L1 analogue of (3.2),

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥

1
, (3.2′)

and to interpret the value of this linear program as the magnitude of the inconsistency.

However, (3.2′) lacks a great deal of the analytic structure of (3.2). Unlike (3.2), it

is not a strictly convex program and hence can admit multiple distinct solutions. For

example, if Ȳ is a perfect cycle with unit flow over the circle graph on n vertices,

the set of minimizing utilities for (3.2′) form an (n − 1)-dimensional polytope, see

[91].50 Moreover, while the residual from (3.2) always belongs to ker(div), this need

not be true for (3.2′). Thus the interpretation provided by 5 does not generally apply
49That is, those collections {C1, . . . , CM} ⊆ C such that

∑
mCm = R.

50In contrast, for any n, the minimizers for (3.2) are precisely the constant functions.
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to residuals from (3.2′). As such, while the L1 norm on ker(div) admits an economic

interpretation, the L2 theory appears better suited to quantifying inconsistency gen-

erally.

3.5.3 Shape Constraints

In most applications, it is of interest to test not only whether the data are ratio-

nalizable by an additive-equivariant utility, but also by one that possesses additional

properties, such as quasi-concavity, monotonicity, homogeneity and so forth. This can

be simply and tractably incorporated by considering constraint sets for (3.2).

Example 20 (CES Utility). Let X = RL
+\{0}, and φ(α, x) = eα x. While CES utility

functions are not additive-equivariant, it is straightforward to verify their natural

logarithm is:

U(x) =
1

ρ
ln

( L∑
l=1

xρl

)
,

where ρ ∈ (−∞, 1]. The following constrained analogue of (3.2) computes the MSE

for CES preferences:

min
u,ρ

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui =
1

ρ
ln

( L∑
l=1

vρli

)
ρ ≤ 1,

(3.6)

where vi,l denotes the l-th component of vi.

When models are defined by a collection of axioms or properties, there is often a

natural correspondence between the constraints constraints imposed and the restric-

tions characterizing the model. Examining which constraints bind at the solution to

the MSE minimization problem then provides insight into the cost, in model fit terms,

of imposing specific assumptions.
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1

-1

10 F0v

Fv′v F

(a) The extremal MEU prefer-
ences.

CON

MON1

MON2

0 F0v

Fv′v F

(b) The binding constraints at
each face.

Figure 3.3: The MEU-rationationalizable flows (violet triangle) arising from the
experiment E =

{
{0, v}, {v, v′}

}
where v = (0, 1), v′ = (1, 0). For each vertex of the

triangle, the corresponding MEU preference (indifference curve in orange) and set of priors
(cyan) are shown. Each face of the triangle corresponds to a binding constraint: the top
and left faces to monotonicity of consumption in state one (resp. two), and the bottom to
convexity of the preference.

Example 21 (Risk-Neutral Maxmin Expected Utility). Suppose we wish to test

whether a subject’s preferences over monetary acts (i.e. portfolios of Arrow securities)

in a simple two-state model are consistent with a risk-neutral maxmin expected utility

(MEU) function:

U(x) = min
π∈C

Eπ(x),

where C is a compact, convex set of priors over states of the world. Let S = {s1, s2}

denote the set of states, and RS the consumption space. Any risk-neutral MEU

preference is invariant under the addition of some quantity of bond, thus we let

φ(α, x) = x+ α1S.
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Let v = (0, 1) and v′ = (1, 0) denote the portfolios consisting of a single unit of

each Arrow security, and 0 the empty portfolio, and consider the experiment eliciting

compensation differences over two pairs E =
{
{0, v}, {v, v′}

}
. If a utility U : RS → R

is increasing, concave, positively homogeneous, and additive equivariant, then there

exists a compact, convex set C ⊆ ∆(S) such that U = minπ∈C Eπ(x).51 Every data set

arising from E is rationalizable by an additive-equivariant and positively homogeneous

utility. As such, the only falsifiable properties for this experiment are monotonicity

and convexity of the preference, i.e. ambiguity aversion.

Figure 3.3 plots those data vectors rationalizable by a risk-neutral MEU pref-

erence; each corner of the triangle corresponds to the data set that is (uniquely)

rationalizable by the preference corresponding to one of the three extremal sets of

priors.52 To evaluate the goodness of fit for this model, we instead project the data

vector onto this triangle. While the squared norm of the residual still reflects the

goodness of fit, the image of the projection provides additional, granular insight into

which properties of the model are the binding constraints to the fitting problem. The

top (resp. left) face corresponds to those preferences that are only weakly increasing

in consumption in the first (resp. second) state of the world. For these preferences,

the monotonicity constraint binds. The bottom-right face corresponds to the set of

subjective expected utility (SEU) preferences, which are ambiguity-neutral. These are

the preferences for which ambiguity aversion is the binding constraint.
51See, e.g., [88] H.1.3 Lemma 2.
52The fact that each vector in the triangle is rationalizable by a unique MEU preference

is a consequence of the fact that |S| = 2, and hence every closed convex set of priors
is parametric. While the set of MEU rationalizable vectors remains polyhedral for larger
experiments and with |S| > 2, the sets of priors associated with a given rationalizable vector
will generally only be set-identified. See 24 for more details.
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1

-1

10 F0v

Fv′v F

ȲȲ − ΠMEUȲ

Ȳ − ΠCEUȲ

Figure 3.4: The set of MEU-rationalizable (violet) and CEU-rationalizable
(violet or aquamarine) vectors for E. Letting ΠMEU and ΠCEU denote the respec-
tive projections onto these sets, the quantity

∥∥Ȳ − ΠMEUȲ
∥∥2

2
−
∥∥Ȳ − ΠCEUȲ

∥∥2

2
reflects

the shadow price, in mean squared error terms, of imposing ambiguity aversion, conditional
upon requiring monotonicity, translation invariance, and homotheticity.

Suppose the data vector Ȳ projects onto the relative interior of the lower-right

face of the MEU-rationalizable triangle. As such, its best-fit is a risk-neutral SEU

preference. At this projection the monotonicity constraints are slack; thus by con-

sidering the difference in mean squared error resulting from imposing both mono-

tonicity and ambiguity aversion versus monotonicity alone, one obtains a measure

of the shadow price, in model fit terms, of imposing ambiguity aversion. Figure 3.4

plots those vectors which admit additive-equivariant, positively homogeneous, and

monotone rationalizations. Here, these are precisely the vectors rationalizable by a

risk-neutral Choquet expected utility (CEU) preference.53 This highlights an advan-

53More generally, this corresponds to the class of invariant biseparable preferences of [51];
see also [33] for an elegant representation theorem for such preferences. However, for this
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tage of our theory: not only is it capable of measuring how well a particular models fit

the data, it is capable of far more granular insights, including quantifying the severity

of violations of individual axioms and properties.

Constraints for Non-parametric Models

Even when a class of preferences is non-parametric, it can often be tractably encoded

into a constraint set:

K = {u ∈ U : ∃U : X → R possessing the desired structure s.t. U(vi) = ui}.

Formally, we say a set K ⊆ U defines a set of shape constraints if (i) K is convex,

and (ii) K + span
{

(1, . . . , 1)} is closed.54 Rather than solve an unconstrained least

squares problem as in (3.2), one projects instead onto grad(K):

min
u∈K

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2
, (3.7)

which is closed and convex by our definition of shape constraints. In section C.0.5,

we provide a number of explicit derivations of such constraint sets for a variety of

ambiguity preferences, as well as formal proofs for some of the examples in this section.

By 4, the residual from (3.7) decomposes into two orthogonal components: one

with vanishing divergence and one that is cardinally consistent. Let Πgrad(K) denote

the projection onto grad(K), and recall that Ŷ denotes the projection of Ȳ onto the

simple experiment, the testable implications of this class of preferences coincide with those
of the Choquet model of [101].

54This closure condition is innocuous and satisfied under all economically interesting cases
we are aware of. It serves only to guarantee that the image grad(K) is a closed convex subset
of F for any (connected) experiment. For such an experiment, ker(grad) is just the diagonal
of U hence this condition is just a requirement K + ker(grad) be closed, which is holds if
and only if grad(K) is closed; see, e.g., [67], Lemma 17.H. It is necessarily satisfied if, for
example, K is polyhedral, which is often the case.
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cardinally consistent subspace. By the Pythagorean theorem:∥∥Ȳ − Πgrad(K)Ȳ
∥∥2

2
=
∥∥Ȳ − Ŷ ∥∥2

2
+ ‖Ŷ − Πgrad(K)Ŷ

∥∥2

2
. (3.8)

The magnitude of the first component of the right-hand side still reflects how well

additive-equivariance is borne out in the data; the latter captures the shadow price,

in mean squared error units, of imposing the shape constraints K beyond additive-

equivariance.

When a family of models are defined on a common domain X and are additively-

equivariant relative to the same virtual numeraire φ, equation (3.8) allows for a simple,

tractable approach to model selection. Given a family of models, and hence shape

constraints {Km}Mm=1, computing ‖Ŷ − Πgrad(Km)Ŷ
∥∥2

2
for each Km yields an model-

specific measure of how consistent are the data with respect to modelm. By comparing

these values, one obtains a ranking of these models for the data.

Example 22 (Quasilinearity Revisted). Reconsider 14, but suppose now we wish to

test whether the data are consistent with a utility:

U(x, y) = v(y) + x,

where v is, in addition, increasing and concave. Let KQIC denote the set of vectors

in U that are restrictions of quasilinear (in the first variable), increasing, and con-

cave functions. For a general experiment (V , E), evaluating (3.7) with K = KQIC is

equivalent to solving:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈πi, vi〉+ γi ∀i = 1, . . . , K

〈πi, vi〉+ γi ≤ 〈πj, vi〉+ γj ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

π1
i = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

πi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

(3.9)
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for u ∈ RK and, for all i = 1, . . . , K, πi ∈ R2, γi ∈ R (where π1
i denotes the

first component of πi). Each feasible vector (u, π1, . . . , πK , γ) defines a quasilinear

increasing, and concave function:

Ũ(x) = min
i∈{1,...,K}

γi + 〈x, πi〉

whose restriction to V is u. The variables πi act as supergradients at each vi; the γi

capture the vertical intercepts of the supporting hyperplanes defined by the πi. Con-

versely, given a quasilinear, increasing, and concave function U , an arbitrary selection

of supporting hyperplane for the subgraph of U at each vi yields a choice of πi and

γi. These, along with the vector of utilities u = U |V , define a feasible element of the

constraint set in (3.9).55

Calibration and Identification

In the experiment considered in 21, the set of rationalizable flows were in one-to-one

correspondence with the set of risk-neutral MEU preferences. This was a consequence

of considering a state space S with only two elements. Perfect identification will

generally be obtainable, for a rich enough experiment, whenever the class of models

is parametric. For such models, not only does (3.7) allow for a means of evaluating

goodness of fit, it additionally allows for calibration. Whenever there is a one-to-one

correspondence between rationalizable vectors and preferences, the best-fit exercise

yields point estimates of the model’s parameters.

Example 23. (Cobb-Douglas Preferences) Let X = RL
++ and φ(α, x) = eα x. Though

Cobb Douglas preferences satisfy (N.1) - (N.3), the standard representation:

U(x) =
L∏
i=1

xβii (3.10)

55The system of constraints in (3.9) may be viewed as essentially a system of Afriat
inequalities, but where prices are unknown.
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where β ≥ 0 and
∑

i βi = 1, is not not additive-equivariant. Define the homeomor-

phism H : X → RL via H(x) =
(

lnx1, . . . , lnxL
)
. Then:

lnU(x) = 〈β,H(x)〉,

which is additive-equivariant under the induced action under H on RL (here, simply

φ(α, x̃) = x̃ + α(1, . . . , 1)).56 Thus it suffices to instead treat RL as the consump-

tion space, rather than RL
++. Computing (3.7) for Cobb-Douglas preferences is then

equivalent to evaluating the following quadratic program:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui =
〈
β,H(vi)

〉
∀i = 1, . . . , K

β ≥ 0,

(3.11)

where β ∈ RL.57 Clearly each feasible vector (u, β) for (3.11) corresponds to a unique

Cobb-Douglas preference on RL
++ and vice versa. Moreover, when V is rich enough,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between flows in grad(KC-D) and feasible vectors

(u, β) to (3.11).

When models are non-parametric, it will be impossible for a finite experiment

to distinguish between some pairs of preferences. In such cases, each rationalizable

flow will correspond to a set of preferences. In many cases, the set of preferences

consistent with given flow will be small, in a formal sense, and will often encode

additional further testable implications of behavior.
56Given an action φ of R+ on X and a homeomorphism h : X → Y , the ‘induced action’

on Y refers to the map φ̃ : R+ × Y → Y defined by:

φ̃(α, y) = h ◦ φ
(
α, h−1(y)

)
.

57Note that additive-equivariance, in conjunction with the other constraints, imply the
standard normalization 〈β,1L〉 = 1.
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Example 24 (Risk-neutral Maxmin Expected Utility Revisited). Suppose we again

wish to test whether a subject’s preferences over monetary acts are consistent with

a risk-neutral MEU preference (see also 21). However, we now consider a richer state

space S = {s1, s2, s3}. As a consequence, a general compact, convex set of priors is no

longer describable by a finite set of parameters. For any experiment (V , E), evaluating

(3.7) for risk-neutral MEU preferences is equivalent the following quadratic program:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈πi, vi〉 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

〈πi, vi〉 ≤ 〈πj, vi〉 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

〈πi,1S〉 = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

πi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , K,

(3.12)

for π1 . . . , πK ∈ RS.

Consider any feasible solution (u, π1, . . . , πK) to (3.12). The vector u, coupled with

V , defines a family of hyperplanes Hvi,ui = {x ∈ RS : 〈vi, x〉 = ui}. Let H̃vi,ui denote

the restrictions of these hyperplanes to the affine hull of ∆(S). The first and second

constraints in (3.12) imply that each H̃vi,ui supports co{π1, . . . , πK} at each πi, and

hence co{π1, . . . , πK} is a set of priors consistent with the collection of utilities u.

However, at any given solution to (3.12), the priors (π1, . . . , πK) will be non-unique,

as there are will generally be infinitely many sets consistent with the H̃vi,ui . Define:

C̄ =

( K⋂
i=1

H̃+
vi,ui

)⋂
∆(S),

where H̃+
vi,ui

denotes the i-th upper half-space. A set of priors C ⊆ ∆(S) is consistent

with u if and only if: (i) C ⊆ C̄, and (ii) each facet of C̄ contains some extremal point

of C.58 Given such a set, choosing an extremal point π̂i ∈ ext(C) from each H̃vi,ui

58Recall that a facet of a polyhedron is a codimension-1 face.
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πi

H̃vi,ui

s1 s2

s3

(a) The belief set C∗ of a risk-
neutral MEU preference. The vector
(u, π1, . . . , πK) is a solution to (3.12),
as for each vi ∈ V, the hyperplane
H̃vi,ui supports C∗ at πi.

C

C̄

H̃vi,ui

(b) Every MEU-rationalizable vector
defines a belief polytope C̄ =
∩iH̃+

vi,ui . A belief set C ⊆ C̄ rational-
izes the data if and only if each facet
of C̄ contains some extremal point of
C.

Figure 3.5: An experiment with V = {v1, . . . , v5} and a rationalizing utility vector
u define a system of hyperplanes on the belief simplex. From these hyperplanes, we
obtain upper (purple) and lower (orange) envelope belief sets. Every belief set rationalizing
the data is contained within the purple set, and contains the orange.

yields a tuple of priors (π̂1, . . . , π̂K) such that (u, π̂1, . . . , π̂K) is a feasible solution to

(3.12). It follows that C̄ is the largest set of priors consistent with u. This allows for

bounding the subjective beliefs held by an individual, even absent full identification:

if π 6∈ C̄, it is not held by any risk-neutral MEU preference rationalizing the data.59

Figure 3.5 shows the system of supporting hyperplanes for a belief set C∗ arising from

an experiment. Here, the upper envelope C̄ corresponds to the intersection of the five
59Furthermore, for a fixed, feasible u, the collection of sets of priors Pu consistent with u

is small. It is straightforward to show that PU is nowhere dense in the space of all compact,
convex subsets of ∆(S) endowed with the Hausdorff topology. Thus while a given solution
to (3.12) will generally be consistent with many sets of priors, the collection of such sets
remains topologically negligible.
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half-spaces. It also depicts the set of priors, C, which are contained in every set of

priors consistent with u.60 Thus, while C∗ may be unknown, the vector u, along with

V , yield tight bounds.

These observations yield further economic predictions. For example, subjects with

MEU preferences will engage in purely speculative trade if and only if they hold no

common priors (Billot et al. 20, see also Rigotti et al. 95). Thus observing the C̄ sets of

two agents are disjoint implies predictions about their trade behavior. Similarly, in an

economy of MEU agents without aggregate uncertainty, the Pareto frontier precisely

corresponds to the set of full-insruance allocations if and only if the agents share at

least one common prior.61 Thus observing, for example, that the C sets of a population

have non-empty intersection, not only yields welfare implications but in fact identifies

the entire Pareto frontier, even when the individual preferences themselves may not

be identified.

Remark 4. It is straightforward to extend 21 and 24 to more general risk attitudes.

Suppose instead the experimenter wishes to test whether or not preferences over

monetary acts are representable by a utility of the form:

U(x) = min
π∈C

Eπ
[
ũ(x)

]
, (3.13)

where C ⊆ ∆(S) and ũ is a known continuous, increasing, and unbounded above

Bernoulli utility ũ : R→ R.62 Such a ũ could be chosen, for example, on the basis of

theoretical considerations, or first-stage non-parametric estimation (see 25 for such

an estimator).

60Note, however, that generally C will not itself be consistent with u.
61See [20] Theorem 1.
62It is straightforward to adapt to the case where ũ : R+ → R.
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Given such a ũ, let φũ denote the action on RS defined component-wise via

xs 7→ ũ−1
(
ũ(xs) + α

)
. For any x, φũ(α, x) is the monetary act which yields precisely

α additional utility in each state. For compensation differences data measured using

φũ, one can test the shape constraints corresponding to (3.13) exactly as in (3.12),

but instead replacing each vi with its vector of utilities under ũ. For simplicity, in sec-

tion C.0.5 we present shape constraint characterizations of various utility functionals

on RS for the risk-neutral case (i.e. where ũ is identity) with the understanding that

all characterizations may be adapted in this manner to other choices of risk attitude.

3.5.4 Misspecification

In some cases, the specific invariance a model satisfies may vary across the preferences

of the model itself. In this section we show that it is often possible to estimate the

correct choice of numeraire under which a preference is invariant, even when data

is elicited using a choice of numeraire for which the true preferences do not satisfy

(N.1).

Example 25 (Non-parametric Estimation of EU Preferences). Let S be a finite

set, and let π ∈ ∆(S) denote some fixed, objectively known, and non-degenerate

probability distribution over S. Let X = RS
+, identified with the set of monetary

lotteries paying off xs with probability πs. Let φ(α, x) = x + α1S, but suppose the

subject actually has risk-averse expected utility preferences represented by:

U(x) =
∑
s∈S

πsũ(xs) = Eπ
[
ũ(x)

]
,

for some increasing, unbounded, and concave ũ. While generally not φ-invariant,

such a preference satisfies (N.1) for the action φũ(α, x), defined component-wise via

ũ−1
(
ũ(xs)+α

)
. Indeed, U is additive equivariant for φũ, hence the ij-th compensation

difference, measured in φũ numeraire, will equal Eπ
[
ũ(vj)− ũ(vi)

]
.
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Despite the failure of (N.1) owing to misspecification (i.e. the use of φ rather than

φũ to elicit compensation differences), the subject’s true preferences satisfy (N.2) and

(N.3), hence Theorem 5 implies that for all observed αij (in φ numeraire):

vi + αij1S ∼ vj.

This implies the compensation difference between vi and vj under φũ must also be

equal to Eπ

[
ũ(vi +αij1S)− ũ(vi)

]
, where αij is the observed compensation difference

under φ.

In light of this, subject to monotonicity and concavity constraints, we choose an

estimator û of ũ that seeks to make Eπ
[
û(vj)− û(vi)

]
as close as possible to Eπ

[
û(vi+

αij1S) − û(vi)
]
for all (i, j).63 This ensures that both the resulting ‘transformed’

compensation differences belong to the image of the gradient, and that they arise

from a risk-averse expected utility preference.

Formally, let Θ =
{

(s, i, j) ∈ S × {1, . . . , K}2 : {i, j} ∈ E or i = j
}
, and for

each {i, j} ∈ E , define vsij = vsi + αij, and let vsii = vsi. Let θ̄ = arg maxθ∈Θ vθ, and

consider the following quadratic program:
63Or, equivalently, Eπ

[
û(vj)

]
as close as possible to Eπ

[
û(vi + αij1S)

]
for all (i, j).
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min
u,β,γ

∥∥(gradu)− Ỹ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui =
∑
s∈S

πs(γsii + βsiivsii
)

∀i = 1, . . . , K

Ỹij =
∑
s∈S

πs
[
(γsij + βsijvsij)− (γsii + βsiivsii)

]
∀(s, i, j) ∈ Θ

γθ + βθvθ ≤ γθ′ + βθ′vθ ∀θ, θ′ ∈ Θ

βθ ≥ 0 ∀θ ∈ Θ

βθ̄ = 1

γθ̄ = 0.

(3.14)

where u ∈ RK , and β, γ ∈ RΘ. A solution to this quadratic program yields a non-

parametric estimator û of the true, unobserved ũ:

û(x) = min
θ∈Θ

γθ + βθx. (3.15)

For any increasing, concave, and unbounded above ũ, there is a û for which the

value of (3.14) is zero.64 Thus there exists some feasible solution to (3.14) which, for

the experiment, is indistinguishable from the true ũ. Similarly, every feasible solu-

tion to (3.14) corresponds to an expected utility preference whose Bernoulli utility is

increasing, concave, and unbounded above via (3.15).

Remark 5. This approach can be straightforwardly adapted to construct two-step

experimental tests for a variety of other preferences, including non-expected utility

theories such as cumulative prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman 111) or popular

parameterizations of disappointment aversion (Gul 57) such as in [98]. In the first

stage, one estimates ũ by varying payoffs under fixed, objectively known odds. In the
64This may be obtained by making a choice of tangent line to ũ at each vθ (hence obtaining

γθ and βθ) and defining û via (3.15).
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second, one uses φû while varying probabilities. Similar approaches allow for tests of

additively separable models of dynamic preference à la [74] or quasi-hyperbolic prefer-

ences (e.g. Laibson 77). See also 4 for applications to translation-invariant ambiguity

preferences.

3.6 Statistical Testing

In this section, we consider a stochastic analogue of our regression framework. We are

interested in obtaining explicit hypothesis tests of rationalizability by various non-

parametric models. Under our interpretation of a data set {Y n} as sampled from some

population, we interpret such tests as of the hypothesis that a population of agents

has preferences that are, in expectation, representable by some additive-equivariant

utility U satisfying some collection of shape constraints. Formally, we assume an

underlying linear model where for each (i, j) ∈ ~E , we observe the underlying ‘true’

population compensation difference Y 0
ij , polluted by a mean-zero, individual-specific

shock.

Data Generating Process: For all {x, y} ∈ E there is fixed, non-stochastic

compensation difference Y 0
xy = −Y 0

yx. The data {Y n}Nn=1 is a random sample

of N independent draws of the random flow Y , where for each (i, j) ∈ ~E with

i < j:

Yij = Y 0
ij + εij,

where (i) E(εij) = 0, and (ii) Var(εij) < +∞.65

In particular, we do not assume the ε shocks are uncorrelated or identically dis-

tributed across differing pairs in E . This flexibility allows for a wide range of inter-

pretations, ranging from models in which subjects compute compensation differences

65And hence for all (i, j) ∈ ~E with i > j, Yij = −Yji.
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from random utilities, to models in which shocks instead emerge due to idiosyncratic,

pair-specific measurement or rounding errors.

We wish to test whether the vector of population compensation differences Y 0

arises from some some additive-equivariant function U , satisfying some collection of

shape constraints K. Phrased formally, we are interested in the hypothesis:

H0 : Y 0 ∈ grad(K), H1 : Y 0 6∈ grad(K), (3.16)

where K ⊆ U is a set of shape constraints capturing the desired properties of U .66

Following (3.7), the null and alternative hypotheses in (3.16) can be rephrased, up to

a monotone transformation, as:

H0 : min
u∈K

∥∥(gradu)− Y 0
∥∥

2
= 0, H1 : min

u∈K

∥∥(gradu)− Y 0
∥∥

2
> 0. (3.17)

A natural sample analogue of the objective function (3.17) is:

ψ(Ȳ ) = min
u∈K

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥

2
= min

Ŷ ∈grad(K)
‖Ŷ − Ȳ ‖2 (3.18)

where Ȳ denotes the sample average 1
N

∑
n Y

n. Under our assumptions on the data

generating process, Ȳ is a consistent estimator of Y 0, thus intuitively we should reject

the null hypothesis when ψ(Ȳ ) is large. However, ψ is not everywhere differentiable,

which requires some care.

By an appropriate delta method due to [44],
√
N
(
ψ(Ȳ )−ψ(Y 0)

) L−→ ψ′Y 0

(
N(0,Σ)

)
,

where ψ′Y 0(h) denotes the Hadamard directional derivative of ψ at Y 0 in the direction

h, and Σ is the covariance matrix of ε.67 Crucially, [44] show that ψ′Y 0 is linear if and

only if ψ is differentiable at Y 0, and this is true if and only if the standard bootstrap
√
N
(
ψ(Ȳ ∗)− ψ(Ȳ )

)
consistently estimates ψ′Y 0

(
N(0,Σ)

)
.

66Recall from our definition of shape constraints we are guaranteed grad(K) ⊆ F is closed
and convex.

67See also [105] and [41].
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To obtain critical values for our statistic, first note that under H0, ψ(Y 0) = 0,

hence by [44],
√
Nψ(Ȳ )

L−→ ψ′Y 0

(
N(0,Σ)

)
. To simulate critical values for this distribu-

tion, the analogy principle suggests ψ̂′
(√

N(Ȳ ∗− Ȳ )
)
, where ψ̂′ is an appropriate non-

parametric estimator of ′
Y 0 , and Ȳ ∗ is a bootstrapped sample mean. The numerical

derivative estimator of [69] provides a convenient method simulating this distribution

without any further analytic calculations:

1. For b = 1, . . . , B, let Z∗(b) =
√
N
(
Ȳ ∗(b) − Ȳ

)
, where Ȳ ∗(b) is a bootstrapped

sample mean, drawn from the sample {Y 1, . . . , Y N}.68

2. For all b = 1, . . . , B, compute:

ψ̂′
(
Z∗(b)

)
=

(
Ȳ + εNZ

∗(b))−
(
Ȳ
)

εN
,

for a choice of sequence of tuning parameters εN satisfying limN εN = 0, and

limN εN
√
N →∞.

3. Use the empirical distribution of {ψ̂′N
(
Z∗(b)

)
}Bb=1 to obtain critical values for

(3.17).

When an explicit description of the tangent cones of grad(K) is readily available,

one can modify this procedure to make use of this extra analytic information [44].

Similarly, when grad(K) is a closed, convex cone, [45] discuss a modification of this

procedure with fine statistical properties.
68Note that the assumptions on our data generating process are sufficient to guarantee

the consistency of the bootstrap.
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Appendix A

Chapter Two Proofs

Proofs

Lemma. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ). Then

there exists choice function c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ is a cycle if and only if

there exists a cyclic collection Bγ and choice function c̃ ∈ W(X,Σ|Bγ ) such that %c̃ |Eγ

is a cycle.

Proof. (=⇒): Suppose there exists a c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ is a cycle. Then

there exists some cyclic collection Bγ with the property that the choices inducing

%c |Eγ are all made on elements of Bγ. Then the restriction of c to Σ|Bγ must still

obey the weak axiom, and clearly satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.

(⇐=): Suppose now there exists a cyclic collection Bγ and a c̃ ∈ W(X,Σ|Bγ ) such

that %c̃ |Eγ is a cycle. Define an extension of c̃ to all of Σ as follows:

c(B) =


c̃(B) if B ∈ Σ|Bγ

B \
(
∪B̃∈Bγ B̃

)
else.

This defines a choice correspondence inW(X,Σ), for if x %c y for distinct x, y, either

x, y ∈ ∪B̃∈Bγ B̃, in which case there can be no violation of the weak axiom as c̃ is

in W
(
X,Σ|Bγ

)
, or x 6∈ ∪B̃∈Bγ B̃, in which case by construction ¬ y �c x, and thus

c ∈ W(X,Σ).
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Lemma. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ) with

|Vγ| = 3. Then there exists a choice correspondence c ∈ W(X,Σ) with %c |Eγ a cycle

if and only if there exists a cyclic collection Bγ that is not covered.

Proof. (⇐=): Suppose that Bγ is an uncovered cyclic collection for γ of minimal

cardinality. Let us denote Eγ = {e0, e1, e2}. Then, in particular, for every ej ∈ Eγ,

there is a unique Bj ∈ Bγ with ej ⊆ Bj. Define c̃ ∈ C(X,Σ|Bγ ) via:

c̃(B) =


ej ∩ ej+1 if ∃ ej ∈ Eγ s.t. B ∩ Vγ = ej

B ∩ Vγ if |B ∩ Vγ| = 1

B else.

where all subscripts are taken mod-3. Note c̃ is well-defined, as Bγ is uncovered from

which it follows the first two cases exhaust the possibilities for budgets in Σ|Bγ that

intersect Vγ. Moreover, c̃ ∈ W(X,Σ|Bγ ). First, observe the restriction of the pair (%c̃

,�c̃)|Eγ satisfies the weak axiom. But the only alternatives c̃ reveals strictly preferred

to any others all lie in Vγ, and the only goods ever revealed preferred to elements

of Vγ also lie in Vγ. Hence c̃ ∈ W
(
X,B ∈ Σ|Bγ

)
, and by Lemma 1 there exists a

c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ is cyclic.

(=⇒): Let c ∈ W(X,Σ) be such that %c |Eγ is cyclic. Then there exists a cyclic

collection Bγ on which choices generating the cycle %c |Eγ are made; fix such a col-

lection. We now show that this cyclic collection must be uncovered, lest there exist

some B ∈ Σ|Bγ such that Vγ ⊆ B. Suppose, for sake of contradiction, that such a B

exists.

Case 1: Suppose first that c(B) ∩ Vγ 6= ∅. Then either c(B) induces complete indif-

ference across Vγ, or there exists some pair of elements of Vγ that is either strictly
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preferred to, or strictly dominated by the third element. Both possibilities preclude

the existence of the cycle %c |Eγ for any c ∈ W(X,Σ).

Case 2: Suppose then that c(B)∩ Vγ = ∅: then for all x ∈ Vγ and y ∈ c(B) we have

y �c x. But c(B) ⊂ B ⊆ ∪B̃∈Bγ B̃, and since for all x ∈ Vγ there exists some B̃ such

that x ∈ c(B̃), there exists an x̃ ∈ Vγ and B̃ ∈ Bγ such that x̃, y ∈ B̃ and x̃ ∈ c(B̃).

This contradicts our hypothesis that c ∈ W(X,Σ).

Lemma. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment and let γ be a loop in Γ(X,Σ) with

|Vγ| > 3. Suppose there exists a choice correspondence c ∈ W(X,Σ) with %c |Eγ a

cycle. If every cyclic collection Bγ is covered, then there exists a loop γ′ in Γ(X,Σ)

such that |V ′γ | < |Vγ| and with %c |Eγ′ a cycle.

Proof. Let Bγ be a minimal cyclic collection on which choices inducing %c |Eγ are

made, and suppose Bγ is covered. Then there exists some B ∈ Σ|Bγ such that B

contains a non-adjacent pair of vertices of γ. We proceed in two cases.

Case 1: Suppose first that c(B) does not intersect Vγ. Let xk, xk′ ∈ B ∩ Vγ be one

such non-adjacent pair of vertices, and let y ∈ c(B). As c(B) ⊆ B ⊆ ∪B̃∈Bγ B̃, and Bγ

is a minimal cyclic collection on which choices inducing the cycle %c |Eγ are made,

there is some B̃k∗ ∈ Bγ containing y, such that there is some xk∗ ∈ c(B̃k∗) ∩ Vγ.

Without loss of generality, let xk′ %c · · · %c xk∗ %c · · · %c xk. In particular, by our

hypothesis that c obeys the weak axiom, we cannot have xk∗ = xk (or xk′).1 As c(B)

does not contain any element of Vγ by hypothesis, but xk′ ∈ B, we have y �c xk′ , and,

as xk∗ , y ∈ B̃k∗ , it follows xk∗ %c y. Thus: y �c xk′ %c · · ·xk∗ %c y. Define γ′ to be

the graph with Vγ′ given by the above collection of points, and Eγ′ consisting of those

pairs related in the above cycle (clearly as there is a non-empty revealed preference

for each pair this forms a loop in Γ(X,Σ)). By construction, %c |Eγ′ is a cycle. Now,

1As y �c xk and y �c xk′ by hypothesis, but xk∗ %c y via choice on Bk∗ .
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since xk∗ 6= xk, xk 6∈ Vγ′ . Moreover, since xk and xk′ are non-adjacent in γ, under

%c |Eγ we also have: xk %c · · · %c x̄ %c · · · %c xk′ along the ‘other side’ of the loop.

Thus we also have that x̄ 6∈ Vγ′ . So while we have added a point y not in Vγ to our

Vγ′ , we have omitted at least two others, xk and x̄, and we conclude: |Vγ′ | < |Vγ| as

required.

Case 2: Suppose now that c(B) intersects Vγ. As B contains the non-adjacent pair

xk, xk′ ∈ Vγ, the only way that c(B) can avoid revealing a preference between xk and

xk′ is if neither is in but both are adjacent in γ to c(B). Moreover, this argument

holds for every non-adjacent pair of vertices of γ contained in B. Now, if c(B) induces

a revealed preference xi %c xj between any pair of non-adjacent vertices xi, xj ∈ Vγ

this partitions %c |Eγ into two sub-cycles, one of which must always contain a strict

relation (either from %c |Eγ or resulting from a strict revealed preference between xi

and xj). Letting γ′ be defined by the vertices and pairs supporting any such sub-cycle

suffices to prove the claim. Thus suppose that c(B) does not induce any revealed

preference between any non-adjacent pair (lest we be done). Thus c(B) is adjacent to

both xk and xk′ (and hence singleton) and c(B) = {x∗} induces both xk ≺c x∗ �c xk′ .

But these three points are all elements of Vγ, hence by virtue of %c |Eγ being a cycle

we have either xk %c x∗ %c xx′ or the reverse. But both of these yield contradiction via

a violation of the weak axiom, and hence there exists a strictly shorter %c-cycle.

Theorem. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment. Then W(X,Σ) = G(X,Σ) if and

only if Σ is well-covered.

Proof. (⇐=): For purposes of contraposition, suppose thatW(X,Σ) 6= G(X,Σ). Then

there exists some loop γ in the budget graph Γ(X,Σ) and some choice correspondence

c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ is a cycle. If |Vγ| = 3, then by Lemma 2, Σ is not well-

covered and we are done. Hence suppose γ is of length strictly greater than three.
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Then there exists some cyclic collection Bγ on which choices generating the cycle

%c |Eγ are made. If Bγ is not covered, we are done, hence suppose it is. Then by

Lemma 3 there exists a loop γ′ in the budget graph of strictly shorter length such

that %c |Eγ′ is also a cycle. As we have already concluded this process cannot repeat

until it hits a three-cycle, we conclude that at some stage, there exists some loop γ(n)

for which there exists a cyclic collection Bγ(n) which is not covered and hence Σ is not

well-covered.

(=⇒): We again proceed by contraposition. If a cyclic collection for a budget

graph loop of length 3 is uncovered, by Lemma 2, we immediately obtainW(X,Σ) 6=

G(X,Σ). Suppose then there exists some loop γ with |Vγ| > 3 with a cyclic collection

Bγ that is uncovered (without loss of generality, let Bγ be a minimal such uncovered

cyclic collection) In particular, let Eγ = {e0, . . . , eJ−1}. By virtue of γ being uncov-

ered, for each ej ∈ Eγ there exists a B̃j ∈ Bγ such that for all j ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1} we

have ej = B̃j∩Vγ, and by the minimality of Bγ, these {B̃j} are unique and completely

exhaust Bγ. Furthermore, for all B ∈ Σ|Bγ , B ∩Vγ necessarily also either equals some

ej, is singleton, or is empty.2 Thus, letting (subscripts taken mod-J):

c̃(B) =


ej ∩ ej+1 if ∃ ej s.t. ej = B ∩ Vγ

B ∩ Vγ if |B ∩ Vγ| = 1

B else,

we obtain a choice correspondence c ∈ W(X,Σ|Bγ ) by an argument identical to that

in the proof of Lemma 2, only for a longer cycle. Clearly %c̃ |Eγ is cyclic and by

Lemma 1 this extends to a choice correspondence in c ∈ W(X,Σ) such that %c |Eγ is

2The loop γ, viewed as a loop in the subgraph Γ(X,Σ|Bγ ), is what is sometimes referred
to as ‘chordless’ in graph theory.
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cyclic, and hence W(X,Σ) 6= G(X,Σ). Thus, by contraposition, W(X,Σ) = G(X,Σ)

implies the well-coveredness of Σ.

Corollary. Let (X,≤X) be a lattice, and suppose further that (i) Σ contains only

totally ordered subsets of X, and (ii) every pair of elements of Σ is comparable in the

strong set order. Then Σ is well-covered.

Proof. Let γ denote an arbitrary loop in Γ(X,Σ). By (i) we conclude that every

edge pair of γ is related by ≤X . As ≤X is a partial order and Vγ finite, ≤X |Eγ

admits a local minimum, in the sense of the existence of xi−1, xi, xi+1 ∈ Vγ such

that xi <X xi−1, xi+1, and {xi−1, xi}, {xi, xi+1} ∈ Eγ. Let Bγ be an arbitrary cyclic

collection for γ. In light of (ii), without loss of generality suppose these two edges

belong to different budgets in Bγ, and let Bxi−1xi ≤SSO Bxixi+1
for two budgets in

Bγ with Bxi−1xi containing {xi−1, xi} and Bxixi+1
containing {xi, xi+1}. Then by the

strong set order xi−1 = xi ∨ xi−1 ∈ Bxi+1xi , and hence Bxi+1xi covers Bγ. As γ and Bγ

were arbitrary, we again conclude that Σ is well-covered.
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Appendix B

Chapter Three Proofs

Combinatorial Results on Simple Subdomains

We begin by recalling some definitions from the theory of simplicial complexes. A

simplicial complex is a set of vertices {vi}i∈I , and collection of non-empty finite

subsets {sj}j∈J of {vi} called simplices such that:

1. Any set consisting of exactly one vertex is a simplex; and

2. Any non-empty subset of a simplex is a simplex.1

A simplex of cardinality (n + 1) is said to be of dimension n. Given a simplicial

complex DT generated by a collection of triangles T , the boundary DT , denoted ḊT ,

is the sub-complex of generated by those 1-simplices which are the faces of exactly one

triangle of T . The n-skeleton of a complexK, denotedK(n) is defined as the collection

of all simplices of K of dimension n. We will commit the mild sin of occasionally using

K(n) to denote both the set of n-simplices of K and also the subcomplex generated

by these simplices where no confusion should result.

Theorem (Fundamental Theorem of Simple Sub-domains). Let D be an arbitrary

domain, and l ⊆ D(1) a loop. There exists a simple sub-domain for l if and only if

there exists a simple sub-domain D|T̄ for l that satisfies:

1See [107] Section 3.1 (p. 108) for basic definitions.
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(i) Boundary: Ḋ|T̄ = l; and

(ii) Minimality: The vertex set of D|T̄ equals that of l.

Proof. (⇐=) : Trivial.

(=⇒) : Let T̃ generate a simple sub-domain for l, and consider a chain λ ∈

C1(D|T̃ ,R), given by:

λ =
∑
σ∈l

nσσ,

with (i) zero coefficients on any σ ∈ D|T̃ that does not belong to l, and (ii) and

such that, for all σ ∈ l, the coefficients satisfy |nσ| = 1, where signs are chosen so

λ ∈ ker ∂1.2 As, by topological triviality, H1(D|T̃ ,R) = 0, Im ∂2 = ker ∂1 hence there

exists some chain Λ in C2(D|T̃ ,R) solving:

∂2

[∑
τ∈T̃

nττ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ

]
= λ

with some nτ possibly equal to zero. Let T̄ = {τ ∈ T̃ : |nτ | 6= 0} denote the support of

Λ, and suppose for some 2-simplex τ ∈ D|T̄ there is a 1-face σ̂ of τ such that σ̂ ∈ Ḋ|T̄

but σ̂ 6∈ l. Then we immediately obtain a contradiction: it must be the case actually

nτ = 0, since ∂2Λ would have coefficient equal in absolute value to |nτ | on σ̂, as by

definition of a boundary, τ is the only 2-simplex in D|T̄ containing σ̂, and nσ̂ = 0

as σ̂ 6∈ l. Therefore we conclude Λ is supported on a finite sub-collection T̄ with the

property that Ḋ|T̄ ⊆ l ⊆ D|T̄ .

We claim first that D|T̄ is combinatorially trivial. Suppose for sake of contradic-

tion, that it fails to be so. Since T̃ was combinatorially trivial and T̄ ⊆ T̃ , there exist

a partition of T̄ into maximal, non-empty collections of 2-faces T̄1, . . . , T̄K , K > 1,
2The apparent indeterminacy of the signs of the coefficients in λ is simply a consequence

of our being ambivalent about the choice basis for C1(D|T̃ ,R).
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such that for each k, D|T̄k is combinatorially trivial. This in turn implies that for all

k, Ḋ|T̄k 6= ∅, as any ‘leaf’ 2-face contains at least two 1-faces unique to it. Fix an

arbitrary k and let Λ̂ be a 2-chain in C2(D|T̄k ,R) whose coefficients are are all 1 in

absolute value, with signs chosen so that ∂2Λ̂ vanishes on any 1-face not in Ḋ|T̄k . Then

by construction,

∂2Λ̂ =
∑

σ∈Ḋ|T̄k

n̂σσ

and for all such σ, |n̂σ| = 1. By identity, (∂1 ◦ ∂2)(Λ̂) = 0, and thus for each vertex

x ∈ Ḋ|(0)

T̄k
6= ∅, x is contained in an even number of 1-faces in Ḋ|T̄k , and hence Ḋ|T̄k

consists of a union of loops. But as Ḋ|T̄k̂ ( Ḋ|T̄ ⊆ l, we obtain a contradiction, as no

proper subcomplex of a loop may be a loop. Thus D|T̄ is itself combinatorially trivial.

We now verify that Ḋ|T̄ = l. Recall we have already obtained that Ḋ|T̄ ⊆ l ⊆ D|T̄ .

Suppose then, for sake of contradiction, that there exists some 1-face σ ∈ l, such

that σ 6∈ Ḋ|T̄ . Let τ ∈ D|T̄ denote one of the two 2-faces (combinatorial triviality)

of D|T̄ that contains σ, and let K denote the sub-complex of D|T̄ generated by those

2-faces of D|T̄ that may be reached from τ by a sequence of distinct 2-simplices with

adjacent terms sharing a common face, but whose intersections do not contain σ. By

construction K is combinatorially trivial; by an argument analogous to that of the

preceding paragraph, K̇ is a non-empty union of loops. But K̇ ( Ḋ|T̄ ∪{σ} ⊆ l, where

the first strict inclusion follows from the fact that the complement of K in D|T̄ is a

non-empty combinatorially trivial subcomplex too. Hence we obtain a contradiction,

again because l cannot contain any proper sub-complex that is also a loop, and thus

Ḋ|T̄ = l as claimed.

We turn to verifying our minimality claim, that the vertex sets of D|T̄ and l

coincide: D|(0)

T̄
= l(0). Let G denote the undirected graph whose vertex set is given
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by the 2-faces of D|T̄ and whose edge set determined by the relation of having an

intersection containing a 1-face. By combinatorial triviality of D|T̄ , G is a tree. Now,

suppose toward a contradiction that the vertex sets of D|T̄ and l do not coincide.

Since Ḋ|T̄ = l, this implies there is some vertex x of D|T̄ not in l. Now, as D|T̄ is

combinatorially trivial, every 1-face σ of D|T̄ that contains x is contained in precisely

two 2-simplices. Let G̃ be the subgraph of G consisting of those 2-faces containing x

as a vertex. Since each vertex τ of G̃ contains precisely two 1-faces that contain x, by

finiteness G̃ is a cycle graph, contradicting the fact that G is a tree (i.e. that D|T̄ is

combinatorially trivial). Hence the vertex sets of D|T̄ and l coincide.

Finally, we show the dimension-1 simplicial homology of D|T̄ is zero in real coef-

ficients, our last outstanding claim. As D|T̄ is combinatorially trivial, its collection

of 1-faces may be partitioned into two subsets: those faces in Ḋ|T̄ and those not. By

definition, the edge-set of the graph G introduced in the preceding paragraph is in

one-to-one correspondence with the the set of 1-faces of D|T̄ not in Ḋ|T̄ . By combi-

natorial triviality, G is a tree and hence has one more vertex (2-simplex of D|T̄ ) than

edge (1-face of D|T̄ not in Ḋ|T̄ ). Similarly, l = Ḋ|T̄ is a loop, so the number of 1-faces

must be the same as the number of vertices of l, which we have established is also

the vertex set of D|T̄ . The Euler-Poincaré theorem ([86] Theorem 22.2) asserts the

equivalence of the following two definitions of the Euler characteristic of D|T̄ :

χ(D|T̄ ) = dimH0(D|T̄ ,R)− dimH1(D|T̄ ,R) + dimH2(D|T̄ ,R) = V − E + F,

where V is the number of 0-simplices, E the number of 1-simplices, and F the number

of 2-simplices in D|T̄ . By the above counting argument for the set of 1-faces of D|T̄ ,

we know:

E = V︸︷︷︸
1-faces in Ḋ|T̄ .

+ F − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
1-faces in D|T̄ \ Ḋ|T̄ .

(B.1)
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and hence χ(D|T̄ ) = 1. Now, since every 2-simplex in D|T̄ intersects l, D|T̄ is path-

connected and hence dimH0(D|T̄ ,R) = 1. Moreover, by combinatorial triviality,

H2(D|T̄ ,R) = 0.3 Then by Euler-Poincaré, dimH1(D|T̄ ,R) = 0, and thus D|T̄ is a

simple sub-domain as claimed.

Lemma (Union Lemma). Let D|T ,D|T ′ be two simple sub-domains whose intersection

consists of a single 1-face σ. Then D|T ∪ D|T ′ is a simple sub-domain.

Proof. As D|T and D|T ′ are combinatorially trivial, it is immediate that so too is

D|T ∪ D|T ′ . Then, by the reduced simplicial Mayer-Vietoris theorem ([86] Theorem

25.1) there exists an exact sequence:

0→ H̃1(D|T ∩D|T ′ ,R)→ H̃1(D|T ,R)⊕H̃1(D|T ′ ,R)→ H̃1(D|T ∪D|T ′ ,R)→ H̃0(D|T ∩D|T ′ ,R)

which, making use of topological triviality of D|T and D|T ′ and the contractibility of

D|T ∩ D|T ′ (i.e. = σ), reduces to:

0→ (0)→ (0)⊕ (0)→ H̃1(D|T ∪ D|T ′ ,R)→ 0

and hence H̃1(D|T ∪D|T ′ ,R) = 0, and equivalently H1(D|T ∪D|T ′ ,R) by definition of

reduced simplicial homology.
3Since D|T̄ is homengeously 2-dimensional it contains no simplices of dimension greater

than two, hence H2(D|T̄ ,R) = 0 if and only if the only solution to:

∂2

[ ∑
τ∈D|(2)

T̄

ñττ

]
= 0

is for ñτ = 0 for all τ ∈ D|(2)

T̄
. Clearly for any solution, any τ ∈ D|T̄ which contains a 1-face

in Ḋ|T̄ must have have ñτ = 0 by (PM.2). Hence in any non-zero solution to the above,
the sub-collection of 2-simplices in D|T̄ with non-zero coefficients must have the property
that all of their 1-faces are contained also in some other (hence unique other) member of
the sub-collection. But this sub-collection defines a subgraph of the graph G, and the above
property implies again that this subgraph can have no leaves, contradicting the fact G is a
tree, as D|T̄ is combinatorially trivial. Hence H2(D|T̄ ,R) = 0.
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We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3 in the text.

Theorem. Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment. Then the domain D(X,Σ) is simple

if and only if the budget graph is chordal.

Proof. (=⇒): Suppose the domain is simple, and let γ be a loop. By simplicity of

the domain, there exists some simple subdomain containing γ. By the Fundamental

Theorem of Simple Subdomains, there exists a collection of triangles T̃ such that the

edge-set of the subdomain generated by T̃ consists either of edges of γ or bisections

of γ. If |Eγ| = 3 then there is nothing to check thus suppose |Eγ| > 3. Then by

combinatorial triviality, there exists at least one element of Ẽ that does not belong

to Eγ, and thus γ has a chord. Since γ was arbitrary, we conclude Γ(X,Σ) is chordal.

(⇐=): To prove the domain associated to any chordal budget graph is simple, we

proceed by contraposition. Suppose, then, that D(X,Σ) is not simple. Then, as there

exists a loop contained in no simple sub-domain, there exists a shortest such loop,

which we will denote γ, with Eγ =
{
{x0, x1}, . . . , {xn−1, xn}, {xn, x0}

}
. We know |Vγ|

must be strictly greater than three, lest Vγ be a triple in D and hence this triple serve

trivially as a simple sub-domain containing γ. We now prove that for all e ∈ EΓ,

e ⊆ Vγ if and only if e ∈ Eγ, that is, that γ is a chordless loop in Γ(X,Σ). Clearly

Eγ ⊆ EΓ. Thus, for sake of contradiction, suppose there exists an e ∈ EΓ with e ⊆ Vγ

but e 6∈ Eγ. Then without loss of generality, e = {xj, xk} with k > j + 1. Hence we

obtain two loops, γ1 and γ2 via:

Eγ1 =
{
{x0, x1}, . . . , {xj−1, xj}, {xj, xk}, {xk, xk+1}, . . . , {xn, x0}

}
and

Eγ2 =
{
{xj, xj+1}, . . . , {xk−1, xk}, {xk, xj}

}
,
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both shorter than γ. By the minimality of γ, there exist simple sub-domains D|T̃1
and

D|T̃2
of D(X,Σ) for γ1 and γ2 respectively, and by the fundamental theorem of simple

sub-domains, these complexes may be taken to intersect only on the 1-face {xj, xk}.

But by the union lemma, D|T̃1
∪ D|T̃2

is a simple sub-domain for γ, a contradiction.

Thus γ is chordless, and hence Γ is not chordal.

Finally, we conclude with the (counter-)example mentioned in the text.

Example 26. LetX = {x0, . . . , x4}, and let Σ = EΓ =
{
{x0, x1}, {x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, {x3, x4},

{x4, x0}, {x1, x3}, {x3, x0}, {x0, x2}, {x2, x4}, {x4, x1}
}
. Note the domain associated to

this environment corresponds to a triangulation of the Möbius strip. Let γ correspond

to the boundary of the strip, i.e. the loop with edge set Eγ =
{
{x1, x3}, {x3, x0}, {x0, x2}, {x2, x4}, {x4, x1}

}
.

As X = Vγ, clearly every edge in EΓ consists of either an edge of Eγ or a bisecting

edge, and it is simple to verify that every vertex belongs to some bisecting edge of γ.

Finally, there is only one subdomain containing γ, the entire domain itself, and this

is neither combinatorially trivial (its ‘sharing a common face graph is a circle graph

on five vertices) nor topologically trivial (the homology group of the Möbius strip in

dimension one with R-coefficients is R).

Integrability Results

Given a simplicial complex K, a (discrete) n-form is a linear functional acting on

oriented pieces of the n-dimensional skeleton K(n).4 Define the space of all n-forms

on K as:

Cn(K) =
{
φ : K(n) → R : φ([xσ(0), . . . , xσ(n)]) = sign(σ)φ([x0, . . . , xn])

}
,

4We intentionally adopt the analyst’s terminology of ‘forms’ rather than the topologist’s
‘cochain’ to further highlight the parallel to the exterior calculus arguments underpinning
the solution to the classical integrability problem. See [71] and [55] for an in-depth discussion
of the parallels between the smooth and discrete theories.
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where [x0, . . . , xn] denotes an oriented n-simplex of K and σ is any permutation of

{0, . . . , n}. In particular, the vector space C0(K) consists precisely of all real valued

functions on the vertices; C1(K) may be interpreted as the space of all real-valued

flows on the 1-skeleton of K, where the permutation condition simply ensures that

these flows are directed .

The gradient and curl operators are defined analogously as in the text. A 1-

form F is said to be exact (or ‘integrable’) if there exists an f ∈ C0(K) such that

grad(f) = F . Similarly, if rot(F ) = 0, F is said to be closed. An exact 1-form is

always closed; this may be succinctly stated as Im(grad) ⊆ Ker(rot). In particular, this

implies the quotient vector space Ker(rot)/ Im(grad) is well-defined. This quotient is

denotedH1(K,R) and is known as the first simplicial cohomology group ofK (with R-

coefficients); its dimension may be interpreted as a measure of how far the closedness

of a 1-form is from guaranteeing its exactness, or integrability.

Proposition. Let c ∈ C(X,Σ). Then c is locally rationalizable if and only if c both:

(i) obeys the weak axiom; and

(ii) is ordinally irrotational.

Proof. (=⇒): Suppose c is locally rationalizable. Then � and its asymmetric compo-

nent � form a suitable order pair extension to verify ordinal irrotationality. Moreover,

c must obey the weak axiom for all those pairs of alternatives that are contained in

some triangle of the budget graph. Thus we need only to verify that c does not vio-

late the weak axiom for those pairs of distinct alternatives x, y which form edges

not belonging to any triangle. But if {x, y} ∈ EΓ and {x, y} is not contained in any

triangle, then {x, y} ∈ Σ and this must be the only budget containing both these

alternatives, precluding any possible violation of the weak axiom over them.
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(⇐=): Suppose now c is ordinally irrotational and satisfies the weak axiom. Let

(�,�∗) denote the order extension of the revealed preference guaranteed by ordinal

irrotationality. In particular, the asymmetric component � of � is a sub-relation of

�∗, i.e. �⊆�∗. If �=�∗, then % is a local rationalization, thus it suffices to establish

that one may always take �∗ to be the asymmetric component of �.

Let Z = {(x, y) ∈ X × X : x �∗ y, y � x, and x � y} denote those pairs for

which x �∗ y but ¬x � y (recall that while �∗ contains �, by the definition of an

order pair, �∗⊆�). We partition Z into two subsets: Z0 = {(x, y) ∈ Z : y %c x} and

Z1 = {(x, y) ∈ Z : ¬ y %c x}. Consider first those pairs in Z0. If (x, y) ∈ Z0 then

x �∗ y, x � y, y � x, and y %c x. As c satisfies the weak axiom, it cannot be the

case that x �c y. Moreover, it cannot be the case that y �c x, as �∗ contains �c and

x �∗ y already, and �∗ is asymmetric by hypothesis. Thus it must be that y %c x and

x %c y. In other words, both (x, y) and (y, x) are required to belong to �, but we may

omit (x, y) from �∗ without problem: (�,�∗ \{(x, y)}) is still complete restricted to

each triangle as (x, y) ∈ �, and of course if (�,�∗) had no triangular cycles then

neither could (�,�∗ \{(x, y)}). More generally, (�,�∗ \Z0) is complete restricted to

each triangle in the budget graph, has no triangular cycles, and �⊆�∗ \Z0.

Consider now Z1. If x �∗ y, x � y, y � x, but ¬y %c x, then there is no

reason to include (y, x) in �. As �∗ is asymmetric, we know (y, x) does not belong

to �∗ (as (x, y) does by hypothesis). Moreover, its removal from � cannot affect the

completeness of the order pair restricted to each triangle, nor can it create triangular

cycles where none previously were. Hence starting from (�,�∗), we may instead

consider the order pair (� \Z1x,�∗ \Z0), which has the property that the asymmetric

part of � \Z1 is �∗ Z0, and thus forms a local rationalization for c.
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Henceforth we fix a choice environment (X,Σ), and will suppress the argument

(X,Σ) appearing in domains. Let � be a binary relation on X that is locally rational.5

Let γ be a loop in D, and D|T̃ a simple sub-domain of D containing γ. A 1-form

F ∈ C1(D|T̃ ) is a cardinalization of � on D|T̃ if, for all 1-faces of D|T̃ :

y � x =⇒ F ([x, y]) ≥ 0,

and

y � x =⇒ F ([x, y]) > 0.

Lemma. (Closed Cardinalization Lemma) Let � be locally rational, and let D|T̃ ⊆ D

be a simple sub-domain. Then there exists a closed cardinalization of � on D|T̃ .

Proof. Let {τ̃1, . . . , τ̃I} be an enumeration of those 2-simplices of D|T̃ that each con-

tain at least two distinct 1-faces in Ḋ|T̃ . Using this, we construct an enumeration of

all 2-simplices of K as follows: between each τ̃i, τ̃i+1 insert the unique (via combi-

natorial triviality) ordered sequence of 2-simplices in D|T̃ connecting them, omitting

any 2-simplices of D|T̃ that have appeared in the construction prior. Let {τ1, . . . , τJ}

denote this enumeration, and let D|j
T̃
denote the sub-complex of D|T̃ generated by

the first j elements of this enumeration.

We now inductively construct our closed cardinalization of �. First, note that

there is trivially a closed cardinalization of � on D|1
T̃
: � restricted to the vertices of

τ1 is complete and transitive by local rationality, hence admits a utility function u1

on these vertices. Let F1 ∈ C1(D|1
T̃

) be defined as grad(u1). For our inductive step,

suppose now that there is a closed cardinalization Fj ∈ C1(D|j
T̃

) of � on D|j
T̃
, for some

j < J . By analogous logic, there is a utility function uj+1 representing � restricted to

the vertices of τj+1. Let F̃j+1 = grad(uj+1) be the closed 1-form on the the complex

5That is, for all T ∈ TΓ, � |T is complete and transitive.
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generated by τj+1 alone. By virtue of the structure of the enumeration constructed

above, τj+1 and τj intersect on exactly a single 1-face, σ with vertex set {a, b}. There

exists some c ∈ R++ such that Fj([a, b]) = cF̃j+1([a, b]), with c unique if � is strict

over this pair. Then define:

Fj+1([x, y]) =


Fj([x, y]) if [x, y] 6⊂ τj+1

cF̃j+1([x, y]) if [x, y] ⊂ τj+1,

completing the proof.

Theorem (Ordinal Integrability Theorem). Let (X,Σ) be a choice environment with

D(X,Σ) a simple domain. Then a choice correspondence c ∈ C(X,Σ) is strongly

rationalizable if and only if:

(i) It obeys the weak axiom; and

(ii) It is locally rationalizable.

Moreover, (i) and (ii) are jointly equivalent to the strong rationalizability of c if and

only if D(X,Σ) is simple.

Proof. We begin first by verifying (i) and (ii) are equivalent to strong rationalizability

for simple D. Clearly, strong rationalizability always implies (i) and (ii), regardless of

the structure of D: any rationalizing weak order �c of course is a local rationalization

and implies (%c,�c) obeys the weak axiom.

Now, suppose D is simple, and let c ∈ W(X,Σ) be locally rationalizable. Let

γ ⊆ D be an arbitrary loop. We will show that %c |Eγ cannot be cyclic. As γ is a

loop, by simplicity of D there exists a simple sub-domain D|T̃ ⊆ D containing γ,

and � a local rationalization of %c on D|T̃ . By the preceding lemma there exists

a closed cardinalization of � on D|T̃ , which we will denote by F ∈ C1(D|T̃ ). By
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the cohomology universal coefficient theorem (see [86] Theorem 53.1), there exists

an isomorphism between H1(D|T̃ ,R) and H1(D|T̃ ,R) (see [86] Corollary 53.6 or [71]

Theorem 4), and hence as D|T̃ is topologically trivial, H1(D|T̃ ,R) = 0, and therefore

there exists an f ∈ C0(D|T̃ ) such that grad(f) = F . Define the binary relation ≥∗

on the vertex set D|(0)

T̃
via x0 ≥∗ x1 ⇐⇒ f(x0) ≥ f(x1) (resp. strict). This is a

weak order on the vertices of D|T̃ which, by consistency of F , is an extension of �

on D|T̃ .6 Thus %c |Eγ is acyclic. As γ was arbitrary, and every potential cycle of %c

must be supported on some loop in D, each contained in some simple sub-domain, we

conclude %c is acyclic. Thus, for all c ∈ W(X,Σ), if c is also locally rationalizable, it

must satisfy the generalized axiom and hence is strongly rationalizable.

We now show that if D is not simple, (i) and (ii) do not imply strong rationaliz-

ability. Suppose, then, that D is not simple. By Theorem 3 there exists a chordless

loop in the budget graph Γ(X,Σ), which we will denote γ. Thus, there exists a cyclic

collection for γ, denoted Bγ = {B1, . . . , Bn} ⊆ Σ such that for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n we have

{xj, xj+1} ⊆ Bj, and that this collection is uncovered: as |Vγ| > 3 and γ is chordless,

no budget in all of Σ contains any pair of non-adjacent points in γ. For all B ∈ Σ|Bγ ,

let:

c̃(B) =


ej ∩ ej+1 if ∃ ej s.t. ej = B ∩ Vγ

B ∩ Vγ if |B ∩ Vγ| = 1

B else,

and for all B ∈ Σ define:

c(B) =


c̃(B) if B ∈ Σ|Bγ

B \ (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃) else.

6It is generally an extension of � (which itself extends the revealed preference %c) as ≥∗

is complete and thus generally relates vertices not connected by any edge in D|(1)

T̃
.
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By an argument analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 1, c ∈ W(X,Σ) and not

G(X,Σ).

We now verify that c is nonetheless locally rationalizable. To do this, we will

explicitly construct a local rationalization �. First, for all e ∈ Eγ, let xi ≺ xi+1.

Thus for all pairs {x, y} ∈ Eγ, x � y if and only if x �c y. For all e ∈ EΓ \ Eγ

that intersect Vγ, we have shown this intersection must be singleton. For all such

e, we know e is of the form {a, xi} for some xi ∈ Vγ. For all pairs {a, xi} with

a ∈ (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃), define a ≺ xi, and if a 6∈ (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃), let a � xi. Finally, for those pairs

{a, b} that do not intersect Vγ, we consider two cases. If, either {a, b} ⊆ (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃)

or {a, b} ⊆ X \ (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃), then let a � b and b � a. If exactly exactly one element

(without loss a) of {a, b} is contained in (∪B̃∈Bγ B̃), then let b � a. Finally, let �∗

denote the reflexive closure of �. Then �∗⊇%c, and, by construction, �∗ is locally

rational. This follows from (i) for all {a, b} ∈ EΓ, either a �∗ b or b �∗ a, and (ii) for

every T ∈ TΓ, T only contains at most one pair in γ, as γ is chordless and of length

greater than three. Thus, in particular, if T contains an edge of γ, denoted {x, y},

it contains some element z such that either z �∗ x, y or x, y �∗ z. If T contains

no edges of γ, then �∗ |T is clearly complete and transitive, and hence �∗ is locally

rational.

Application Theorems

Proposition. Let (X,Σ) be a cardinality-constrained choice environment. Then every

c ∈ W(X,Σ) is locally rationalizable if and only if TΓ = Σ3.

Proof. (⇐=): If TΓ = Σ3, consider the revealed preference of any choice function c

obeying the weak axiom. If, for any pair {x, y} contained in some T ∈ TΓ, we have

neither x %c y nor y %c x, it means that for every T ′ ∈ TΓ = Σ3, it is the case that
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that neither x nor y are chosen, hence c(T ′) = T ′ \ {x, y}. Note that, for any T ∈ Σ3,

at most one pair of elements may not have any preference revealed between them,

as T is a budget itself so some choice must occur on it. Thus adding both (x, y) and

(y, x) to %c for every such %c-unrelated pair {x, y} yields a locally rational extension.

(=⇒): We proceed by contraposition. Suppose TΓ 6= Σ3. Of course Σ3 ⊆ TΓ, hence

there exists some {x, y, z} ∈ TΓ that is not a budget itself, but every pair of elements in

it is contained in some budget. It is immediate then, due to the cardinality constraints

on Σ, that {x, y}, {y, z}, {z, x} is a loop in Γ(X,Σ) that possesses an uncovered cyclic

collection. By Lemma 2 we obtain the existence of a choice correspondence obeying

the weak axiom whose revealed preference exhibits a three-cycle on this loop. Since

the vertex set of this loop is in TΓ, this choice correspondence cannot be locally

rationalizable.

Corollary. Let (X,Σ) be a cardinality-constrained choice environment. Then the weak

axiom characterizes strong rationalizability for any choice correspondence if and only

(i) TΓ = Σ3, and (ii) the domain D(X,Σ) is simple.

Proof. (=⇒): Suppose W(X,Σ) = G(X,Σ). Then by Theorems 1 and 2, D(X,Σ) is

simple and every choice correspondence in W(X,Σ) is locally rationalizable. By the

preceding proposition, it follows then that TΓ = Σ3.

(⇐=): Suppose TΓ = Σ3 and D(X,Σ) is simple, and let γ ⊆ Γ(X,Σ) be an

arbitrary loop. Then there exists some sub-collection T̃ of three-good budgets that

generate a simple sub-domain containing γ. By the fundamental theorem of simple

subdomains, we may take this simple sub-domain’s edge set to consist solely of edges

of γ and bisections of γ. But, by combinatorial triviality, there exists a ‘leaf’ triangle in

this sub-domain, hence for this triangle there exists a pair of edges {x, y}, {y, z} ∈ Eγ
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such that {x, y, z} ∈ Σ3. This implies that every cyclic collection for γ is covered, and

by the arbitrariness of γ, Σ is well-covered. Theorem 1 then completes the proof.
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Appendix C

Chapter Four Proofs

Proof of Theorem 4

Theorem 1. Suppose that φ is a continuous action of R+ on X. Then a continuous

preference % on X satisfies (N.1) - (N.3) if and only if it admits a representation by

a continuous, additive-equivariant utility.

Proof. It is immediate that if a preference relation admits a continuous additive-

equivariant utility then it must satisfy (N.1) - (N.3), thus we focus on sufficiency.

Suppose then that % is a continuous weak order on X satisfying (N.1) - (N.3),

and that there exists a % least-preferred alternative, x. For all x ∈ X, define c(x) as

the (unique) solution to:

φ
(
c(x), x

)
∼ x.

For each x, existence of c(x) follows from (N.3) and uniqueness from (N.2). Moreover,

suppose x % y. Then:

φ
(
c(x), x

)
∼ x % y ∼ φ

(
c(y), x

)
,

hence by (N.3) there exists α ≥ 0 such that φ
(
α, φ(c(y), x)

)
= φ

(
α + c(y), x

)
∼

φ
(
c(x), x

)
. Thus by (N.2), α+c(y) = c(x), and hence c(x) ≥ c(y). Thus c(·) represents

%. AsX is metric and % is continuous and admits the representation c, by [39] we con-

clude % admits a continuous utility representation u : X → R. Suppose (xn)→ x. By

continuity of u, u(xn)→ u(x). But u(xn) = u
(
φ(c(xn), x)

)
and u(x) = u

(
φ(c(x), x)

)
.
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As % satsifies (N.2), φ(·, x) and u|φ(R+,x) are injective, hence ū = u|φ(R+,x) ◦ φ(·, x) is

injective and continuous. Thus as ū
(
c(xn)

)
→ ū

(
c(x)

)
, c(xn)→ c(x), and as xn → x

was arbitrary, c is continuous.

To establish the additive-equivariance of c, note that by definition, for all x:

φ
(
c(x), x

)
∼ x. (C.1)

Hence for all x ∈ X and all α ≥ 0:

φ
(
c(φ(α, x)), x

)
∼ φ(α, x). (C.2)

But by (C.1) and (N.1),

φ
(
α, φ(c(x), x)

)
∼ φ(α, x), (C.3)

and, as φ is an action:

φ
(
α, φ(c(x), x)

)
= φ(α + c(x), x). (C.4)

Then by (C.2) - (C.4):

φ(α + c(x), x) ∼ φ
(
c(φ(α, x)), x

)
,

and by (N.2) we conclude:

α + c(x) = c(φ(α, x)). (C.5)

Thus c is a continuous, additive-equivariant representation of %.

Suppose now that % has no least-preferred alternative. Let x ∈ X be arbitrary,

and define cx(x) for all x in the upper contour set {x ∈ X : x % x}, as the unique

solution to φ
(
cx(x), x

)
∼ x. By the preceding argument, cx(·) is continuous, additive-

equivariant, and represents % on this subset of X. For any x ∈ X, define c(x) as cx(x)

if x % x, and otherwise as −dx, where dx is the unique solution to:

φ(dx, x) ∼ x.
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Note that such a dx exists and is unique for each x by (N.3) and (N.2) respectively.

Suppose x % y. If x % x, then clearly c(x) ≥ c(y).1 Consider then the case in which

neither belongs to the x upper contour set. By (N.3) there exists α ≥ 0 such that:

φ(α, y) ∼ x.

Then φ(dx + α, y) ∼ x ∼ φ(dx, x), and by (N.2), dy = dx + α ≥ dx, and therefore

c(x) ≥ c(y). Thus c represents %.

Let α ≥ 0. Since c
(
φ(α, x)

)
= α+ c(x) if x % x, suppose instead x ≺ x. If dx ≥ α,

then:

φ
(
dx − α, φ(α, x)

)
∼ x,

and hence c
(
φ(α, x)

)
= −(dx − α) = c(x) + α. If, instead α > dx, then:

φ(α, x) = φ
(
α− dx, φ(dx, x)

)
∼ φ(α− dx, x),

and thus c
(
φ(α, x)

)
= α− dx + (0) = α + c(x). Thus c is additive-equivariant.

Suppose now x′ ≺ x. By hypothesis there is no %-minimal element, hence there

exists y ∈ X such that y ≺ x′ ≺ x. Define cy(x) for all x % y as the unique solution to

φ(cy(x), y) ∼ x. By the preceding argument, cy is continuous. Then for all y - x ≺ x:

φ
(
dx, φ(cy(x), y)

)
∼ x

by (N.1), thus

φ
(
dx + cy(x), y

)
∼ x.

By additive-equivariance of cy:

dx + cy(x) + cy(y) = cy(x),

1Either y % x also and hence this follows from the preceding argument, or y ≺ x in which
case c(x) ≥ 0 > c(y).
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and since cy(y) = 0 by definition, re-arranging we obtain:

−dx = cy(x)− cy(x).

In particular, since x ≺ x, −dx = c(x). Thus:

c(x) = cy(x)− cy(x).

Thus for any y ≺ x, the restriction of c to {x ∈ X : x % y} is continuous as it differs

from the continuous function cy by the constant, cy(x̄); hence c is continuous at x′ in

particular. Since every x′ ≺ x is contained within the upper contour set of some such

y, we conclude that c(x) is continuous.

Finally, suppose U and V are distinct, additive equivariant representations of

%. It suffices to show that the restrictions of U and V differ by a constant on any

% upper contour set. Fix x ∈ X and let x % x, and suppose φ(α, x) ∼ x. Then:

U(x)−U(x) = α = V (x)− V (x), hence U(x) = V (x) +
[
U(x)− V (x)

]
, implying the

result.

Proof of Theorem 5

Theorem 2. Suppose an agent has preferences % on X that satisfy (N.1) - (N.3),

and preferences %∗ over X∗ that are consistent with %. Then choosing to submit a

bid equal to their true compensation difference, in the mechanism corresponding to

the more-preferred alternative, is %∗-optimal.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let x % y, with true compensation difference given

by α ≥ 0, φ(α, y) ∼ x. Since % satisfies (N.2) and (N.3), this α exists and is unique.

Suppose first that the subject chooses to participate in the y-mechanism and submits
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a price of s. Then their state-dependent payoff is:

fs(bx, by, z) =


φ(bx, y) if z = x

φ(by, x) if z = y, by ≥ s

y if z = y, s > by.

Similarly, if the agent instead submitted s in the x-mechanism, their reward would

be:

gs(bx, by, z) =


φ(by, x) if z = y

φ(bx, y) if z = x, bx ≥ s

x if z = x, s > bx

Suppose s = α. By (N.2):

φ(bx, y) % x ⇐⇒ bx ≥ α,

hence conditional upon z = x, the agent obtains max{φ(bx, y), x} from gα.2 Now,

by (N.2), φ(by, x) % y no matter the value of by, hence by consistency of %∗ the

most-preferred f act resulting from a bid in the y-mechanism is f0.3 Thus we wish

to show gα %∗ f0. But conditional upon z = y, both gα and f0 yield φ(by, x), and

conditional upon z = x, gα yields max{φ(bx, y), x} whereas f0 yields φ(bx, y). Thus by

consistency, gα %∗ f0. The final step is to show that gα %∗ gs for all other choices of s.

This follows from the standard argument characterizing weak optimality of truthful

bidding in Vickrey auctions, and we omit it.
2The max here is understood in the preference sense.
3That is, it comes from setting s = 0.
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Proof of Theorem 6

C.0.1 Overview

The proof of Theorem 6 proceeds in several steps. First, consider the case where X

is homeomorphic to X/∼E × R+, and φ acts via addition along the second factor.

Given a cardinally consistent data set, by 3 there exists some u : V → R such that

gradu = Ȳ . Without loss of generality, we may assume u is non-negative by adding

a sufficiently large constant function. Define ∆ : V → R+ via ∆(v) = ‖u‖∞− uv. If u

is the restriction of any additive-equivariant utility U , then for all v ∈ V :

U
(
φ(∆(v), v)

)
= U(v) + ∆(v) = U(v) +

(
‖u‖∞ − U(v)

)
= ‖u‖∞.

Thus by adding ∆(v) units of numeraire to each v, we obtain a collection of alter-

natives in X, {φ
(
∆(v), v

)
}v∈V that any additive-equivariant extension of u must be

indifferent over. However, since X = X/∼E × R+ up to homeomorphism, we may

view this set as the graph of a function i : q(V) → R+. Since q(V) is a closed set,

the Tietze extension theorem guarantees the existence of some continuous function

I : X/∼E → R+ extending i. Whereas the graph of i was an ‘incomplete’ indifference

curve, the graph of I supplies a ‘complete’ version. We then define a binary relation %

on X by essentially translating the indifference curve given by the graph of I forward

and backward using φ, and verify it possesses the desired structure.

However, X need not have such convenient structure. Hence the first section of

the proof is dedicated to establishing that, even though X may itself not (up to

homeomorphism) have any product structure, if (A.1) - (A.3) hold, then there is an

equivariant embedding s̄ of X/∼E × R+ into X such that for all α ∈ R+ and all

y ∈ X/∼E, q ◦ s̄(y, α) = y. Lemmas 1 to 5 verify the majority of the basic properties
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behind this construction. Lemmas 6-8 are of a technical nature and together establish

the continuity of the inverse of s̄, which proves it is an embedding, as claimed.

In the general case, we then work in X/∼E×R+ and proceed as before, obtaining

a function I whose graph serves as an indifference curve for the preference we seek to

construct. Here however, we then embed the graph of I into X using s̄, and then once

again define a relation % by ‘translating’ it using φ. We show that this still defines

a continuous relation which both satisfies (N.1) - (N.3) and is consistent with the

observed data.

C.0.2 Construction of Embedding

Lemma 4. Let φ be a continuous action of R+ on X satisfying (A.1). Define the

relation x ∼E y if either:

∃α ≥ 0 s.t. φ(α, x) = y,

or

∃ β ≥ 0 s.t. φ(β, y) = x.

Then ∼E is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Clearly ∼E is reflexive and symmetric, hence all that remains is to verify

transitivity. Suppose x ∼E y and y ∼E z. We proceed in three cases: first suppose

that only one of x and z is reachable from y; without loss x E y E z. Then there exists

αxy, αyz ≥ 0 such that φ(αxy, x) = y and φ(αyz, y) = z then clearly φ(αxy+αyz, x) = z

and hence x E z. Thus suppose y E x and y E z. Then there exists αyz, αyz ≥ 0 such

that φ(αyx, y) = x and φ(αyz, y) = z. Without loss of generality let αyx ≤ αyz, so:

φ
(
αyz − αyx, φ(αyx.y)

)
= z,
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and thus

φ(αyz − αyx, x) = z,

and we obtain x ∼E z. Finally, suppose x E y and z E y. Then there exists αxy, αzy ≥

0 such that φ(αxy, x) = y = φ(αzy, z). Without loss, let αxy ≤ αzy. Then:

y = φ(αzy, z)

= φ(αxy + (αzy − αxy), z)

= φ
(
αxy, φ(αzy − αxy, z)

)
.

But, by (A.1), φ(αxy, ·) is injective hence, φ(αzy−αxy, z) = x and therefore x ∼E z.

In light of 4, there is a well-defined quotient space X/∼E. In all that follows, we

will consider X/∼E endowed with its quotient topology.

Corollary 4. Let q : X → X/∼E denote the canonical quotient map. Then for all

α ≥ 0, for all x ∈ X,

q(x) = (q ◦ φ)(α, x).

Lemma 5. Suppose (A.1) and (A.2). Then any continuous cross section s is an

embedding of X/∼E into X.

Proof. By hypothesis, s is continuous. Suppose then that s(y′) = s(y) for y, y′ ∈

X/∼E. Then:

(q ◦ s)(y′) = (q ◦ s)(y)

and hence y = y′ as s is a cross section; thus s is injective. Moreover, by hypothesis,

q|range(s) : range(s)→ X/∼E is an inverse and continuous asX/∼E carries the quotient

topology. Hence s is open.

For some fixed cross section s, define s̄ : R+ ×X/∼E → X via:

s̄(α, y) = φ
(
α, s(y)

)
,
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and let X̄ = range(s̄). We wish to show that s̄ is an equivariant embedding, where

the R+ acts on the domain by addition along the first factor. Clearly equivariance

holds by construction:

φ
(
β, s̄(α, y)

)
= φ

(
β, φ(α, s(y))

)
= φ

(
β + α, s(y)

)
= s̄(β + α, y).

In all that follows we will assume (A.1) and (A.2), and a fixed s and hence fixed s̄.

Lemma 6. Let q̄ : X̄ → X/∼E be the restriction of q to X̄. Then q̄ is an open map.

Proof. Let U ⊂ X̄ be open. Then:

q̄(U) =
{
y ∈ X/∼E : ∃α ≥ 0 s.t. φ

(
α, s(y)

)
∈ U

}
= s−1

(
{x ∈ range(s) : ∃α ≥ 0 s.t. φ(α, x) ∈ U}

)
= s−1

(
range(s) ∩

[
∪α≥0 f

−1
α (U)

])
,

where fα = φ(α, ·). But, for all α ≥ 0, φ(α, ·) is continuous hence range(s) ∩
[
∪α≥0

f−1
α (U)

]
is a relatively open subset of range(s). Hence by 5, q̄(U) is open.

Lemma 7. Suppose that, for all x ∈ X, φ(·, x) is injective. Then s̄ is injective.

Proof. Suppose s̄(α, y) = s̄(α′, y′). Then:

φ
(
α, s(y)

)
= φ

(
α′, s(y′)

)
(q ◦ φ)

(
α, s(y)

)
= (q ◦ φ)

(
α′, s(y′)

)
s(y) = s(y′)

y = y′

where the second-to-last equality follows from 4, and the last from invoking 5. As

φ
(
·, s(y)

)
is injective, α = α′, and hence s̄ is injective.
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For the remainder of this section, we will assume φ(·, x) is injective for all x. Define

t : X̄ → R+ pointwise as the unique solution to:

φ
(
t(x), (s ◦ q̄)(x)

)
= x.

We will first show that the map (t, q̄) is indeed the inverse of s̄ (8). We then establish

the regularity (i.e. continuity) of solutions to the above class of topological implicit

function problems (9 - 11).

Lemma 8. The map (t, q̄) : X̄ → R+ ×X/∼E is the inverse of s̄.

Proof. We will show (t, q̄) is a left inverse. Thus let (α, y) ∈ R+ ×X/∼E. Then:(
(t, q̄) ◦ s̄

)
(α, y) =

(
(t ◦ s̄)(α, y), (q̄ ◦ s̄)(α, y)

)
=
(
(t ◦ s̄)(α, y), (q ◦ φ)(α, s(y))

)
=
(
(t ◦ s̄)(α, y), y

)
,

where the final equality follows from 4. Hence it remains to show (t ◦ s̄)(α, y) = α.

By definition of t,

φ
(
(t ◦ s̄)(α, y), (s ◦ q̄ ◦ s̄)(α, y)

)
= s̄(α, y),

but by plugging in for s̄ and appeal to 4, this simplifies to:

φ
(
(t ◦ s̄)(α, y), s(y)

)
= φ

(
α, s(y)

)
.

Since φ
(
·, s(y)

)
is injective, this implies (t ◦ s̄)(α, y) = α as desired.

Lemma 9. Suppose (A.1) - (A.3) and that φ is injective in its first factor. Then, for

all x ∈ X̄ there exists a finite open cover {Nαi}Ki=1 of s̄
(
[0, t(x)] × {q̄(x)}

)
with the

following properties:

1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, the set {α : s̄(α, q̄(x)) ∈ Nαi} is a (relatively) open

interval of [0,∞). For i > 1, denote this by (αi, ᾱi), and for i = 1, by [0, ᾱ1).
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2. The indices {αi}Ki=1 satisfy 0 = α1 < α2 < · · · < αK = t(x), satisfy αi ∈ (αi, ᾱi),

and, for all i, j = 1, . . . , K, αi < αj implies (αi, ᾱi) �SSO (αj, ᾱj), where ≺SSO

denotes the strong set order.

3. For all i, Nαi satisfies the no loitering property of (A.3).

Proof. Fix x ∈ X̄. For all α ∈ [0, t(x)], define xα = s̄(α, q̄(x)) = φ
(
α, (s ◦ q̄)(x)

)
. By

(A.3), for all α ∈ [0, t(x)], there exists εα, Tα > 0 such that, for all x′ ∈ Bεα(xα), for

all β > Tα, φ(β, x′) 6∈ Bεα(xα). For each α, let Uα denote the connected component of

Bεα(xα)∩s̄
(
[0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)}

)
that contains xα, and defineNα = Bεα(xα)\

[
s̄
(
[0, t(x)]×

{q̄(x)}
)
\Uα

]
. As [0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)} is compact in R+×X/∼E, by continuity s̄

(
[0, t(x)]×

{q̄(x)}
)
is a compact and hence closed subset of X̄. Uα is a relatively open subset of

s̄
(
[0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)}

)
, hence s̄

(
[0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)}

)
\Uα is relatively closed in s̄

(
[0, t(x)]×

{q̄(x)}
)
and therefore also closed in X̄. Then for all α, Nα is an open neighborhood

of xα. Moreover, by 7, s̄
(
·, q̄(x)

)
is injective (and continuous) hence for all α, {α′ :

s̄
(
α′, q̄(x)

)
∈ Nα} is an open interval in [0, t(x)].

As s̄
(
[0, t(x)] × {q̄(x)}

)
is compact and covered by {Nα}α∈[0,t(x)], there exists a

finite set 0 = α1 < · · · < αK = t(x) such that {Nαi}Ki=1 form a finite subcover. By

construction, for each i, αi ∈ (αi, ᾱi). Moreover, since properties (1.) and (3.) held for

every element of {Nα} they hold for {Nαi}. Finally, it is without loss of generality to

suppose that for all i 6= j, the intervals (αi, ᾱi) 6⊆ (αj, ᾱj), as if not, then some proper

subcover does, and passing to this subcover preserves properties (1.) and (3.).

Then it remains only to verify {Nαi} has the property that αi < αj implies

(αi, ᾱi) �SSO (αj, ᾱj). Since neither interval contains the other, if αi < αj, then it

must be that ᾱi < ᾱj, which implies (αi, ᾱi) �SSO (αj, ᾱj) as desired.4 If instead

4Note that as no interval in the collection is a subset of any other, it can never be the
case that αi = αj or ᾱi = ᾱj , thus considering only strict inequalities suffices.
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R+

s
(
X/∼E

)
X̄

xx2

x1

Nα1

Nα2

Nα3

(a) An open cover of the path
s̄
(
[0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)}

)
, here in aquama-

rine. This open cover satisfies all of
the properties of 9.

R+

s
(
X/∼E

)
X̄

x

Nα1

Nα2

Nα3

V3

(b) The construction of the neigh-
borhood VK (here, K = 3) for x on
which t is bounded, from the open
cover {Nαi}3i=1.

Figure C.1: An illustration of the construction underpinning Lemma 10. We have
implicitly drawn the numeraire-paths of φ in X̄ as vertical translates of one another.

αj < αi, then ᾱj < ᾱi, in which case (αj, ᾱj) �SSO (αi, ᾱi), and hence αi, αj ∈

(αi, ᾱi) ∩ (αj, ᾱj). Thus swapping the labels of Nαi and Nαj preserves all salient

properties but ‘fixes’ violations of property (2.). Repeating this process for each such

pair cannot cycle (it simply sorts the indices via the {αi}) and thus it terminates

after some finite number of label swaps, resulting in a cover satisfying (2.).

Lemma 10. Suppose (A.1) - (A.3) and that φ is injective in its first factor. Then

for all x ∈ X̄ there exists some open neighborhood of x on which t is bounded.

Proof. Fix x ∈ X̄, and let {Nαi}Ki=1 denote an open cover of s̄
(
[0, t(x)] × {q̄(x)}

)
of

the form guaranteed by 9. Without loss of generality, suppose that Nα1 is the sole
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element to intersect s̄
(
{0} ×X/∼E

)
.5 Define:

V0 = s̄
(
{0} ×X/∼E

)
and, for all i = 1, . . . , K:

Vi = Nαi

⋂[(
q̄−1 ◦ q̄

)(⋃
j<i

Vj ∩Nαi

)]
,

see Figure C.1. We first verify, for all i = 1, . . . , K, that Vi is open. Note that via 6

and our assumption that Nα1 is the only element of the open cover to intersect V0, it

suffices to show that V1 is open. But

V1 = Nα1 ∩
(
q̄−1 ◦ q̄

)
(V0 ∩Nα1),

and V0 ∩ Nα1 = Nα1 ∩ range(s), and hence is relatively open in the range of s. As q̄

is a left-inverse of s, q̄(Nα1 ∩ V0) is open, and hence so too is V1.

We now establish that, for all i = 1, . . . , K,

s̄
(
[0, ᾱi)× {q̄(x)}

)
⊆
⋃
j≤i

Vj,

where we recall that (αi, ᾱi) = {α ∈ [0, t(x)] : s̄(α, q̄(x)) ∈ Nαi} for 1 < i < K, and

[0, ᾱi) is the analogue for i = 1.6 For all i = 1, . . . , K, let xαi = s̄(αi, q̄(x)) and consider

the case of i = 1. By hypothesis, α1 = 0, hence xα1 = (s ◦ q̄)(x) ∈ Nα1 ∩ V0. Then 4

implies s̄
(
[0, t(x)]×{q̄(x)}

)
⊆ (q̄−1 ◦ q̄)(Nα1 ∩ V0), and thus s̄

(
[0, ᾱ1)×{q̄(x)}

)
⊆ V1.

Suppose now that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, that:

s̄
(
[0, ᾱi)× {q̄(x)}

)
⊆
⋃
j≤i

Vj,

5For example, for all i > 1, redefine N ′αi = Nαi \ range(s). N ′αi is open as range(s) is
closed: let (xn) ∈ range(s) and suppose xn → x. Then q(xn)→ q(x), and hence (s◦q)(xn)→
(s ◦ q)(x) by continuity. However, s is a cross-section thus, as xn ∈ range(s), xn must be the
value s takes at q(xn), hence (s ◦ q)(xn) = xn for all n. As X is metric and hence Hausdorff
and as xn converges to both x and (s◦ q)(x), (s◦ q)(x) must equal x, and thus x ∈ range(s).

6This set is indeed an interval by 9.
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but, for sake of contradiction, suppose that:

s̄
(
[0, ᾱk+1)× {q̄(x)}

)
6⊆

⋃
j≤k+1

Vj.

As (αk+1, ᾱk+1) is an interval, if ᾱk ∈ (αk+1, ᾱk+1), the contradiction hypothesis would

be false, thus it must be that ᾱk 6∈ (αk+1, ᾱk+1) and hence s̄(ᾱk, q̄(x)) 6∈ Nαk+1
. Then

(αk, ᾱk) ∩ (αk+1, ᾱk+1) = ∅. But 9 guarantees that, for all l > k + 1, αl > αk+1, and

for all l < k, ᾱl < ᾱk, hence:

s̄(ᾱk, q̄(x)) 6∈
K⋃
i=1

Nαi ,

contradicting the fact that {Nαi}Ki=1 is a cover for s̄
(
[0, t(x)] × {q̄(x)}

)
. Thus by

induction s̄
(
[0, ᾱK)× {q̄(x)}

)
⊆
⋃
j≤K Vj, and in particular x = xαK ∈ VK .

We now verify that t|Vi is bounded for all i = 0, . . . , K; since x ∈ VK and VK is

open, this suffices to establish the claim. For i = 0 the claim is trivial as by definition,

t|V0 is uniformly 0. Thus consider i = 1, let x′ ∈ V1. Note that for any x′ ∈ V1,

if φ(α, x′) = x′, then t(x′) = α + t(x′) by equivariance of s̄.7 But since Nα1 has a

no-loitering bound of Tα1 , since both x′, x′ ∈ V1 ⊆ Nα1 ,

t(x′) < Tα1 + t(x′).

However, if x′ ∈ V1, then (s ◦ q̄)(x′) ∈ V1, and by definition (t ◦ s ◦ q̄)(x′) = 0. Thus

for all x′ ∈ V1, t(x′) < Tα1 . Suppose now that, for all i ≤ k, t|Vi is bounded, and let
7 By definition,

φ
(
t(x′), (s ◦ q̄)(x′)

)
= x′

and, appealing to 4 to conclude (s ◦ q̄ ◦ φ)(α, x′) = (s ◦ q̄)(x′),

φ
(
(t ◦ φ)(α, x′), (s ◦ q̄)(x′)

)
= φ(α, x′).

But as φ is an action:
φ
(
α+ t(x′), (s ◦ q̄)(x′)

)
= φ(α, x′)

too. By injectivity of φ in its first component, we conclude t(x′) +α = (t ◦ φ)(α, x′) = t(x′).
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x′ ∈ Vk+1. Then, x′ ∈ Nαk+1
and there exists some x′′ ∼E x′, where x′′ ∈ Nαi ∩ Vj

where 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Suppose x′′ E x′. Then:

t(x′) < t(x′′) + Tαk+1

< T̄j + Tαk+1

≤ max
i≤k

T̄i + Tαk+1
,

where Tαk+1
is a no-loitering bound for Nαk+1

, and T̄j is any upper bound on t|Vj

which exists by the induction hypothesis. Note that if x′ E x′′, then t(x′) is bounded

above by the same quantity. Thus for all 1 ≤ i ≤ K, t|Vi is bounded; as x ∈ VK and

VK is open, this establishes the claim.

Lemma 11. Suppose (A.1) - (A.3) and that φ is injective in its first factor. Then t

is continuous.

Proof. Fix x ∈ X̄. By 10, there exists ε > 0 such that t|Bε(x) is bounded above by

some constant K. Define t∗ : Bε(x)⇒ R+ via:

t∗(x′) = arg min
t̃∈[0,K]

dX
(
φ(t̃, (s ◦ q̄)(x′)), x′

)
.

Since t(x′) is the unique unconstrained minimizer of this objective function, and

t(x′) ∈ [0, K], it follows that t∗ = t|Bε(x) and hence t∗ is a singleton-valued corre-

spondence. But by the Theorem of the Maximum [6], t∗ is upper hemicontinuous and

hence continuous as a function. Thus for every x ∈ X there is a restriction of t to

some neighborhood of x on which it is continuous, hence it is continuous.

Corollary 5. Suppose (A.1)-(A.3), and that φ(·, x) is injective for all x ∈ X. Then

s̄ is an equivariant embedding.

Theorem 3. Let (X,φ) satisfy (A.1) - (A.3) and suppose Πφ is non-empty. Then for

every experiment E , for any dataset, the following are equivalent:
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(i) The data are cardinally consistent.

(ii) The data are rationalized by a continuous preference that satisfies (N.1) - (N.3).

(iii) The data are rationalized by a continuous, additive-equivariant utility function.

Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii): Let E be an experiment, and F ∈ F a cardinally consistent

flow on (V , E). By 3, there exists a utility u ∈ U such that gradu = F . Without

loss of generality we may suppose u is non-negative valued (by adding an appropriate

constant that has no effect on its gradient). We may similarly without loss of generality

assume that V ( X̄.8 Then i : V → R+, where i(v) = t(v) + (‖u‖∞ − uv) is well-

defined. By definition of an experiment, q(V) is in one-to-one correspondence with V

hence we may instead view i as a map from q(V)→ R+. By 5, X/∼E is homeomorphic

to a subset of X and hence is metrizable and thus normal. By the Tietze extension

theorem, e.g. [85], there exists a bounded, continuous function I : X/∼E → R+ such

that I|q(V) = i. The embedding of the graph of I under s̄ will serve as a single ‘full’

indifference curve for the rationalizing preference we now construct.

We define a binary relation on X in three cases: first, if x, y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
⊆ X̄,

then let x % y if and only if t(x)− t(y) ≥ (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(y).9 If x but not y belong

to s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, then let x � y. Finally, if neither x nor y belong to s̄

(
epi(I)

)
, then let:

x % y ⇐⇒ min{α ∈ R+ : φ(α, y) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
} ≥ min{α ∈ R+ : φ(α, x) ∈ s̄

(
epi(I)

)
}.

Note that both minima are taken over closed sets that are bounded below and hence

exist, thus the right-hand inequality is well-defined. As these cases are exhaustive, %
8If it is not, there exists some ᾱ > 0 such that φ(ᾱ,V) ⊆ X̄, and we may equivalently

just work with this set of ‘translates.’
9Note that here t(x) and t(y) are well defined because x, y ∈ X̄.
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is complete.10 Now let x % y and y % z, and suppose first that x, y, z ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
.

Then

t(x)− t(y) ≥ (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(y),

and

t(y)− t(z) ≥ (I ◦ q̄)(y)− (I ◦ q̄)(z),

hence summing: t(x)− t(z) ≥ (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(z) and thus x % z. By construction,

if x, y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
but z is not, then x % z, and by definition it is impossible that

y, z ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
but x is not, as x % y by hypothesis. Suppose finally that x, y, z 6∈

s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. But then x % z by the transitivity of the usual order on R+. Thus % is

transitive and hence a preference relation.

We now establish that % is continuous. First, let x ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. Then, noting that

y % x only if y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
:

{y ∈ X : y % x} = {y ∈ X̄ : t(y)− t(x) ≥ (I ◦ q̄)(y)− (I ◦ q̄)(x)},

= {y ∈ X̄ : t(y)− (I ◦ q̄)(y) ≥ t(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(x)},

where we define δx ≡ t(x) − (I ◦ q̄)(x) ≥ 0. Consider the function Ix : X/∼E → R

where Ix(y) = I(y) + δx. This is continuous as I is, and by definition, {y ∈ X : y %

x} = s̄
(
epi(Ix)

)
. By 5, this set is closed as epi(Ix) is. Similarly, {y ∈ X : y � x} =

s̄
(
int epi(Ix)

)
, hence it is open; as % is complete, {y ∈ X : y - x} = s̄

(
int epi(Ix)

)c is
closed.

10From the definition of s̄, if x ∈ X̄, x′ ∈ X and φ(α, x) = x′, then x′ ∈ X̄ as well. Thus,
in particular, the embedding under s̄ of the graph of I partitions X into s̄

(
epi(I)

)
and

{x ∈ X : ∃α ∈ R+ s.t. φ(α, x) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
}, and thus the cases we consider are exhaustive.
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Suppose now that x 6∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, and let α̂x = min{α ∈ R+ : φ(α, x) ∈ s̄

(
epi(I)

)
}.

Then φ(α̂x, x) = s̄
(
(I ◦ q)(x), q(x)

)
, hence:

{y ∈ X : y % x} = {y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)c
: y % x} ∪ s̄

(
epi(I)

)
= {y ∈ s̄

(
epi(I)

)c
: α̂x ≥ α̂y} ∪ s̄

(
epi(I)

)
= {y ∈ s̄

(
epi(I)

)c
: y ∈ f−1

α̂x

(
s̄
(
epi(I)

))
} ∪ s̄

(
epi(I)

)
= f−1

α̂x

(
s̄
(
epi(I)

))
.

where fα̂x = φ(α̂x, ·). As fα̂x is continuous and s̄
(
epi(I)

)
is closed, we conclude the

weak upper contour set at x is closed. Analogously, the strict upper contour set at x

is open, and therefore the weak lower contour set at x is closed too. As these cases

are exhaustive, % is continuous.

We now verify % obeys (N.1) - (N.3). Suppose then that x % y, and let α ≥ 0. If

x, y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, then, as φ(α, x) = φ

(
α, φ(t(x), (s ◦ q)(x))

)
(and likewise y):

(t ◦ φ)(α, x)− (t ◦ φ)(α, y) = (t ◦ φ)
(
α, φ(t(x), (s ◦ q)(x))

)
− (t ◦ φ)

(
α, φ(t(x), (s ◦ q)(x))

)
= (t ◦ φ)

(
α + t(x), (s ◦ q)(x)

)
− (t ◦ φ)

(
α + t(y), (s ◦ q)(y)

)
= (t ◦ s̄)(α + t(x), q(x))− (t ◦ s̄)(α + t(y), q(y))

= (α + t(x))− (α + t(y))

= t(x)− t(y)

≥ (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(y)

= (I ◦ q̄ ◦ φ)(α, x)− (I ◦ q̄ ◦ φ)(α, y)

where the inequality follows from x % y and x, y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. Thus φ(α, x) % φ(α, y),

as φ(α, x), φ(α, y) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. Suppose now x but not y belongs to s̄

(
epi(I)

)
(and

thus that x � y. Then for all 0 ≤ α < α̂y, by definition φ(α, x) � φ(α, y), hence

suppose α ≥ α̂y. Then as shown above, (t◦φ)(α, x) = t(x)+α, where t(x) ≥ (I ◦q)(x).
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Similarly, since y 6∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, (t ◦ φ)(α, y) < (I ◦ q)(y) + α. Hence:

(t ◦ φ)(α, x)− (t ◦ φ)(α, y) = t(x) + α− (t ◦ φ)(α, y)

≥ (I ◦ q)(x) + α− (t ◦ φ)(α, y)

> (I ◦ q)(x)− (I ◦ q)(y)

= (I ◦ q ◦ φ)(α, x)− (I ◦ q ◦ φ)(α, y),

hence φ(α, x) � φ(α, y). Finally, suppose neither x nor y belong to s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. Let

x % y hence α̂y ≥ α̂x. For all α < α̂x, α̂φ(α,x) = α̂x − α, thus for all such α, φ(α, x) %

φ(α, y). If α ≥ α̂x, then φ(α, x) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
; if φ(α, y) is not then the preceding

argument implies φ(α, x) � φ(α, y). If φ(α, y) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, then:

(t ◦ φ)(α, x)− (t ◦ φ)(α, y) = α̂y − α̂x

≥ (I ◦ q ◦ φ)(α, x)− (I ◦ q ◦ φ)(α, y).

Thus % satsifies (N.1). Property (N.2) holds by definition. Thus now suppose y % x.

Then φ(α̂x, x), φ(α̂x, y) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, thus, having verified (N.1) it suffices to find some

α such that:

φ(α + α̂x, x) ∼ φ(α̂x, y).

Let:

α = (t ◦ φ)(α̂x, y)− (I ◦ q)(y).

Note this is well-defined as φ(α̂x, y) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. But, since (t ◦φ)(α̂x, x) = (I ◦ q)(x),

(t ◦ φ)(α + α̂x, x)− (t ◦ φ)(α̂x, y) = α + (t ◦ φ)(α̂x, x)− (t ◦ φ)(α̂x, y)

= α + (I ◦ q)(x)− (t ◦ φ)(α̂x, y)

= (I ◦ q)(x)− (I ◦ q)(y).

Thus % satisfies (N.3),
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We now verify that the compensation differences under % for each pair in E

precisely corresponds to the observed data, our last outstanding claim. Let Fyx ≥ 0.

Suppose first x, y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
. Recall (I ◦ q̄)(x) = i(x) = t(x) +

(
‖u‖∞ − ux

)
(and

likewise y) as x, y ∈ V . Thus:

t(x)− t
(
φ(Fyx, y)

)
= t(x)− t(y)− Fyx

= t(x)− t(y)− (gradu)yx

= t(x)− t(y)− (ux − uy)

= (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄)(y)

= (I ◦ q̄)(x)− (I ◦ q̄ ◦ φ)(Fyx, y)

where the first equality follows from an argument identical to 7, and the final from

4. By hypothesis y ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
hence so too is φ(Fyx, y), and thus φ(Fyx, y) ∼ x by

definition of %. If x or y do not belong to belong to s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, then by invariance

of % it suffices to verify that φ(Fyx + max{α̂x, α̂y}, y) ∼ φ(max{α̂x, α̂y}, x). But as

φ(max{α̂x, α̂y}, y), φ(max{α̂x, α̂y}, x) ∈ s̄
(
epi(I)

)
, this follows from the above case.

Thus (i) =⇒ (ii).

That (ii) =⇒ (iii) follows from Theorem 4, so it remains only to prove (iii) =⇒ (i).

Let x0, . . . , xL ∈ X, and suppose that U : X → R is additive-equivariant. Clearly:

L∑
l=0

U(xl+1)− U(xl) = 0,

where subscripts are understood mod-L. Let:

αl =


αl,l+1 if xl+1 ∼ φ(αl,l+1, xl)

−αl,l+1 if xl ∼ φ(αl,l+1, xl+1).

Then, for all l = 0, . . . L, if U(xl+1) ≥ U(xl):

U(xl+1)− U(xl) = U(xl) + αl,l+1 − U(xl) = αl,
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and if U(xl) ≥ U(xl+1):

U(xl+1)− U(xl) = U(xl+1)−
[
U(xl+1) + αl,l+1

]
= αl.

Thus:

0 =
L∑
l=0

U(xl+1)− U(xl) =
L∑
l=0

αl.

Thus the compensation differences arising from any additive-equivariant utility will

always be cardinally consistent.

Remark 6. Conditions (A.2) - (A.3) are also necessary in the following sense. Suppose

X is a metric space, φ a continuous action of R+ on X, and that (A.1) holds so

that (A.2) is well-defined. Then if there exists an equivariant embedding ŝ : R+ ×

X/∼E → X (where the action of R+ on R+×X/∼E is simply addition along the first

factor), then (A.2) and (A.3) must hold. This suggests that the technical conditions

of Theorem 6 cannot be significantly relaxed without requiring a completely different

proof approach.

Proposition Proofs

C.0.3 Proof of 3

Proof. Suppose first that F ∈ im(grad). Then there exists u ∈ U such that gradu =

F . Let (v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vL, v0) ∈ ~E . Then:

L∑
l=0

Fvlvl+1 =
L∑
l=0

(gradu)vlvl+1 =
L∑
l=0

(uvl+1 − uvl) = 0.

Conversely, suppose F is cardinally consistent. Let (V , E ′) denote a spanning tree for

(V , E). Fix v ∈ V . Then for each v 6= v, there is a unique sequence of edges in ~E ′:

(v, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vL, v)
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connecting v to v. Define u(v) = 0 and:

u(v) = Fvv1 +
L−1∑
l=1

Fvlvl+1 + FvLv

The utility u is well-defined and does not depend on the choice of spanning tree: this

follows from observing that if, for two different choices of spanning tree, the sums of F

along two different paths from v to v differed, then by reversing one of the paths, one

would obtain a violation of cardinal consistency. Finally, by construction, gradu = F ,

completing the proof.

C.0.4 Proof of 4

Proof. By the fundamental theorem of linear algebra, it suffices to verify that, for all

u ∈ U , F ∈ F :

〈−divF, u〉 = 〈F, gradu〉,

where U carries its standard Euclidean inner product. Then:

〈F, gradu〉 =
∑

{(i,j)∈ ~E : i<j}

Fij
[
uj − ui

]
=

∑
{(i,j)∈ ~E : i<j}

Fijuj +
∑

{(i,j)∈~E : i<j}

Fjiui

=
∑

{(i,j)∈ ~E : j<i}

Fjiui +
∑

{(i,j)∈~E : i<j}

Fjiui

=
∑

(i,j)∈~E

Fjiui

=
∑
i∈V

[ ∑
j∈N(i)

Fji

]
ui

=
∑
i∈V

[
−
∑
j∈N(i)

Fij

]
ui

= 〈−div F, u〉,
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where the third to last line follows from the observation that summing over ~E (i.e.

each edge twice, once with each orientation) is equivalent to summing over, for each

vi, all of the edges connecting vi to its neighbors, oriented away from vi. Thus F

admits an orthogonal decomposition as im(grad)⊕ ker(div).

C.0.5 Proof of 5

Proof. As noted in the text, for a pure cycle C, MP (C) = ‖C‖1. Thus if R =
∑

l Cl

for some {C1, . . . , CL} ∈ D(R), then by the triangle inequality:

‖R‖1 =

∥∥∥∥ L∑
l=1

Cl

∥∥∥∥
1

≤
L∑
l=1

∥∥Cl∥∥1
=

L∑
l=1

MP (Cl).

Taking infimums across all such decompositions of R we obtain ‖R‖1 ≤ MP ∗(R).

Thus it suffices to show that there always exists a decomposition in D(R) attaining

this lower bound.

Without loss of generality, suppose R ≥ 0 componentwise.11 If R = 0 then trivially

MP ∗(R) = ‖R‖1 = 0, hence suppose R 6= 0. Let E ′ denote the subset of edges on

which R 6= 0, and let V ′ = ∪{x,y}∈E ′{x, y} denote the associated vertex set. Choose

v0 ∈ V ′ arbitrarily. Since v0 ∈ V ′ and R 6= 0, there exists some v1 ∈ N(v0) such that

Rv0v1 6= 0. Since R ∈ ker(div), v1 may be chosen so that Rv0v1 > 0. Proceeding anal-

ogously we may construct a sequence of oriented edges in ~E ′ such that Rvjvj+1 > 0.

We terminate this process when we choose a vertex that has appeared prior in the

sequence.12 Possibly by throwing out some initial segment of this sequence and rela-

belling indices, we obtain a sequence of oriented edges (v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vJ1 , v0)

such that Rvjvj+1 > 0. Let c1 = minj Rvjvj+1 , and let C1 =
∑J1

j=0 c11(vj ,vj+1). Then

11This simply amounts to a choice of orientation of each edge forming our basis for F in
the same direction as the flow (if the flow is non-zero).

12This process necessarily termiantes as (V, E) is finite.
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0 ≤ C1 ≤ R component-wise, and C1 is equal to R on at least one component. Thus

R1 = R−C1 also belongs to the positive cone of ker(div); however it is supported on

a strict subgraph of (V ′, E ′). Thus repeating this process, we obtain a finite decom-

position R = C1 + · · ·+ CL, where for all l, Cl ≥ 0. Since every Cl ≥ 0, however:

‖R‖1 =

∥∥∥∥ L∑
l

Cl

∥∥∥∥
1

=
L∑
l=1

∥∥Cl∥∥1
=

L∑
l=1

MP (Cl)

and hence the lower bound obtains.

Shape Constraint ‘Cookbook’

Quaslinear, Increasing, Concave Utility (Proof of 22)

Proof. Suppose first that U is a quasilinear, increasing, and concave utility. For all

i = 1, . . . , K, define ui = U(vi) and let πi denote an arbitrary choice of supergradient

of U at each vi. As U is increasing, it follows πi ≥ 0 for each i. Define γi = ui−〈πi, vi〉.

Then for all i = 1, . . . , K and all x ∈ X:

U(x) ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, x− vi〉.

Thus, in particular, 〈πi, vi〉+ γi ≤ 〈πj, vi〉+ γj for all i, j. Finally, as:

U
(
φ(α, vi)

)
≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, (α, 0)〉

it follows that:

α ≤ π1
i α

hence π1 ≥ 1. If vi is on the interior of R2
+ then there is some v̂ such that, for some

α̂ > 0, φ(α̂, v̂) = vi. Thus U(v̂) = U(vi)− α, and:

U(v̂) ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, (−α, 0)〉,
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which yields −α ≤ −απ1
i and hence π1

i ≤ 1. Thus for all v in the interior of X, their

supergradients must have first component equal to 1. By the outer hemicontinuity of

the supergradient correspondence ([66], Theorem 6.2.4) this remains true for those v

on the boundary of X, and hence for all vi, πi is of the form (1, π2
i ) as claimed.

Conversely, suppose u, {πi}Ki=1, {γi}Ki=1 is a solution to (3.9). Define:

Ũ(x) = min
i∈{1,...,K}

γi + 〈x, πi〉.

Then clearly U(vi) = ui, and Ũ is quasilinear, increasing, and concave.

Cobb-Douglas Preferences (Proof of 23)

Proof. Consider X = RL
++, and φ(α, x) = eα x. Define H : X → RL via:

H(x) =
(

lnx1, . . . , lnxL
)
.

The transformation H induces an action of R+ on RL via φ̃(α,H(x)) = H(φ(α, x)),

here given by:

φ̃(α,H(x)) = H(x) + α1L.

Critically, (X,φ) and (RL, φ̃) are isomorphic in the above sense, and hence there is a

one-to-one correspondence between observations of the form:

φ(α, x) ∼ y

with:

φ̃(α,H(x)) ∼ H(y).

A collection of observations of this latter form is rationalized by an affine utility on

H(X) (with gradient in ∆(L)) if and only if the former form is rationalized by a
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Cobb-Douglas utility, hence (3.7) under change of coordinates becomes:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui =
〈
β,H(vi)

〉
∀i = 1, . . . , K

β ≥ 0

(C.6)

for β ∈ RL. Note that at any feasible solution (u, β), additive-equivariance implies

〈β,1L〉 = 1 hence this condition would be redundant to include.

Risk-Neutral Utility Functionals on RS

Let S be a finite set of states of the world and let X = RS denote the space of

monetary acts, along with φ(α, x) = x+α1S. Let (V , E) denote an experiment; recall

by definition, there does not exist any pair vi, vj ∈ V such for which there is some

α ≥ 0 such that φ(α, vi) = vj. In light of 4, we will drop the ‘risk-neutral’ qualifier

as it is understood that these characterizations may be straightforwardly extended to

other Bernoulli utilities, and these may be estimated in advance via Equation 3.14.

Subjective Expected Utility

A map U : X → R is said to be a subjective expected utility functional if it is of the

form:

U(x) = 〈π, x〉,

for some π ∈ ∆(S). Define KSEU as the collection of u ∈ U that are restrictions of sub-

jective expected utility functionals. Then solving (3.7) with K = KSEU is equivalent

to solving:
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min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈π, vi〉 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

〈π,1S〉 = 1

π ≥ 0.

(C.7)

Proof. Trivial.

Choquet Expected Utility

Recall that a function ν : 2S → R is a capacity if (i) ν(∅) = 0, ν(S) = 1, and (ii) for

all A ⊆ B, ν(A) ≤ ν(B). By abuse of notation, let S = {1, . . . , S}, and let SS denote

the set of permutations on {1, . . . , S}. For each σ ∈ SS, define:

Cσ = {x ∈ RS : xσ(1) ≥ xσ(2) ≥ · · · ≥ xσ(S)}. (C.8)

The cones {Cσ}σ∈SS cover RS. Note that if a functional U : RS → R corresponds to

Choquet integration with respect to ν, then for any σ, U |Cσ is linear, and indeed if

x ∈ Cσ, then:

U(x) =

∫
S

x dP σ,

where, for all i = 1, . . . , S, the probability measure P σ is defined by:

P σ(σ(i)) = ν
(
{σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(i)}

)
− ν
(
{σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(i− 1)}

)
. (C.9)

See [51] for more discussion. Finally, for notational simplicity, define the shorthand

Aσi for the set {σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(i)}.

We say that U : X → R is said to be a Choquet expected utility (CEU) functional

if:

U(x) =

∫
S

x dν,
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where ν is a capacity the integral denotes Choquet integration. Define KCEU as the

collection of u ∈ U that are restrictions of CEU functionals. Then solving (3.7) with

K = KCEU is equivalent to solving:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈P σ, vi〉 ∀σ ∈ SS,∀i = 1, . . . , K s.t. vi ∈ Cσ

P σ
σ(j) = νAσj − νAσj−1

∀σ ∈ SS,∀j = 1, . . . , S

νA ≤ νB ∀A,B ∈ 2S s.t. A ⊆ B

ν∅ = 0

νS = 1

(C.10)

Proof. Suppose U is a CEU functional. Then it corresponds to integration against

some capacity ν which by definition then satisfies the last three constraints of (C.10).

From the discussion, e.g., in [51] (see, in particular, Example 17), each vi belongs to

at least one Cσ cone, and restricted to each, U simply amounts to integration (i.e.

a dot product) of vi with the measure P σ. Hence every CEU functional corresponds

to a solution to (C.10). Conversely, it follows trivially that every solution to (C.10)

defines a CEU functional.

Convex Choquet Expected Utility

A capacity ν : 2S → R is said to be a convex, if, for all A,B ⊆ S:

ν(A) + ν(B) ≤ ν(A ∩B) + ν(A ∪B).

A map U : X → R is said to be a convex Choquet expected utility (CCEU) functional

if it is of the form:

U(x) =

∫
S

x dν,
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for some convex capacity ν. Define KCCEU as the collection of u ∈ U that are restric-

tions of CCEU functionals. Then, solving (3.7) with K = KCCEU is equivalent to

solving:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈P σ, vi〉 ∀σ ∈ SS,∀i = 1, . . . , K s.t. vi ∈ Cσ

P σ
σ(j) = νAσj − νAσj−1

∀σ ∈ SS,∀j = 1, . . . , S

νA ≤ νB ∀A,B ∈ 2S s.t. A ⊆ B

νA + νB ≤ νA∪B + νA∩B ∀A,B ∈ 2S

ν∅ = 0

νS = 1

(C.11)

Proof. Follows from CEU case, where additionally the supermodularity of ν is

enforced.

Maxmin Expected Utility

A map U : X → R is said to be a maxmin expected utility (MEU) functional if it is

of the form:

U(x) = min
π∈P
〈π, x〉,

for some compact, convex belief set P ⊆ ∆(S). Define KMEU as the collection of

u ∈ U that are restrictions of MEU functionals. Then solving (3.7) with K = KMEU
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is equivalent to solving:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈πi, vi〉 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

〈πi, vi〉 ≤ 〈πj, vi〉 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

〈πi,1S〉 = 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

πi ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , K,

(C.12)

for π1 . . . , πK ∈ RS.

Proof. Suppose first that u ∈ K is the restriction to V of some MEU functional U .

For i = 1, . . . , K, let πi ∈ ∂U(vi) denote an arbitrarily selection of supergradients of

U . As U(0) = 0, by homogeneity, U(vi) = 〈πi, vi〉 for all i = 1, . . . , K. Furthermore,

for all x ∈ RS and all vi ∈ V :

U(x) ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, x− vi〉

= 〈πi, vi〉+ 〈πi, x− vi〉

= 〈πi, x〉,

hence for all vj ∈ V , 〈πj, vj〉 ≤ 〈πi, vj〉. As U is increasing, for each i, πi ≥ 0. Let

α ∈ R. Since U is translation-invariant, for all vi:

U(vi + α1S) ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, α1S〉

hence

U(vi) + α ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, α1S〉

and

α ≤ α〈πi,1S〉. (C.13)

If α > 0, 1 ≤ 〈π,1S〉, and if α < 0, 1 ≥ 〈π,1S〉. Since (C.14) holds for all α ∈ R, we

obtain 〈πi,1S〉 = 1.
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Suppose now that for some collection π1, . . . , πK ∈ ∆(S), we have a vector u ∈ U

satisfying (i) ui = 〈πi, vi〉 and (ii) 〈πi, vi〉 ≤ 〈πj, vi〉. Define

Û(x) = min
i∈{1,...,K}

〈πi, x〉 = min
π∈co{π1,...,πK}

〈π, x〉.

The latter equality follows from standard results on support functions see, e.g., [66]

Theorem 3.3.2. By construction, ui = Û(vi) and Û is a risk-neutral MEU functional.

Variational Preferences

Proof. Suppose first that u ∈ K is the restriction to V of some risk-neutral variational

utility functional U . For i = 1, . . . , K, let πi ∈ ∂U(vi) be an arbitrary selection of

supergradients of U , one at each vi. For all i = 1, . . . K, let:

γi = ui − 〈πi, vi〉.

Then, for all i, by construction ui = γi+ 〈πi, vi〉 and γK = 0. Moreover, for all x ∈ RS

and all vj ∈ V :

U(x) ≤ U(vj) + 〈πj, x− vj〉

= γj + 〈πj, vj〉+ 〈πj, x− vj〉

= γj + 〈πj, x〉,

hence in particular, for all vi ∈ V , γi + 〈πi, vi〉 ≤ γj + 〈πj, vi〉. As U is increasing, for

each i, πi ≥ 0. Let α ∈ R. Since U is translation-invariant, for all vi:

U(vi + α1S) ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, α1S〉

hence

U(vi) + α ≤ U(vi) + 〈πi, α1S〉

and

α ≤ α〈πi,1S〉. (C.14)
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If α > 0, 1 ≤ 〈π,1S〉, and if α < 0, 1 ≥ 〈π,1S〉. Since (C.14) holds for all α ∈ R, we

obtain 〈πi,1S〉 = 1.

Suppose now that for some collection π1, . . . , πK ∈ ∆(S) and γ1, . . . , γK ∈ R

with γK = 0, we have a vector u ∈ U satisfying (i) ui = γi + 〈πi, vi〉, and (ii)

γi + 〈πi, vi〉 ≤ γj + 〈πj, vi〉. Define

Û(x) = min
i∈{1,...,K}

γi + 〈πi, x〉

By construction, ui = Û(vi) and Û is a (i) translation invariant, (ii) concave, (iii)

increasing, (iv) normalized functional hence, by the results of [80], corresponds to a

variational utility functional.

Dual Self Expected Utility

A map U : X → R is said to be a dual-self utility functional if it is of the form:

U(x) = max
P∈P∗

min
π∈P
〈π, x〉,

where P∗ is a compact collection (in the Hausdorff topology) of compact, convex

subsets of ∆(S).

Let (V , E) denote an experiment, where vK = 0. Let KDS denote the collection

of u ∈ U that are restrictions of dual-self utility functionals. Then solving (3.7) with

K = KDS is equivalent to solving:
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min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui = 〈πii, vi〉 ∀i = 1, . . . , K

〈πii, vi〉 ≤ 〈πij, vi〉 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

〈πji, vi〉 ≤ 〈πii, vi〉 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

〈πij,1S〉 = 1 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K

πij ≥ 0 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , K,

(C.15)

for u ∈ RK , {πij}Ki,j=1 ∈ RS.

Proof. Suppose, first, that u, {πij}Ki,j=1 is a solution to (C.15). Define, for each i =

1, . . . , K, the set Pi = co{πi,1, . . . , πi,K}. Clearly Pi ⊆ ∆(S) for each i. Let P∗ =

{Pi}Ki=1. We claim that:

U(x) = max
P∈P∗

min
π∈P
〈π, x〉

defines a DSEU functional whose restriction to V is precisely u. Firstly, as 〈πii, vi〉 ≤

〈πij, vi〉 for all j = 1, . . . , K, it follows that:

ui = 〈πii, vi〉 = min
π∈Pi
〈π, vi〉.

But, for all j = 1, . . . , K we have 〈πji, vi〉 ≤ ui, hence:

ui ≥ 〈πji, vi〉 ≥ min
π∈Pj
〈π, vi〉,

as πji ∈ Pj. Thus:

U(vi) = max
P∈P∗

min
π∈P
〈π, vi〉

= min
π∈Pi
〈π, vi〉

= 〈πii, vi〉

= ui.
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Suppose now that U(x) = maxP∈P∗ minπ∈P 〈π, x〉 is a DSEU functional on RS. For

i = 1, . . . , K, let Pi ∈ P∗ denote any belief set for which:

U(vi) = min
π∈Pi
〈π, vi〉,

and let πii ∈ Pi be any minimizer of the right-hand side.13 Define, for each i =

1, . . . , K, the utility value ui = 〈πii, vi〉. Since Pj is an ‘active’ belief set at vj for

each j 6= i, there exists, for each j, some πij ∈ Pi such that 〈πij, vj〉 ≤ uj. Since

each πij ∈ Pi, then ui ≤ 〈πij, vi〉 for each i. Then, as clearly every πij ∈ ∆(S), the

collection u, {πij}Ki,j=1 is a solution to (C.15), as required.

Dual-Self Variational Utility

A map U : X → R is said to be a dual-self variational utility functional if it is of the

form:

U(x) = max
c∈C

min
π∈∆(S)

〈π, x〉+ c(π),

where C is a collection of convex cost functions c : ∆(S) → [0,∞] such that

maxc∈C minπ∈∆(S) c(π) = 0. Such functionals are characterized by being (i) additive-

equivariant, (ii) monotone, (iii) normalized, i.e. U(1S) = 1, see Supplementary

Appendix to [33].

Let (V , E) denote an experiment, where vK = 0. Let KDSV denote the collection

of u ∈ U that are restrictions of dual-self variational utility functionals. Then solving
13Such a belief set exists as P∗ is compact (in the Hausdorff topology on the space of

compact subsets of ∆(S)), and minπ∈P 〈π, x〉 is continuous in P for each x.
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(3.7) with K = KDSV is equivalent to solving:

min
u∈U

∥∥(gradu)− Ȳ
∥∥2

2

subject to ui ≥ uj ∀i, j s.t. vi ≥ vj

uK = 0,

(C.16)

where vi ≥ vj is understood in the product order on RS.

Proof. Firstly, suppose U is a dual-self variational functional. Then it clearly is mono-

tone, hence vi ≥ vj implies U(vi) ≥ U(vj). Moreover,

U(1S) = U
(
φ(1, 0)

)
= U(0) + 1,

hence U is normalized if and only if U(0) = 0. Thus clearly letting ui = U(vi) satisfies

the constraints of (C.16).

Conversely, suppose u is a solution to (C.16). In light of the characterization

provided in [33], it suffices to prove there exists an additive-equivariant and monotone

extension from V to RS.14 However, note that since V contains no pairs of ∼E-related

elements, u is trivially additive-equivariant and by definition monotone on V . Hence

by Theorem 1 of [29],

U(x) = sup{uvi + b : vi ∈ V , b ∈ R, and vi + b1S ≤ x}

defines an additive-equivariant, monotone, and normalized extension of u, and hence

by [33] this corresponds to some dual-self variational utility functional.

14Normalization holds for any additive-equivariant extension, as uK = 0.
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